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Assignment 

Title: Design of a model for inbound warehousing simulation 

Name student: M.J.J.J. Gerards 

Supervisor: Prof. dr. ir. J. T. U dding 

Start: August 2003 

Finish: Oktober 2004 

Description 

In a warehouse, many strategic decisions have to be made in order to control and opti
mize the warehousing process. Usually, a certain minimum performance level is required 
as described in a Service Level Agreement (SLA) between a warehouse and its customer. 
The performance level is partly influenced by the inbound process where delivered goods 
are being prepared for storage. Unfortunately, due to the large number of parameters 
that can influence the warehouse performance, the impact of strategic decisions is hard 
to predict. For meeting the SLA, verification (other than application in practice) of 
the impact on performance of a certain setting of these parameters is called for. Fur
thermore, in the very dynamic environment of warehousing and distribution processes, 
many conditions (such as freight or order characteristics) can rapidly change. Ade
quately dealing with such a dynamic environment and adjusting a warehouse operation 
to such new conditions is hard without proper simulation and verification tools. 

Assignment 

The objective of this assignment is to build a simulation model of the inbound part of a 
warehouse or distribution center. The model focuses on the ability to simulate, measure 
and improve the performance of a warehouse, in order to serve as a tool for design and 
verification of the warehousing process. This assignment is part of the design of a 
complete warehousing simulation model covering all stages of the warehousing process; 
inbound, storage, and outbound. Compatibility with the subsequent storage part is 
thus required. 
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Summary 

The performance of warehouses depends on a large number of parameters and condi
tions. Many of these parameters and conditions can change rapidly, due to the dynamic 
environment of a warehouse. The effect of strategic decisions on warehouse performance 
is hard to predict, because of the large number of parameters and dynamic environment. 
To avoid the costly and time consuming trial-and-error approach, a simulation and ver
ification tool is desired. 

At the Systems Engineering Group, a simulation model for measuring the performance 
of warehouses is being designed. The objective of this research is to build a simulation 
model of only the inbound part of a warehouse, while the other parts, storage and out
bound, have been modeled in earlier work. The model should be usable as a tool for 
the design of warehouses, or performance improvement. 

First, the inbound activity is reviewed and processes within the inbound activity are 
analyzed. Three major processes are identified: the unloading, transition, and putaway 
processes. The unloading process moves goods from trucks arriving at the warehouse 
to a staging area. The transition process prepares the unloaded goods for storage and 
future order picking. Finally, the putaway process transports the goods from the stag
ing area to the storage area. 

For performing each process, resources are required. These resources can be exchanged 
between the processes and are allocated to the processes by using a dispatching algo
rithm. 

When the inbound activity and the dispatching process has been analyzed, a level 
of abstraction is presented that is applied to the inbound activity in order to model the 
inbound activity. This results in a low set of system parameters, which still enables dis
tinction between different warehouse systems. The required abstraction level is reached 
by defining groups for arriving freights, employees, equipment, storage locations, and 
docks. 

The model is implemented in the discrete event language x [RooOO] and comprehensively 
validated. The model can be regarded as a black box that determines the warehouse 
performance for a set of parameters. Changing the parameters results in a different 
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setting of the inbound system and thus in a different performance. In this report, the 
simulation model is explained together with the location of the relevant parameters. 
The simulation model is able to simulate a diversity of warehouses and distribution 
centers. 

A test case is presented to demonstrate some capabilities of the designed inbound sim
ulation model. 

To measure the performance of a warehouse, key performance indicators (KPis) are 
introduced and discussed, which are able to measure the performance of the inbound 
activity quantitatively. 

Amongst others, the dispatching algorithm influences the performance of the warehouse. 
Research is performed to provide better insight into the influence of resource allocation 
on the performance of the warehouse. Furthermore, the influence of capacity loss in 
unloading and transition teams on the performance of a warehouse is investigated. 



Samenvatting (in Dutch) 

De operationele prestatie van een magazijn wordt bei:nvloed door een groot aantal pa
rameters. Veel van deze parameters en condities kunnen snel veranderen door de dy
namische omgeving waarin een magazijn verkeert. Het effect van strategische beslissin
gen op de operationele prestatie van een magazijn is niet geheel voorspelbaar, vanwege 
het grote aantal parameters dat invloed heeft op de prestatie. Om te voorkomen dat 
voorspellingen moeten worden gedaan aan de hand van de tijdabsorberende trial-and
error aanpak wordt een middel gewenst voor simulatie en verificatie. 

In de Systems Engineering Groep wordt een simulatie model ontworpen om de ope
rationele prestatie van een magazijn kwantitatief te kunnen meten. Het doel van deze 
opdracht is om een simulatie model te ontwerpen van het inslag gedeelte van een maga
zijn of distributiecentrum. Het opslag- en uitslaggedeelte zijn al gemodelleerd in eerder 
werk. Het model moet kunnen worden gebruikt bij het ontwerp van magazijnen of het 
verbeteren van de operationele prestatie van de magazijnen. 

Allereerst is het inslag proces bestudeerd en zijn de deelprocessen binnen het inslagpro
ces geanalyseerd. Er kunnen drie deelprocessen worden onderscheiden: het losproces, 
het transitieproces, en het wegzetproces. In het losproces worden de goederen van de 
trucks die arriveren bij het magazijn naar de ruimte achter de lospoort getransporteerd. 
Daarna worden de geloste goederen bewerkt in het transitieproces, zodat zij kunnen 
worden opgeslagen en gebruikt voor het vervullen van orders. Wanneer de goederen 
klaar zijn kunnen ze worden getransporteerd van de ruimte achter de lospoort naar het 
opslaggedeelte. 

Er zijn middelen nodig om de deelprocessen uit te voeren (zoals werknemers en lospoor
ten). Sommige van deze middelen kunnen worden uitgewisseld tussen de verschillende 
deelprocessen en worden toegewezen door middel van een toewijzingsalgoritme. 

Wanneer het inslag- en allocatieproces is geanalyseerd wordt er een abstractieniveau 
toegepast op het inslagproces om het te kunnen modelleren. Dit resulteert in een kleine 
set systeemparameters, waarmee wel nog onderscheid kan worden gemaakt tussen ver
schillende magazijnen. Het abstractieniveau is bereikt door middel van het groeperen 
van vrachtwagen die aankomen bij het magazijn, werknemers, transportmiddelen, op
slaglocaties, en lospoorten. 
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Het model is ge"implementeerd in de programmeertaal x [RooOO] waarna het uitvoerig 
is gevalideerd. Het model kan worden beschouwd als een black box die de operationele 
prestatie van een magazijn bepaald voor een bepaalde instelling van de parameters. In 
deze thesis is het simulatiemodel toegelicht , samen met de relevante systeemparame
ters. Het ontworpen simulatiemodel is in staat om een groot aantal verschillende type 
magazijnen en distributiecentra te simuleren. 

Na de implementatie en toelichting van het simulatiemodel, wordt er een testcase gep
resenteerd die enige toepassingen laat zien waarvoor het ontworpen simulatiemodel kan 
worden gebruikt. 

Om de operationele prestatie van een magazijn te kunnen meten zijn er relevante 
prestatie-indicatoren gentroduceerd die kunnen worden gebruikt bij het kwantificeren 
van de operationele prestatie. 

Het toewijzen van middelen aan de deelprocessen bei:nvloedt o.a. de operationele 
prestatie van een magazijn. Om meer inzicht te krijgen in de invloed die het toe
wijzen van middelen heeft op de operationele prestatie van een magazijn, is het toe
wijzen van middelen aan de deelprocessen onderzocht. Tenslotte is ook de invloed van 
capaciteitsverliezen in een los- of transitieteam op de operationele prestatie van een 
magazijn onderzocht. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Warehousing and distribution systems represent a significant component of many so
called supply chains. Warehouses and distribution centers typically receive shipments 
from suppliers and manufacturers and prepare shipments to downstream customers who 
may be other distributors, manufacturers or the ultimate consumer. The shipments that 
are received (inbound shipments) differ a lot from the shipments that are prepared (out
bound shipments) at a warehouse. A warehouse has to provide for the transformation 
of the inbound product flow (that is large and infrequent) to the outbound product 
flow (that is small and frequent) . The functions required for this transformation can be 
identified as the warehousing functions. 

Warehousing consists of three activities: the inbound, storage, and outbound activ
ity. In each of the activities, different functionality is required. In the inbound activity, 
goods are received from trucks that are unloaded, and the received goods are prepared 
for storage. Once the received goods have been prepared, the goods are transported to 
the storage area, where goods are stored. The stored goods can be retrieved from their 
storage racks to fulfill a specific customer order. This is done in the outbound activity. 
Once a customer order has been completed, the order is prepared to be shipped to the 
customer. 

The ever increasing trend towards more product variety and short response times has 
placed a enormous emphasis on the ability to perform smooth and efficient logistic op
erations. Logistic operations play an important role in determining a company's com
petitiveness, as logistic costs represent a tremendous part of overall production costs. 
Thus, the efficiency and effectiveness in a supply chain in turn is largely determined by 
a warehouse or distribution center. 

In a warehouse many parameters can be identified that have influence on the perfor
mance of a warehouse. Parameters in a typical warehouse are for example the number of 
employees, the number of docks, but also algorithms implemented to allocate resources 
to jobs. Unfortunately, due to the large number of parameters that can influence the 
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warehouse performance, the impact of strategic decisions is hard to predict. Further
more, in the very dynamic environment of warehousing and distribution processes, many 
conditions can rapidly change. To avoid verifying the impact of parameters by applica
tion in practice, a proper simulation and verification tool is required. 

Previous work 

At the Systems Engineering Group, a section of the department of Mechanical Engineer
ing, a simulation model for warehouses and distribution centers is being designed. Due 
to the complexity and size of the overall model, the design has been split into separate 
models for the inbound, storage, and outbound activity. In 2002, Slegers completed his 
study in which he designed models for order picking and transport and focused on the 
ability to simulate the performance of the outbound processes [Sle02]. Furthermore, 
warehousing definitions and terminology have been introduced. The storage part has 
been studied by Schiffelers. He designed a simulation model in which the performance 
of the storage activity of a warehouse can be measured [Sch04]. 

Objective and approach 

In order to complete the overall simulation model for a warehouse and distribution cen
ter , the inbound activity is modeled in this research. The objective of this assignment 
is to build a simulation model of the inbound part of a warehouse or distribution center. 
The model focuses on the ability to simulate, measure and improve the performance of 
a warehouse, in order to serve as a tool for design and verification of the warehousing 
process. 

This report is outlined as follows. In Chapter 2 a general introduction to warehousing 
is given. The functions and operations of warehouses are briefly discussed. Chapter 3 
deals with the inbound activity. The processes and requirements within the inbound 
activity are thoroughly discussed. In Chapter 4 the Key Performance Indicators (KPis) 
of the inbound activity are addressed. The KPis yield a quantitative measurement of 
the inbound activity. Once the KPis have been introduced, the KPis are evaluated 
and some theory is discussed how to improve the performance of the inbound activ
ity. This theory is applied to resource allocation problems, since problems of this kind 
often occur in the inbound activity. Discrete-event simulations are used to get more 
insight into resource allocation problems. In Chapter 5 the inbound section is mod
eled. The relevant parameters of the inbound section are identified and assumptions 
and definitions are addressed, necessary to reach the desired level of abstraction. The 
implementation of the model into the discrete event language x [RooOO] is discussed 
in Chapter 6. A test case is addressed in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the 
conclusions and recommendations for future research. Terms that are defined in the 
nomenclature (Appendix A) are written in italic when used in this report for the first 
time. 



Chapter 2 

Basics of warehousing 

In this chapter, the basics of warehousing area considered. First, the evolution of the 
warehouse and the increasing customer requirements are discussed in Section 2.1. In 
Section 2.2 the most important functions of a warehouse are discussed. Different types 
of warehouses are addressed in Section 2.3. Some terminology about the handling units 
in a warehouse is addressed in Section 2.4 and the processes involved in warehousing are 
concisely discussed in Section 2.5. Finally, some warehouse management is addressed 
in Section 2.6. Specific terms used in this chapter are explained in the nomenclature, 
Appendix A. 

2.1 Evolut ion of the warehouse 

In the past , producers considered manufacturing to be the main objective of their com
pany and storage was considered to be of subordinate importance. Producers would 
typically only optimize their manufacturing process and pay little attention to the stor
age and distribution process. Gradually, companies focussed attention on storage due 
to the increase of assortments and growing concerns for storage cost. Thus, storage 
and accompanying material handling became an important separate aspect in the man
ufacturing process. Some companies gained knowledge and built facilities to take care 
of their own storage, others restricted themselves to their core business and decided to 
contract out their distribution activities which resulted in different types of warehouses 
with different functions. 

Today, the evolution from a manufacturing economy to a distributor-retailer economy 
has been completed. A warehouse is desired to be a forwarding location instead of a 
stock keeping location, since the owner of goods has to pay the bill for the inventory 
costs. It is important to beware of the following increased customer requirements that 
increase the complexity, importance and the required resources of a warehouse [Ada96]: 

• Customers require frequent shipments and smaller quantities to avoid inventory 
cost 
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• Customers require an increased number of different products stocked 

• Customers are demanding reduced response times for their ordered items 

• Customers allow zero tolerance for errors for items that are mis-shipped or not 
shipped to their order specifications 

• Customers are looking for value added services at the distribution center 

• Customers are not only looking for the cheapest provider but also order accuracy 
has gained increased importance. An example is GE's six sigma policy, that allows 
for 3.4 errors per 1 million activities [GE04] . 

2.2 Functions of warehouses 

A warehouse typically receives shipments from suppliers and manufacturers and pre
pares shipments for customers. These customers can be other distributors, ultimate 
consumers, or manufacturers. A received shipment often contains a large quantity of 
one or a few different products. An outgoing shipment often contains a small amount 
of many different products compared to a typical received shipment. A received (or 
inbound) shipment is quite different in composition than an outgoing (or outbound) 
shipment. In the transformation of the inbound product flow (that is large and infre
quent) to the outbound product flow (that is small and frequent), some basic functions 
can be distinguished [Bar03, GovOO, Jes94]: 

Stockpiling is conducted to decouple supply and demand. Holding inventory and in 
that way decoupling the inbound and outbound process offers solutions when: 

• The warehouse is used as a reservoir to handle production overflow due to 
seasonal production and level demand. 

• The warehouse is used as a reservoir to handle production overflow due to 
level production and seasonal demand. For example, a toy store faces sea
sonality in November and December. After the selling season the warehouse 
spends most of its time to build up inventory again for the next year. 

• Response time is a problem and has to be reduced. This can be a conse
quence of level production and seasonal demand. But response time can also 
be a problem when transportation time is unreliable. For example, when 
products have to be transported abroad, at every stage of their trip they can 
be delayed by congestion, bureaucracy, weather, road conditions and so on. 
These products could be shipped more quickly and with less variance, if they 
could be distributed from a warehouse at a central strategic position in the 
country concerned. 

• Economies of scale have to be realized in manufacturing or purchasing. For 
example, purchasing bulk amounts may sometimes be cheaper and the sav
ings may compensate the expense of storing the products. Similarly, man-
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ufacturing large batch sizes may partially compensate large setup cost, so 
that excess products must be stored. 

Providing customer specific mixtures. Materials are supplied by a variety of ori
gins and arrive at a warehouse in relatively homogeneous input streams. Cus
tomers of the warehouse require a mix of items from the range of products that 
are offered in a warehouse. The warehouses must be able to create the required 
customer specific mixes. 

Consolidation of products to reduce transportation costs and to provide customer 
service. Any time products are transported by a truck, a fixed cost has to be 
taken into account. If the truck is filled to capacity, the fixed cost is minimized. 
Moreover, when multiple shipments (intended for one customer) are consolidated, 
it is easier to receive them for the customer. Trucks can be scheduled into a 
limited number of docks and so waiting time in front of the customer's warehouse 
can be reduced. 

Providing value added processing. Increasingly, warehouses perform value added 
processing such as light assembly, pricing and labelling, and repackaging. This 
is a result of manufacturing firms adopting a policy in which the final product is 
configured as close to the customer as possible. If a warehouse assembles many 
different types of products out of a few components, total safety stocks can be 
lower. 

2.3 Types of warehouses 

According to [RouOOJ two types of warehouses can be distinguished: the distribution 
warehouse and the production warehouse. This distinction is based on wether the 
warehouse is used to serve production or to fulfill customer demand. The two types are 
explained below: 

A production warehouse stores raw materials, work in process and finished products 
that are associated with the manufacturing and/or assembly process. 

A distribution warehouse stores products and fulfills external customer orders that 
are typically composed of a large number of different products. 

Both types of warehouses can appear in different forms of ownership: the private ware
house, the contract warehouse and the public warehouse [Goo98, Ack97] . Below the 
three forms are discussed: 

A private warehouse is operated by the owner of the goods stored there. A private 
warehouse can be a privately owned or a leased facility. Disadvantages of such a 
form of ownership are the fixed costs of the warehouse and the capital investments 
and effort put in knowledge, people and tools. 
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A public warehouse can be a solution for a company that wants to restrict itself to its 
core-business and wants to contract out their entire or partial physical distribution 
to a third party. A third party that takes over distributions of multiple customers is 
called a public warehouse. Usually, when a company (manufacturer or distributor) 
approaches the boundaries of its existing storage capacity, a third party can offer 
multiple solutions to the company. The company no longer needs to make capital 
investments in warehousing knowledge and requirements and no longer has any 
fixed warehousing costs. Value adding activities can also be contracted out. 
In a service level agreement (SLA) the level of service offered from a warehouse to 
a customer is determined. In a public warehouse usually a short-term contract is 
applied. As a rule of thumb, it can be said that the larger the number of customers, 
the lower the possible agreed service level. This is because it is impossible to satisfy 
different needs of many customers. 

A contract or dedicated warehouse differs from a public warehouse in the follow
ing way: a contract warehouse is dedicated to one customer only. That is why 
a contract warehouse is able to off er a high level of customer service, since the 
needs of one customer have to be satisfied only. Moreover, the contract warehouse 
is able to perform a high level of value added logistics, since customer specific 
processes are commonly used. 

2.4 Handling units 

As mentioned before, large and infrequent product flows enter the warehouse and small 
and frequent flows consisting of composed orders the leave the warehouse. In order 
to be able to provide customer specific mixtures from the range of products that are 
offered in a warehouse, large pack units are successively broken down and stored into 
smaller units. For each stock keeping unit (SKU) that is stored in the warehouse, pack 
units (consisting of a standard quantity of SKUs) are defined. 

At this point it is useful to make some definitions for clarity, regarding the handling 
units in a warehouse. 

Stock keeping unit (SKU) is the smallest physical unit of a product that is tracked 
by an organization [Bar03]. For example, this might be one box of ten X-brand 
cd-roms. Sometimes a SKU is referred to as an item [RouOO]. 

Good is defined as merchandize that is offered for sale. Merchandize can be anything, 
from shampoo to cd-roms. 

Product is defined as a type of good [RouOO], for example rewritable cd-roms of the 
X-brand and can be transported in different pack units. 

Order is defined as the combination of several items of several products that are re
quested by a customer [RouOO]. 
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Usually a pallet-load of products moves out of a factory to a distribution center. Then 
products are transported from the distribution center to local warehouses in pallets, 
cases, and to retail stores in intermediate pack units or even individual pieces. Pack 
units are quantities of the smallest possible SKU of a product packed together for storage 
or order picking purposes. Pack units used in [Bar03, Sle02] are piece, case and pallet 
and are described below: 

Piece can be seen as the smallest quantity that can be stored and ordered by a cus
tomer. Thus, the piece is equal to the SKU which is defined above. 

Case is palletizable and conveyable. A case allows higher storage density due to its 
rectangular form. The exterior size makes the case manageable by a person and 
allows stacking. A case usually weighs between about 2.5 and 25kg depending on 
the type of product to be carried. 

Pallet is a bulk storage unit for usually one type of a SKU. It allows high density 
storage and minimization of the inventory volume. 

Downstream in the supply chain, the ultimate user often requires individual products 
(like cd-roms), but the chain never handles the product at that tiny scale. This is 
because of economical reason: the smaller the handling unit, the greater the handling 
cost per unit [Bar03]. Information about the quantity of the pack units is stored in a 
pack key. Such a pack key uses the pack units defined above and an example pack key 
could read (1,10,300) . This means that the piece is the smallest quantity (1 SKU), 1 
case consists of 10 pieces and 1 pallet contains 300 pieces or 30 cases [Sle02]. Notice 
that a piece could contain more than one product. 

2.5 Warehouse operations 

As described in Section 2.2, a warehouse receives shipments from different suppliers 
and manufacturers and prepares orders for customers. Large and infrequent product 
flows enter the warehouse and small and frequent product flows leave the warehouse. 
In order to reorganize the received products, three main processes kan be distinguished: 
the inbound process, the storage process and the outbound process. The three processes 
are described briefly below. 

The inbound process is the start of the warehouse or distribution product handling 
operation. When a truck has arrived at the warehouse, the truck is available to 
be unloaded at one of the unloading docks. The goods typically arrive in large 
pack units, so labor requirements are not usually great. The unloading of the 
goods accounts for only about 103 of operating costs [Bar03]. Once a truck has 
been unloaded, it is checked wether the received goods meet the specifications 
described in an Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN). The ASN is an electronic docu
ment received by the warehouse from a supplier in advance of a shipment. Then, 
multiple activities may be required to prepare goods for storage and future order 
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picking. Once goods have been prepared, goods can be putaway. Putaway typi
cally accounts for about 15% of warehouse operating expenses [Bar03]. The goods 
are either transported to the storage area, or to the front of the storage area. The 
inbound process is thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3. 

The storage process usually consists of two areas: the reserve area and the pick area. 
The reserve area is used for bulk storage and the pick area is used for easy retrieval. 
The bulk storage area is used to replenish the pick areas (when the inventory of 
SKUs becomes low in the pick area) and to store products in the most economical 
way. In the storage area equipment is used to store SKUs. SKUs are allocated to 
the available storage locations, which can be performed using different strategies. 

Outbound process consists of order picking and shipping. Order picking is performed 
manually or (partly) automated by order pickers. It refers to the retrieval of 
items from their storage location to complete a customer order. Order picking is 
by far the most expensive process in warehouses: it accounts 55% of warehouse 
operating costs [Bar03, Tom96]. When the orders have been picked accumulation 
takes place. Sorted items intended for one order are consolidated. Next, the order 
is transported to the unification area where orders intended for one customer are 
consolidated. Orders can be checked and repacked here too. Finally, orders are 
ready to be shipped. 

2 .6 Warehousing management 

All activities within a warehouse must be planned and managed, since demands on 
efficiency have reached such high levels. Today, data interchange in a warehouse is 
performed by a computerized system (also called a Warehousing Management System 
or a WMS), because it has become too complicated to manage the dataflow manually. 
A WMS is basically software to track and manage warehouse activities in real-time. 

Warehousing management system 

The most fundamental function of a warehouse management system is to record receipt 
of inventory into the warehouse and to register the outgoing shipments [Bar03]. This is 
fundamental because it drives essential financial transactions: receipt drives the paying 
of bills to suppliers upstream and shipping drives the sending of invoices downstream 
to the receiver. This is the base from which a modern and complex WMS has grown. 
When shipments have been received, they are identified to check quantity, quality and 
other product characteristics. Shipments can be returned to the vendor, if products do 
not match their order specifications. When a shipment is accepted, receiving date is 
entered into the WMS and the duration of stay in the storage of the warehouse can be 
calculated. The duration of stay of a product in a warehouse is also called dwell time. 
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Stock locator system 

To increase functionality of the WMS a stock locator system can be added [Bar03]. By 
adding the stock locator system to the WMS, the software system is capable of doing 
more than register inbound and outbound product flows. Now the WMS is able to track 
the inventory at storage locations in the warehouse. A good WMS is capable to track 
each place a SKU is, including the SKUs that are being moved between the storage 
locations. If the inventory of storage locations can be managed, direct putaway, order 
picking and replenishment are supported. To put it differently, the stock locator sys
tem is responsible for the stock levels and product allocation in the reserve and pick area. 

The detailed setup and processing within a WMS can vary significantly, however the 
basic logic uses a combination of item, location, quantity, unit of measure, and order 
information to determine where to store, where to pick and in what sequence to perform 
these processes [Pia03]. The database of a WMS must be able to be updated simulta
neously from multiple sources (like receiving, put-away, picking, and shipping), when 
warehouse activities are desired to be tracked in real-time. 

Now that the basics of warehousing have been addressed, the inbound section is ex
plained thoroughly in Chapter 3. The inbound section has to be modeled to complete 
the overall simulation model. 
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Chapter 3 

Inbound process 

In this chapter, the inbound process is discussed. The inbound process or receiving 
process is the start of the warehouse or distribution product handling operation. The 
inbound process can be divided in several different processes: 

• Transport (yard control) 

• Unloading and staging 

• Unpacking 

• Identification 

• Consolidation and repacking 

• Coding and labeling 

• Putaway 

When a truck arrives at the warehouse, the truck can be unloaded at a dock. Many un
loading and shipping docks concepts are available, that influence internal transportation 
distances and the time a truck is allowed to occupy an unloading dock. In the first sec
tion different docks concepts are discussed. When a truck has been assigned to a dock, 
unloading can be performed. Unloading is performed by warehousing employees and 
can be seen as the physical transportation of goods from the truck to the staging area. 
Unloading is discussed in Section 3.2. Once a truck has been unloaded goods are staged 
behind the dock to be able to prepare them for future storage and order picking. Prepa
ration activities are: unpacking, identification, consolidation and repacking, and coding 
and labeling. The preparation activities are called together transition. The preparation 
activities do not always need to be performed on each received freight. Sometimes, a few 
activities can be skipped when the delivered goods already meet the conditions required 
for storage. The first possible transition activity is the unpacking activity. Unpacking 
is performed when goods have to be made available and accessible and is described in 
Section 3.3. Received goods have to be identified. Identification is performed to check 
wether the right quality and quantity has been received. In section 3.4 identification is 

11 
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dealt with. The received goods sometimes need to be repacked or consolidated due to 
reasons described in Section 3.5. Finally, goods may have to be coded and labeled to 
be able to track them when they have been stored (Section 3.6). Once the goods have 
been prepared for storage, goods can be put away. Putaway can be executed using two 
different methods which are described in Section 3.7. In the last section of this chapter 
material handling equipment is listed which can be used for unloading and putaway. 
Specific terms used in this chapter are defined in the nomenclature (see Appendix A). 

3.1 Transport and scheduling 

The majority of products arrive at a warehouse by truck, despite the fact that they 
may have been carried for the major part of their journey by some other method of 
transport like plain, boat or train. If suppliers notify a warehouse of the arrival of 
goods in advance, a warehouse is able to schedule the unloading processes at the docks 
(see Appendix G). Docks are the sorting or staging platforms where shipments can be 
loaded or unloaded. 

~ 
Docks 

9 Do c k s iI' 

(a) Separated docks concept (b) Combination docks concept 

Figure 3.1: Two possible docks concepts 

The time that a truck is allowed to occupy a dock between arriving and leaving is de
termined by truck scheduling. Truck scheduling is largely influenced by the location 
of the receiving and shipping docks and affects product flow and employee productiv
ity [Mul94]. The main objective oflocating the receiving and shipping docks properly, is 
to reduce transportation distances between dock areas and storage and order pick areas. 
Three basic truck receiving and shipping concepts are discussed below [Jes94,Mul94]: 

The separated receiving and shipping docks concept is shown in Figure 3.l(a). 
The separated docks concept reduces internal transportation requirements and ac
tivities. Receiving activities and shipping activities are performed separately with 
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each its own equipment and employees and separate supervision. The separated 
receiving and shipping docks concept is best suitable for warehouses handling a 
high product volume (physical volume of received products) and having a large 
product mix (number of product types on stock) and a large number of SKUs. 
Disadvantages of this concept are the number of employees needed and the in
creased investments in building and docks. Advantages are the increased flexibil
ity in the scheduling of trucks and increased capacity to handle problems. Further, 
the flexible product flow can be tracked and controlled better and the need for 
internal transportation is reduced. 

The combination receiving and shipping docks concept is visualized in Figure 
3.l(b). In contrast with separated docks, the combination docks concept performs 
receiving and shipping activities in one and the same building area and uses the 
same equipment and employees for receiving and shipping activities. The best 
result is obtained when a schedule can be used in which items are delivered in the 
morning and shipped in the afternoon. This combination concept is best suitable 
for small facilities that handle low product volumes and small quantities of SKUs. 
Products flow through the warehouse in a U-pattern. 
Disadvantages are the increased internal transportation distances and the required 
exact scheduling of receiving and shipping activities. Besides, with this concept it 
is difficult to react to product delivery problems and business fluctuations. Main 
advantages of this concept are the maximum use of building area, employees and 
equipment. 

Figure 3.2: Scattered docks concept 

The scattered receiving and shipping docks concept is shown in Figure 3.2. The 
scattered docks concept is a variant of the separated docks concept. As in sepa
rated docks, receiving docks are situated along one side of the building. This is 
the inbound side of the building. Each receiving dock is directly located across 
the storage or manufacturing area. With this concept products flow directly in 
a straight line to the assigned storage or manufacturing area. Products can flow 
from the areas to the shipping docks, because the shipping docks are located on 
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the opposite building wall. The scattered concept is best suitable for a warehouse 
that implemented the just in time ( JIT) strategy. JIT is the practice of timing 
inbound material flows so that they arrive just in time before they are required. 
The increased design and planning activities can be seen as a disadvantage. How
ever , scattered docks provide additional advantage when compared to separated 
docks: product flow can be continuous and uninterrupted. 

The major consequence of the locations of the receiving and shipping docks locations 
is the way products flow through the warehouse. It influences internal transportation 
distance, product volume and number of SKUs that can be handled and the flexibility 
to handle delivery problems and business fluctuations. Characteristics of each concept 
are summarized in Table 3.1. 

Docks concept Product Internal trans- Flexibility 

volume portation 

Separated high medium high 

Combination low high high 

Scattered high low low 

Table 3.1: Dock concept characteristics 

3. 2 Unloading and staging 

Once a truck has been assigned to a receiving dock, the unloading of the truck can 
start. Unloading is the physical movement of products from the delivery vehicle to the 
receiving dock and is performed by warehousing employees. Goods typically arrive in 
large pack units, such as pallets, t hus labor requirements are not usually great. Accord
ingly, the unloading process accounts for only about 10% of operating costs. Unloading 
can be performed either by-the-piece or by-the-batch [KemOl] . This depends on the 
pack unit in which products have been delivered by the suppliers. If loose pieces or 
cases have been delivered and have to be taken out of the truck separately, unloading is 
conducted by-the-piece. If products have been delivered stacked on pallets or trolleys, 
unloading can be performed by-the-batch. Trucks are unloaded faster when unloading 
can be performed by-the-batch. 

Warehousing employees are able to use two methods to unload trucks either by-the
batch or by-the-piece: 

• Manual unloading 

• Mechanized unloading 
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It depends on the weight and volume of freight wether manual or mechanized unloading 
is performed. In Section 3.8 unloading (and put-away) equipment is described that can 
be used in association with manual and mechanized unloading. Important unloading 
equipment characteristics required to model the unloading process are summarized in 
Table 3.4. Once goods have been unloaded, the received goods are located in the staging 
area. 

The staging area behind a dock is one of the critical areas of the inbound process. 
Staging is the temporary storage of received products to perform the required activities 
to prepare goods for storage and order picking. Sufficient space is required at the staging 
area to accommodate inbound capacity for a full delivery truck. When the staging area 
is reduced to a minimum, one discovers that the congested area lowers employee pro
ductivity, increases product, equipment and building damage and increases frequency 
of loading errors and creates extra activities. Moreover, a suitable staging area design 
allows equipment to travel between the dock and staging area and between the staging 
and storage area [Mul94]. 

3.3 Unpacking 

Once products have been unloaded, they can be prepared for future storage and order 
picking. When received products are protected by shipping materials during transport, 
received products have to be unpacked by warehousing employees. Shrink-wrapping 
and tie materials are removed from pallets, boxes are opened and filling materials and 
other shipping requirements are removed from products. This results in the definition 
of unpacking: unpacking covers all activities that are required to make received prod
ucts available and accessible for product identification. Unpacking can be performed 
by-the-piece or by-the-batch at either arbitrary or fixed locations [KemOl]. Unpacking 
by-the-piece can be a time consuming process but is for example the only option when 
products are separately protected during their transport. Unpacking by-the-batch can 
be performed much faster. An example of unpacking by-the-batch is the removal of 
shrink-wrapping from a pallet. At an arbitrary unpacking location employees move to 
the products to unpack them. At a fixed unpacking location products are moved to the 
employee. Using arbitrary unpacking locations is more flexible to delivery fluctuations 
than when using fixed locations. 

When pallets have been received carrying multiple different SKUs (mixed pallets), the 
pallets are split if the warehouse uses a separate storage location for each different type 
of a SKU [KemOl]. Splitting is defined as the grouping of similar SKUs that are carried 
by a mixed pallet. The treatment of mixed pallets and the splitting process is visualized 
in Figure 3.3. 
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3.4 Product identification 

When all goods are available and accessible identification can be performed. The iden
tification process is performed by the warehouse to check if the received goods meet 
the specifications described in an Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN). Identification of an 
item is usually done by a simple description, but this is not satisfactory for warehous
ing purposes. In order to identify articles that are quite similar to each other, a very 
long and complicated description is required since warehouses often have many types 
of products. That is why it is necessary to use a more logical basis of identification. 
In [Mul94] three symbology options used for identification are given: 

Human readable codes consist of alphabetic characters or numeric digits. Examples 
of this method are written labels, markings on the product, manually marked or 
preprinted self-adhesive labels and color coded labels. 

Machine readable codes are read by code reading devices, referred to as scanners 
to extricate the data that is optically encoded. Examples are the various bar
codes methods like the Universal Product Bar Code (UPC), the European Article 
Number (EAN) and the I (interleaved) 2 of 5 Bar Code. 

Human and Machine readable codes are a combination of the two methods de
scribed above. If an automatic system goes down, employees who are involved in 
every process, can still perform the activity when a combination of human and 
machine readable codes are used. 

Each product characteristic that is known in advance is checked in this stage. Quan
tity and quality are important characteristics. Some examples of properties which are 
checked during quality verification are manufacturing date, perishable date and chemi
cal or mechanical quality. For inventory purposes it is important that the right quantity 
is delivered. The verified quantity is entered into the WMS, so inventory losses are pre
vented at this stage. Three basic quality and quantity verification methods are explained 
in [Mul94] and are described below: 

100% accept method. The total shipment is accepted without checking quantity and 
quality. This practice is based on the supplier's excellent past performance of 
delivering goods to specification. This method is typically used where a high 
volume of low valued products are handled. The method does require a periodic 
random check to verify if the supplier still meets the specifications. 

Random sample method. In this method random samples are taken from the sup
plier's delivery. If a random sample fits the specification of the order the entire 
inbound is accepted. This method is typically used when medium-valued products 
are considered. 

100% verification method. Every received item is counted and checked for its qual
ity individually. This method is typically used for high valued products. 
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Quality and quantity method Product volume Floor area Process time 

1003 accept high small small 

Random sample medium medium medium 

1003 verification low large large 

Table 3.2: Quality and quantity check method characteristics 

The quality and quantity verification method characteristics are summarized in Ta
ble 3.2. When the received delivery is required to have an actual count to compare the 
order to its specification (ASN), quantity can be counted in the following ways: man
ual count methods and mechanized count methods [Mul94] . The two quantity count 
methods are described below: 

Manual count method. In this method, each individual item is counted by an em
ployee physically. Advantages of this method are the low required capital in
vestments and the ability to handle all types of products. Disadvantages are the 
required number of operators, a certain possibility for errors, unable to handle a 
large volume and the requirement of a large area. 

Mechanized count method. This method is used to count small items, cases and 
entire truckloads and is based on weighing received products and carriers. Using 
the mechanized count method, large volumes and many types of SKUs can be 
handled. Moreover, it provides an accurate count, requires a small staging area 
and few employees. The extra requirement for capital investment and the need 
for weight information of all products is an associated disadvantage. 

The quantity count method characteristics are summarized in Table 3.3. 

Quantity count method Product volume Floor area Process time 

Manual count low large large 

Mechanized count high small small 

Table 3.3: Quantity count method characteristics 

If it turns out that a received delivery does not meet its specifications or standards, the 
warehouse decides what to do next. The warehouse might hold the delivery temporarily 
and return it to the vendor or wait for the vendor to pick it up. Another decision is 
to perform a 100% inspection of the products (if that has not already been done) that 
separates the good quality from the poor quality. Good quality products are sent to 
the storage area and poor quality products are sent back to the vendor or are stored 
temporarily to wait for the vendor to have them picked up. 
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3.5 Consolidation and product repacking 

Sometimes goods are consolidated before they can be stored. Consolidation is defined 
as the grouping of similar SKUs in order to code and label, repack, and put-away them 
together. Consolidation is performed when the amount of SKUs in a pack unit, deter
mined by the pack key in a WMS (see Section 2.4), differs from the received amount 
of SKUs in a pack unit. Then products can be repacked to the desired pack key. For 
example, it could be that it is more economical to store 20 SKUs on one pallet instead 
of 12 SKUs which have been received on one pallet. 

Because of storage concerns received goods sometimes have to be repacked in a ware
house. When one of the following cases occurs, received goods have to be repacked at 
the staging area: 

• When products have been received on a damaged pallet , products can be repacked 
on a new pallet. Some storage concepts require solid pallets, since pallets are 
supported by the edges only. That is why it is important that pallets are checked 
and, if necessary, changed. To do so, accidents are avoided that can have undesired 
consequences. 

• It is possible that suppliers deliver a number of different SKUs on only one pallet. 
This is done because of economical reasons of the supplier. If a warehouse uses a 
separate location for each different type of SKU, the warehouse splits the received 
mixed pallets and repacks the goods on new carriers. Then, the carriers can be 
stored in the storage locations. 

• It is also possible that products have been received on pallets which can not be 
facilitated by the storage locations. Then, the receiving warehouse repacks goods 
on carriers that can be facilitated by the storage locations. For example, when a 
warehouse has storage equipment used to facilitate euro-pallets and receives other 
sizes of pallets that can not be stored. 

In practice unpacking, consolidation and repacking are often performed in one handling 
activity. For example, when goods are unpacked, they are placed on a new carrier when 
the carrier has been damaged. 

3 .6 Coding and labeling 

Usually, the received goods have to be coded and labeled to be able to track them after 
storing. Three symbology options are used for coding and labeling: human readable, 
machine readable, and human and machine readable codes. These methods have been 
described in section 3.4. The human and machine readable linear bar codes are mostly 
used and come in over 50 varieties [Too98] . A wide variety of labeling machines exists 
too. This is because labels have to be attached at products that have different charac
teristics and have to be stored in different environments. 
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A certain trade-off exists between the degree of coding and labeling and the desired 
identification accuracy during the multiple stages in the warehouse process. For ex
ample, it is cheaper to allow a few errors to occur during the putaway or order pick 
process where a high volume of small, low-cost SKUs are handled than to code and 
label each of these SKUs that enter the warehouse. When expensive SKUs are han
dled, errors in putaway and order picking cannot be permitted. Expensive items have 
to be handled accurately and usually customers demand that expensive products are 
coded and labeled for proper identification when the items are shipped to the customers. 

The degree of coding and labeling influences the required process time: the larger the 
degree of coding and labeling, the more coding and labeling process time required. 

Figure 3.3: Process integration example: handling of mixed pallets 

As mentioned before, the discussed preparation activities (unpacking, identification, 
consolidation and repacking, and coding and labeling) do not always need to be per
formed on each received freight. Sometimes, a few activities can be skipped when the 
delivered goods already meet the specifications required for storage. And often, some 
of the preparation activities required are integrated in one activity. This is because it is 
all about minimizing the number of product handling activities in the warehouse. An 
example of process integration is the treatment of mixed pallets and is visualized in 
Figure 3.3. In practice, the unpacking, splitting, consolidation and repacking process 
are integrated in one activity. When a mixed pallet is unpacked that carries three types 
of a SKU, the three different types are separated and placed on three different pallets 
in one product handling activity. This is because it is all about minimizing the number 
of product handling activities within the warehouse. 

3.7 Putaway 

Once the received goods have been prepared for storage they can be put away. Putaway 
is the last inbound process and consists of the physical movement of products from the 
staging area to their (temporary) storage locations. Putaway appears in two different 
methods: direct putaway and two stage putaway. The two methods are discussed below: 
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Direct putaway moves the goods directly from the staging area to the storage loca
tions. A storage location can be a bulk location or a pick location that is located in 
the reserve area or the pick area respectively. For example, direct putaway might 
be adopted when aisles from the staging area to both the reserve and pick area 
are wide enough to facilitate similar putaway equipment. The possible product 
flow when using direct putaway is depicted in Figure 3.4(a). 

Two stage putaway obviously consists out of two steps. The first step is transporting 
goods from the staging area to a temporary reservoir that is located in the reserve 
or pick area. The second step is transporting goods from the reservoir to their 
assigned storage locations. These locations can be situated in either the reserve 
area or the pick area. For example, two stage putaway might be adopted when 
aisles connecting the staging area to the reserve area are not wide enough to 
facilitate the same putaway equipment used in lanes to transport goods from the 
reserve area to the pick area. The possible product flow when using two stage 
putaway is visualized in Figure 3.4(b). 
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(a) Product flow in direct putaway 
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(b) Product flow in two stage putaway 

Figure 3.4: Direct and two stage putaway 

Thus, in the putaway process goods can be transported from the staging area to the 
storage area either in one (direct putaway) or two stages (two stage putaway). As 
mentioned above, the storage area consists of two different parts: the reserve area and 
the pick area. Below, the two different storage areas are explained: 

Reserve area is used to store bulk products that typically reside in the warehouse for 
a relatively longer duration. Sometimes order picking is done from the reserve 
locations (when large SKUs and pallets are picked, for example). The large quan
tities of goods are typically stored in pallets using a high density storage location 
to achieve high space utilization. Thus, storage locations for the reserve area is se
lected based on the ability to store goods efficiently. Examples of efficient storage 
are stacking and rack storage. 

Pick area is a relatively smaller storage area to enable rapid picking of products from 
stock to complete orders. When the inventory for SKUs in the pick area becomes 
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low, SKUs can be replenished from inventory in the reserve. The pick area can 
also be used to store somewhat larger quantities of fast movers that do not occupy 
much space. Typically, products are stored in cases or broken cases. The storage 
racks are selected to facilitate rapid picking. For example, an operator can pick 
rapidly items from a flow rack and then place them on a belt conveyor to be 
collected at an order sorting and accumulation area. 

A trade-off exists between the size of the pick and bulk area, where cost considerations 
are involved [BodOO]. When a large pick area has been designed, on the one hand order 
filling efficiency improves. On the other hand, overall storage efficiency decreases, since 
available space for the reserve area has been reduced. Moreover, if more SKUs can 
be stored in the pick area, labor cost of replenishing these items from the reserve area 
increases. 

3.8 Unloading and putaway equipment 

Material handling, which is a major activity in a warehouse, is a costly operation and 
therefore efficient methods and equipment should be selected. When modeling the 
inbound process, transport speed in the unloading and putaway process is an important 
parameter. In this section unloading and putaway equipment are discussed. 

Unloading equipment 

When a truck has arrived, it is available to be unloaded. Products are transported from 
the truck to the staging area which is performed by warehousing employees. It depends 
on the received pack units which handling concept(s) can be used. Concepts that can be 
used to unload a truck at one of the receiving docks are described below [Mul94, Jes94]: 

Human carrying is considered to be the simplest and most basic in unloading activ
ities. The employee carries pieces or cases from the delivery truck to the staging 
area. With this concept a delivery truck is unloaded in 7- 8 hours. Human car
rying requires a minimal investment and enables maximum routing variability. 
Disadvantages are the small volumes shipped per employee and possibility for 
injuries. 

Manual push or pull is conducted by operators who push or pull carriers (like pallet 
trucks or carts) between the delivery dock and staging area. With the increasing 
use of pallets in a warehouse, the pallet truck is often used to transport pallets. 
The pallet truck is not restricted to a fixed route and can handle only one pallet 
at a time. With the pallet truck, the delivery truck is unloaded in 2- 6 hours. 

The electric powered pallet truck consists of a three-wheeled vehicle. One wheel 
is the drive and steer wheel and the other wheels are under the two forks that 
elevate or lower the unit load. To unload an operator drives the pallet truck into 
the delivery truck, picks up a pallet load and drives with the pallet load from the 
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truck onto the warehouse staging area. The truck is not restricted to a fixed path 
and is able to carry one pallet at a time and unload a delivery truck in around 
2 hours. Two powered pallet trucks are available: the walk-behind or the rider 
model. 

Conveyor system is a continuous transport system. There are numerous types of 
powered transportation conveyors. Amongst them are wheel, belt and roller con
veyors [Kay03]. Selecting the proper type of conveyor is based on the size and 
stability of the pack unit to be handled. Conveyors used for unloading are usually 
mobile and extendable so that they can be placed inside the delivery truck. Ad
vantages of (mobile and flexible) conveyors are multiple load and unload positions, 
large and fast volume handling, few required operators and transport over possi
bly large distances. A disadvantage is the large investment cost of the conveyor 
systems. A truck can be unloaded in 3- 4 hours. 

Fork lift truck is able to lift heavy pallets or goods at a larger speed than electric pow
ered pallet trucks (unloading one truck in 1- 2 hours) and is easily manoeuvrable, 
but also more expensive. Due to its size, it is not always allowed to enter the 
staging area. Fork lift trucks come in many varieties. In the following subsection 
four different types of fork lift trucks are described. 

The characteristics of the unloading concepts discussed above are summarized in Ta
ble 3.4. In this table, characteristics of putaway equipment are described too. Putaway 
equipment is dealt with in the next subsection. 

Putaway equipment 

When goods have to be transported from the staging area to the storage area material 
handling equipment can be used. It depends on the putaway method applied which 
type of equipment can be used. For example, when aisles that connect the staging area 
to the reserve area are not wide enough to facilitate heavy equipment, light equipment 
has to be used to transport goods from the staging area to the reserve area. Sometimes 
putaway equipment can be used for unloading and sometimes unloading equipment can 
be used to transport goods to the storage area. 

Typical putaway equipment is the counterbalanced fork lift truck. Today, an enor
mous range of types and sizes of such vehicles is available, ranging from pedestrian 
operated stacker trucks to giant machines capable of handling containers weighing 40 
tonnes. This report restricts itself to pallet and case handling lift trucks. The more 
important types of fork lift trucks are described below [Bar03, Mul94]: 

Counterbalanced fork lift truck is the most common fork lift truck and carries the 
load on forks that can only be moved vertically. To move in the other directions 
the truck must be manoeuvred. Fork lift trucks are available in both sit-up and 
stand-up versions and are either internal combustion or electric powered. Both 
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versions travels at about 20 kilometres an hour and are able to use attachments 
in order to handle specialized loads. 

Straddle type reach truck has a scissor-like mechanism behind the forks that en
ables the for ks to reach into the rack (up to four levels high) where a pallet is 
stored. The reach truck improves the proportion of storage space to aisle space 
and reduces travel distances and operation cycle times. It travels at about 15 
kilometres an hour. The reach truck has a reduced mass and length and is able 
to turn more easily in a confined space because the truck travels with forks drawn 
back within the wheelbase. 

Straddle type double reach truck provides acces to the rear positions in double 
deep rack storage (where pallets are stored behind each other) because of an 
extended scissor-like mechanism the reach truck is equipped with. Storage density 
increases since two aisles out of every five can be eliminated. It travels at about 
the same speed as a reach truck. 

Counterbalanced turret truck provides an even greater space utilization than the 
reach truck, because these trucks use a turret that is able to turn 90 degrees, left 
or right to putaway and retrieve loads. Turret trucks can operate in locations 
where space is restricted, because the truck itself does not need to turn within 
the aisle. Because these trucks allow such a narrow aisle, some kind of guidance 
device is usually required. A turret truck travels at about 12 kilometres. 

The increasing use of fork lift trucks is associated with the increasing use of pallets in a 
warehouse. Fork lift trucks are not suitable for transporting goods for long distances or 
really heavy materials. Table 3.4 summarizes characteristics of unloading and putaway 
concepts and equipments. 

Now that the processes and requirements within the inbound section have been dis
cussed and explained, a quantitative measurement of the performance of the inbound 
section is required. In the next chapter, Key Performance Indicators are introduced 
that are able to measure the performance of the inbound section. 
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Concepts Transport Transport Transport Flexibility 

unit speed capacity of routing 

Human carrying cases low low high 

Manual push or pull cases low low high 

P a llet truck pallets low low high 

Electric powered pallet truck pallets moderate low high 

Conveyor systems cases/ pallets high high low 

Fork lift truck pallets high high moderate 

Reach truck pallets high moderate moderate 

Deep reach truck pallets high moderate moderate 

Turret truck pallets moderate moderate low 

Cart train cases/pallets high high low 

Monorail/ tow line cart cases/ pallets high high low 

Table 3.4: Unloading and putaway concepts characteristics 
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Performance measurement 

In this chapter expressions for the quantitative measurement of the operational per
formance of the various inbound processes are addressed. The performance in each of 
the processes in the inbound section can be measured quantitatively by using Key Per
formance Indicators (KPis). In Section 4.1, the KPis are introduced and evaluated. 
Furthermore, some relevant job characteristics are discussed. Then, a single server ar
rival process is modeled to observe the influence of the dispatching algorithm on the 
performance in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the dispatching process is investigated. The 
single server is substituted by a multiple server system, and various capacity problems 
are discussed in Section 4.4. 

4 .1 Inbound key performance indicators 

The KPis are used for a quantitative measurement of the operational performance of 
a warehouse. In this section the KPis are introduced and discussed of the three major 
processes identified in the inbound process: unloading, transition, and putaway. 

The KPis to measure the performance of a warehouse are similar to the KPis that 
are commonly used for a quantitative measurement of manufacturing systems. For ex
ample, throughput and flow time are relevant in both a manufacturing system and a 
warehouse. In contrast with a manufacturing system however, minimizing flow time 
and maximizing throughput is not required in a warehouse. When the available work 
is spread over the day, a smaller number of employees is required than when the work 
must be finished as soon as possible. Note that additional employees that are used to 
reduce flow time and increase throughput have to be paid for a complete shift, even 
when the work has been completed much before the end of the shift. 

Receiving KPis 

For the receiving process, where trucks arrive at the warehouse to unload their goods 
at an available dock, three major KPis can be defined: 

25 
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• Flow time trucks 

• Throughput trucks 

• Waiting queue size of trucks in front of the warehouse 

The three receiving KPis are further described below: 

Flow time trucks. In this context flow time is measured from the point in time a 
truck arrives at a warehouse until the truck has been unloaded. Flow time is 
denoted by the symbol r.p. In the receiving process it is desired to control flow 
time. This is because the warehouse may have to pay a penalty for the time a 
truck has to spend at the warehouse before it is able to leave. Moreover, a reduced 
average flow time increases flexibility in assigning docks, which may be utilized 
when an urgent job arrives. Finally, a shorter flow time and increased flexibility 
will lead to a smaller response time. When the unloading time is small, products 
that arrive at the warehouse are sooner available to be composed in orders that 
are sent to customers. 

Throughput trucks is defined as the amount of trucks that is unloaded at the ware
house per time unit. An upper limit on the throughput of a process is its capacity. 
In the inbound section, capacity consists of equipment, employees, docks and put
away volume. When work is released at or above the capacity causes the system to 
become unstable. When trucks arrive with a mean interarrival time ta, through
put J can be calculated by J = 1/ta. When it is desired to serve more customers 
with a constant capacity, more products are required. Then, the throughput 
must be increased. Note that throughput cannot be increased infinitely, since the 
storage capacity in a warehouse is limited. 

Size waiting queue. In front of the warehouse a waiting queue may occur due to vari
ability in arrival time and available capacity in the subsequent inbound processes. 
Then, trucks cannot be served by the warehouse, since the unloading docks are 
occupied by other trucks that are being served. When the size of the queue in
creases, flow time will increase too. Moreover, it is desired to have a waiting queue 
that is smaller than the capacity of the parking in front of the warehouse. 

Once a truck has been unloaded, its freight has to be prepared for storage. In the 
transition process, some KPis of importance can be identified too. 

Transition KPis 

In the transition process, which may consist of multiple processes (see Chapter 3), the 
following KPis can be identified: 

• Flow time freights 

• Throughput freights 
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• Size waiting queue 

The three transition KPis are further discussed now: 

Flow time freights. Flow time is measured from the point in time a truck has been 
unloaded until the unloaded goods have been prepared for storage. Reducing flow 
time in the transition process, reduces the average time a dock is occupied. Like 
in the receiving process, a reduced flow time in the transition process will lead to 
increased flexibility in assigning docks and in a smaller response time. 

Throughput freights is defined as the amount of freights that has been prepared 
for storage per time unit. When throughput is increased, more freights can be 
processed per time unit. The throughput cannot be increased infinitely, due to 
the limited storage capacity in a warehouse. 

Size waiting queue. An unloaded freight has to be prepared for storage behind a 
dock. When no employees and equipment are available to process the unloaded 
freight, the dock is blocked until the freight can be put away. Especially when the 
available docks can be used for both receiving as well as outbound shipping, it is 
important to control the number of freights that are staged and still have to be 
putaway. 

The goods that have been prepared for storage can be put away by warehousing em
ployees. Sufficient resources (like employees, equipment and storage capacity) have to 
be available to avoid the putaway process becoming the bottleneck in the system. 

Put away KPis 

In the put away process, prepared pack units are transported from the staging area to 
the storage area. In the putaway process, the following KPI of importance is identified: 

Utilization storage capacity put away. During the transition process, pack units 
continuously become available. When a pack unit becomes available for storage, 
but when no storage capacity is available to store the pack unit, the dock cannot 
be cleared to unload a new truck. A dock is able to receive a new truck when the 
prepared pack units have been put away. 

The two final important KPis concern the entire inbound system and are discussed 
below: 

Utilization employees, equipment, and docks. It is desirable to measure how many 
resources are used. Then, it can be determined which of the resources is sufficiently 
available and which of the resources is still required. 

Completion time describes the time the entire inbound activity has been completed 
for a set of trucks (arriving at the warehouse in one day) and available resources. 
When the trucks are completed in overtime, reducing completion time then results 
in reduced operational costs. 
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Evaluation of the KPis 

Throughput is determined by the workstation with the lowest capacity (the bottleneck) 
in the system. Figure 4.1 visualizes the three inbound workstations: the unloading (UL), 
transition (TR), and putaway process (PA). In the unloading and transition process, 
throughput is defined as the number of freights processed per time unit. In the putaway 
process, throughput is defined as the number of freights (consisting of a number of pack 
units) that is transported to the storage area per time unit. Then, throughput is defined 
as the processed number of freights per time unit in each of the inbound processes and 
is constant for each workstation in line: Su L = Sr R = Sp A. 

Figure 4.1: Three main processes in the inbound section 

Throughput and flow time (and indirectly the size of the waiting queue) are related 
to each other by Little's Law [HopOO]. Little's law considers manufacturing systems in 
the steady state. However, a typical inbound system cannot be considered as a system 
in which is worked continuously. The fact is that trucks can only be received until a 
certain hour of the day. Therefore, in some situations it may occur that the steady 
state will not be reached. To be able to quantify the performance of a warehouse, it is 
assumed that the steady state will be reached in a warehouse. Little's Law states that 
at each Work In Progress ( WIP) level, WIP is equal to the product of throughput and 
flow time: 

WIP = S * 'P· ( 4.1) 

Little's Law shows that reducing flow time at a constant throughput level results in a 
lower WIP level. A lower WIP level at a constant throughput level reduces waiting lines 
in front of the workstations. When it is desirable to increase the number of customers 
that can be served at a constant WIP level, throughput must be increased and flow 
time must be reduced. 

The KPis described in this section, can be influenced by the resources that are avail
able for the inbound activity. The resources required to perform the three processes are 
allocated by using a dispatching algorithm. The dispatching algorithm used influences 
the performance of the warehouse as well. Next, characteristics are discussed that are 
required for the dispatching algorithm and performance measurement. 
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Job characteristics 

The performance of a warehouse is largely determined by the available resources, but 
also by the dispatching algorithm that allocates resources to the three major inbound 
processes. The following characteristics are required by the dispatching algorithm: 

• Workload, Pei [minutes*employee]. Workload is the amount of minutes of work 
required by one employee to process a job j. When dividing the workload of job j 
by the number of employees, n, processing that job, process time is determined. 
Process time is the duration in time a team needs to process the job. Process time 
can be computed by: lj =Pei /n. Initially, it is assumed that a team consisting of 
n employees processes a job n times faster than a team consisting of one employee. 

• Release time, Tj. The point in time a job j is available for processing. 

It is assumed that release times of jobs are not known in advance. Information that is 
generated as a result of dispatching decisions is described below: 

• Completion time, Cj. The point in time the processing of a job j is finished. 

• Waiting time, Wj. The amount of time a job j has to wait before it can be 
processed. 

Performance measures (like flow time) can be used to evaluate a schedule. Flow time 
for a job j is defined as the amount of time between its release time and its completion 
time: 

(4.2) 

To get more insight in the resource allocation problem and in the influence of the 
dispatching algorithm on the performance of a warehouse, a model is required in which 
various algorithms can be implemented. In the next section, a single server model 
is presented which is used for this purpose. The single server model can be seen as a 
simple arrival process, that can be applied to each of the three major inbound processes. 
Further in this chapter, the single server model is extended to a multiple server system 
in order to investigate other resource allocation related problems. 

4.2 Single server simulation model 

In this section a single server system is presented, which is used to get insight in the 
impact of variability in arrival times and workloads on flow time in combination with 
different classes of scheduling algorithms. In this section, a single server arrival process 
is presented that can be applied to each of the three major inbound processes. The 
simulation model is set up in the x-language [RooOOJ and the structure is presented in 
Figure 4.2. The model consists of a generator G, a controller C, an execution process 
P and an exit process E which are described below. The code of the simulation model 
can be found in Appendix F. 
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Generator 

Process G generates lots. Lots are generated with stochastically distributed interarrival 
times and workloads. An arrival process in a warehouse (like the arrival of trucks at a 
warehouse), suffer high variability in both arrival times and workloads. To investigate 
the impact of the highly variable interarrival times and workloads on flow time in 
combination with different classes of scheduling algorithms, the gamma distribution is 
used to model the interarrival times and workloads. 

Figure 4.2: Structure of the simulation model 

Controller 

The controller C is always able to receive tasks from the generator. The received tasks 
are added to a waiting queue. The controller is able to dispatch the resources to the 
execution process. In this model, resources exist of one type only. When resources are 
available, priority of the jobs in the waiting queue is determined (based on the algo
rithm implemented) and the dispatching algorithm decides which job will be executed 
first. The controller receives resources from the execution process when a job has been 
performed. Then, the available resources are updated and the next job can be processed. 

Execution process 

Execution process P is initially available to receive a job from the controller. Once P 
has received a job, P cannot receive an additional job until the job has been completed. 
Based on the workload and received resources, completion time is determined. Once 
the completion time passes, P returns the resources to the controller and is available 
again to receive a new job. Furthermore, the completed job and relevant information 
(like arrival time and completion time) is sent to the exit process. 

Exit process 

The final process in the single server simulation model is the exit process. In the exit 
process E the KPis can be measured. Thus, the performance measurement takes place 
in a separate process. 

Now that the model has been presented, expectations and simulation results are com
pared in the following section. 
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4.3 Dispatching process 

In this section, three dispatching algorithms are presented. The three algorithms are 
commonly used to allocate resources to processes and are possible algorithms that can 
be used for the inbound resource allocation problem. First, the expectations of the 
performance of the algorithms are outlined. Then, simulation results are considered to 
validate the expectations for a range of combinations of variability in interarrival times 
and workloads. Simulation results are obtained with a certain accuracy described in 
Appendix K. 

First Come First Serve 

In practice, resource allocating problems are often solved by using the First Come First 
Serve (FCFS) algorithm. For example, a truck that arrives first will be served first. 
However, flow time is not minimized when using FCFS. To be able to compare the 
performance of the FCFS algorithm with that of other algorithms, the FCFS algorithm 
is considered first. The following equation is exact when describing flow time for an 
M/M/1 system [HopOO] , for other systems it is an approximation: 

(c2 + c2) ( u ) 
<p = a 2 e 1 - u t e + t e (4.3) 

In the equation above, te is the average process time and Ca and Ce are the coefficients of 
variation of the interarrival time and process time, respectively. In Appendix J simula
tion results are compared to the theoretical results obtained by applying Equation 4.3. 

Shortest Process Time 

The Shortest Process Time (SPT) algorithm is a non-preemptive priority algorithm. 
SPT considers the jobs in the waiting queue at the point in time employees are or have 
become available. SPT is thoroughly described in Appendix G. For any combination 
of Ce and ca, flow time is expected to become never larger by using SPT than by using 
FCFS [Bak7 4]. For small values of Ce, generated process times are nearly constant, and 
constant process times are arranged in order of arrival. Thus for small values of Ce, SPT 
is expected to show a similar performance as the FCFS algorithm. 

Simulation results meet the expectation and are depicted in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.3, 
the relation is shown between flow time and Ce for different values of Ca for both the 
SPT and the FCFS algorithm. The following parameters are kept constant: ta = 100, 
Pe= 85.0 and workforce n = 2. 

Shortest Remaining Process Time 

The Shortest Remaining Process Time (SRPT) is a preemptive scheduling algorithm 
and is discussed in Appendix G. The algorithm compares remaining process times of 
the jobs in the waiting queue each time a new job arrives and each time a job has been 
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completed. Then, the job with the shortest (remaining) process time is processed. Con
sequently, the job which is currently being processed is preempted when its remaining 
job size is not the smallest anymore. In practice, preemption requires a setup time. For 
example, a staging area must be cleared when the unloading of a truck is preempted on 
the staging area. First, the SRPT algorithm is regarded assuming that setup times are 
not required. 

For small values of Ce, SRPT is expected to show a similar performance when using 
the FCFS algorithm. The fact is that small values of Ce yield nearly constant work
loads. And when a new job arrives at the system, the job that is being processed will 
be the job which has the shortest remaining process time. Thus, jobs are being served 
in order of arrival which is similar to the FCFS algorithm. Further , it is expected that 
for any combinations of Ce and Ca flow time never becomes larger by using SRPT than 
by using SPT. 
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Figure 4.4: SPT versus SRPT 

The simulation results meet the expectations described and are shown in Figure 4.4. 
In Figure 4.4, the relation is shown between flow time and increasing values of Ce for 
different values of Ca when using the SPT and SRPT algorithm. Again , the following 
parameters are used: ta = 100, Pe = 85.0 and n = 2. When studying the simulation 
results in Figure 4.4 more thoroughly, it seems that an increasing Ce reduces flow time 
for large values of Ca· In other words, variability in process time reduces flow time 
for large values of Ca when using SRPT. To get insight into this seeming paradox, a 
preemptive priority model [AdaOO] is derived in Appendix H. 

As mentioned before, preempting a job may result in a required setup time. When 
the setup time required to preempt job j plus the process time of job i (which has 
highest priority) is smaller than the remaining process time of the job j, it is beneficial 
to preempt job j. The required setup time can be a function of the workload processed 
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of the job to be preempted. For example, when the unloaded goods have to be taken 
away from the staging area, the required time depends on the number of pallets staged 
in that area. It strongly depends on the required setup time, whether flow time can be 
reduced when allowing preemption. 

Delaying large jobs 

A problem of the SPT and SRPT algorithm is the delaying of large jobs. In the non
preemptive algorithm, a large job is delayed as long as smaller jobs are available which 
have to be processed too. When preemption is allowed, a job can also be preempted. 
Applying the algorithms results in a relatively short average waiting time, but also in 
a few large maximum waiting times (see Appendix J for simulation results). The few 
large waiting times cannot be accepted by the warehouse. For example, a supplier who 
has to wait many hours in front of the warehouse will not service the warehouse the 
next time. 

In the literature algorithms are available in which a trade-off can be made between 
average flow time and maximum waiting time. A commonly used algorithm to control 
the maximum waiting time is Least Slack Time (LST) [Abb92]. LST is an estimate 
of how long the execution of the job can be delayed and still meet its deadline. To 
calculate the slack time, LST uses the due date of each job. The due date is the point 
in time a job must be finished. However, in this research no due dates are considered. 
Thus, a due date must be chosen for each job when applying LST. In Appendix J , LST 
is discussed more thoroughly. 

An alternative algorithm in which a trade-off can be made between maximum waiting 
time and average flow time, without using due dates is a variant of the SPT algorithm 
and considers the time a truck has already been waiting. The degree of importance 
of waiting time is determined by the weight factor >.. When >. = 0, the priority rule 
reduces to the SPT algorithm. At any point in time t , priority Pj of an arbitrary job j 
can be measured as follows: 

(4.4) 

Then, jobs can be served in increasing order of priority. Increasing the value of >. in
creases flow time and decreases the maximum waiting time. It depends on the warehouse 
whether flow time or longest waiting time deserves the most attention. In Appendix J 
simulation results are compared of the LST algorithm and the SPT variant. More
over, in Appendix J it is discussed how to determine the weight parameter >. when 
flow time must be reduced, and meta models are presented that are able to predict the 
performance of the single server system for different parameter settings and scheduling 
algorithms. 
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4.4 Multiple server model 

Now that more insight has been obtained in the influence of scheduling algorithms on 
the performance of a warehouse, a multiple server system is used in this section to 
investigate capacity related problems. The multiple server model is used to investigate 
the influence of team size on flow time and to investigate the influence of capacity loss 
on flow time when using teams that suffer capacity loss when increasing the team size. 
The structure of the multiple server system consists of a similar structure as described 
in Section 4.2. The source code can be found in Appendix F. First it is assumed that 
an optimal number of employees m exists, which processes a job m times faster than a 
team consisting of one employee. 

No capacity loss with increasing team size 

Imagine that k unloading employees are available to perform the unloading process. 
Then, multiple options exist to split the available number of employees into unloading 
teams. When composing many small teams, more parallelism is allowed than when large 
teams are composed. In Appendix G it is proven that parallelism must be minimized 
in order to reduce flow time. Thus, all teams composed must consist of the maximum 
number of employees per team, except possibly one team, due to k not being divisible 
by the maximum number of employees per team. 
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Figure 4.5: Influence of required team size on flow time 

In Figure 4.5 the influence of the required team size on flow time is visualized for the 
SPT algorithm. For three required maximum team sizes (one, two and three employees) 
the simulation results are presented. Flow time is shown for varying Ce, four values of 
Ca, six available employees, and u = 85%. The simulation result confirms that whenever 
the maximum team size increases, the generated flow time will decrease. 
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Capacity loss with increasing team size 

In practice, a team consisting of n employees will not process a job n times faster than 
a team consisting of one employee. This phenomenon is called the law of diminished 
return. In Appendix I the law of diminished return is discussed and ax-model has been 
set up to get insight into the law. 

As mentioned before, team sizes should be as large as reasonable possible. But what 
to do when larger teams lose more capacity than smaller teams? Capacity loss will in
crease utilization which will result in the increase of flow time. Thus, a trade-off exists 
between reducing parallelism and capacity loss. 

For the G/G/m system with m identical machines, where interarrival time and workload 
are generally distributed, flow time can be approached by [HopOO]: 

( c~ + c~) (u~-l) (Pe)+ (Pe) 
2 m(l - u) ne ne 

(4.5) 

where Pe is the mean workload and ne is the effective capacity of one of the m identical 
machines. Effective capacity is defined as the total capacity employees contribute to 
a team. For a multiple server system with m identical machines, utilization can be 
determined with: 

u = (4.6) 

Imagine the situation that six employees are available. Then, two teams of both three 
employees can be formed, or three teams consisting of two employees, for example. In 
the example discussed in this section, two large teams (m1 = 2) and three small teams 
(ms = 3) are formed. Let us assume that the small teams do not suffer capacity loss. 
Thus each ms small team has an effective capacity of ne. = 2.0. In the m1 large teams, 
capacity is lost. The performance of the ms small teams is compared to the performance 
of the m1 large teams to investigate the impact of capacity loss on the performance of 
the teams. The performance is investigated for a range of effective capacities for the 
m1 large teams: ne1 = {2.0, 2.1, ... , 3.0}. Note that when ne1 = 3.0, the large teams 
suffer no capacity loss. When capacity loss increases, the utilization increases as well. 
Utilization for one of the m1 teams will be a factor 

(4.7) 

larger than utilization for a ms small team. Since a trade-off exists between parallelism 
and capacity loss, it depends on the difference between the utilization of the ms and m1 
teams which team size option is the most economical one. 

In Figure 4.6 the difference between flow time for the m1 large teams and the ms small 
teams versus the throughput is shown for the range of effective capacities of each of the 
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m1 teams. Note that the ms small teams do not suffer capacity loss. The arrow points 
in the direction of increasing capacity loss. It can be seen that whenever capacity loss 
is identified, a break point exists where it is beneficial to switch from team size option. 

When the difference is positive, it is optimal to create ms small teams and when the 
difference is negative, it is optimal to choose for the m1 large teams. 
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Figure 4.6: Two different team compositions compared 

For small values of 8 and thus small values of utilization, no waiting queues will occur. 
Then, the capacity of the identical machines is responsible for the flow time. Thus, for 
small values of throughput, it is beneficial to use large teams instead of small teams, 
since the jobs arriving at the system require a shorter process time when they are pro
cessed by a large team. It is obvious that it is beneficial to use the three small teams 
having each an effective capacity of ne. = 2.0, when the two large teams have an effec
tive capacity of ne1 = 2.0 each (the most upper curve in the Figure 4.6). 

In Figure 4.6, the arrow points in the direction of increasing capacity loss. It can 
be seen that the point on which it is beneficial to switch from team size option changes 
in the same direction that capacity loss increases. This can be explained as follows. 
When the capacity loss is increased, utilization is increased for the teams and the criti
cal utilization value ( u = 1) is reached sooner. 

The dotted curve in Figure 4.6 shows the (theoretical) situation when no capacity is 
lost when creating m1 large teams (ne1 = 3.0). When no capacity is lost , it is beneficial 
to compose large teams and to reduce parallelism as much as possible. The influence of 
parallelism on flow time is discussed in Appendix G. 
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Modeling the inbound process 

The performance of a warehouse is largely influenced by the inbound process where 
goods are received and prepared for storage. Unfortunately, due to the large number of 
parameters that can influence the warehouse performance, the impact of strategic deci
sions is hard to predict. Furthermore, in the very dynamic environment of warehousing 
and distribution processes, many conditions can rapidly change. To avoid verifying the 
impact of parameters by application in practice, a proper simulation and verification tool 
is required. To be able to model the inbound activity, a level of abstraction is required 
and thus a resulting set of system parameters, that still enables distinction between 
substantially different warehouse systems. In this chapter the abstraction level applied 
to the inbound activity and the identification of the system parameters is discussed. 

5. 1 Abstraction level 

The simulation model designed in this research concerns the inbound process in a ware
house or distribution center. In the inbound process, resources are required to perform 
unloading, transition and putaway. Resources like employees and equipment can be 
exchanged between the three major inbound processes. Allocating resources to the pro
cesses is of major importance, since the number of allocated resources determines the 
process speed in the various processes while the available number of resources is finite. 

When received goods have been prepared for storage, items can be put away. Put
away can be seen as the link between the inbound process and the storage process. 
The storage process has already been modeled by Schiffelers [Sch04]. Putaway can be 
performed in two ways (described in Section 3.7): direct and indirect putaway. When 
performing indirect putaway, prepared items can be transported from the staging area 
to a temporary reservoir. This reservoir is usually located at the front of the storage 
racks. When an item that has been stored in the temporary reservoir is required in the 
storage process, storage resources are able to retrieve the item from its location. When 
performing direct putaway, inbound employees transport items from the staging area 
to the storage area where the item is stored. A stored item can be retrieved from its 
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storage location by a storage or outbound employee. Both direct putaway as well as 
indirect putaway are included in the model. 

A typical warehouse must be able to handle a wide range of products which are stored 
in many locations. Detailed modeling of the characteristics of a warehouse is time 
consuming and will partly defeat the purpose of a simulation model. A high level of 
abstraction is required and thus a resulting low set of system parameters, that still 
enables distinction between substantially different warehouse systems. 

A quantitative measurement of the system behavior is required. This measurement 
focuses on two major quantities that are used: time and costs. Time can often be 
expressed in costs. For example, a warehouse may have to pay a penalty for the time 
a truck has to spend in front of the warehouse before the truck has been unloaded and 
is able to leave. In section 4.1 KPis have been introduced to obtain an expression for 
the quantitative measurement of the operational performance in the inbound section of 
warehouses. All parameters influencing the performance of the inbound system are rel
evant for the simulation model. System parameters concern arrival characteristics (like 
arrival frequency), process characteristics (like the required number of resources to per
form a process) and resources (like employees, equipment, docks and storage capacity). 
In the next section, the resources required and the freights arriving at the warehouse 
that serve as input are discussed. 

5.2 Resources and input 

In the three major processes in the inbound section, various resources are required to 
perform the processes. In the inbound section four types of resources are considered: 

1. Handling equipment 

2. Employees 

3. Storage capacity 

4. Docks 

Other resources required in the inbound processes, like scanners, labeling machines and 
computers are assumed to be sufficiently available. The four resource types considered 
in this research are discussed below. 

Ad 1 Since the equipment acquisition is usually cost intensive, the total number of 
material handling equipment is an important parameter. Equipment can be used 
by employees to execute the inbound processes. Equipment can be grouped in 
equipment groups. It can be defined which equipment group(s) can be used by 
employees for each inbound process. Further, the available number of equipment 
can be defined per equipment group. An equipment group is defined as follows: 
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Definition 5.1 An equipment group is a collection of equipment that can be used by 
employees to perform a certain inbound process. 

In equipment groups, distinction can be made between equipment which can be used 
for unloading (pallet trucks for example) and equipment which can be used to put away 
the prepared items into the storage racks (fork lift trucks for example). Equipment used 
for unloading and putaway may also be from the same equipment group. 

Ad 2 The total number of employees is an important system parameter. Employees 
have to be paid and contribute to a large part of the variable costs. Depending on 
the amount of work an inbound system has to process, the number of employees 
can easily be adapted in a shift using temporary employees. However, employees 
can be used in lumps of a working day or half a working day at least. The 
employees that are required in the inbound processes belong to employee groups. 
It can be defined which employee group(s) can be used for each inbound process. 
Furthermore, the number of employees per employee group can be defined too. 
An employee group is defined as follows: 

Definition 5.2 An employee group is a collection of employees that are all able to 
perform the same inbound processes with the . handling equipment that can be used for 
the processes. 

As mentioned, each inbound process requires employees and equipment. It is assumed 
that an employee is not able to perform a process without a piece of equipment. Thus, 
employees and equipment can only be assigned to a process in resource pairs. 

Definition 5.3 A resource pair consists of one employee and one piece of equip
ment and is the only unit in which employees and equipment can be assigned to one of 
the inbound processes. 

In Table 5.1, an example is given which explains the use of equipment groups, em
ployee groups, and resource pairs. In the table, the employee and equipment groups are 
defined that can be used in the three inbound processes. Employees belonging to group 
0 are authorized to man equipment that can be used in the unloading process ( elec
tric powered equipment, for example) and the employees are able to prepare a received 
freight for storage as well. Thus, an employee belonging to group 0 can be assigned 
to the unloading process with a piece of equipment belonging to group 0, or can be 
assigned to the transition process with a piece of equipment belonging to group 1. 

Ad 3 Storage capacity is required to store items that have been released during the 
transition process. Storage capacity is discussed further on in this section. 

Ad 4 The total number of docks is an important design parameter. The required 
number of unloading docks is strongly related to the docks concept used (see 
Section 3.1), the number of trucks that has to be served in one shift, the available 
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space and available capital for investments. The number of docks determines the 
number of possible parallel unloading and transition processes in a warehouse. 
The available number of docks can be split in dock groups. In a dock group 
similar docks are grouped: 

Definition 5.4 A dock group is a collection of docks on which certain types of freights 
can be unloaded. 

In a warehouse, different dock groups are required when the trucks arnvmg at the 
warehouse can not be unloaded at the same dock. For example, sometimes goods can
not be unloaded from the rear of the truck. Then, goods have to be unloaded from the 
side of the truck, which requires a dock with different characteristics. 

Employee group Equipment group 

Process 0 1 2 0 1 2 

Unloading ,( ,( 

Transition ,( ,( ,( 

Putaway ,( ,( 

Table 5.1: Employees and equipment that can be used per process 

Now that the parameters have been identified concerning the required resources, the 
characteristics of a freight arriving at the warehouse is discussed in the next subsection. 

Freight characteristics 

In a typical warehouse, characteristics about a freight arriving at the warehouse are 
received by the warehouse before the freight arrives. In this research however, it is 
assumed that freight characteristics become available when the truck arrives at the 
warehouse. Thus, no processes can be scheduled before the truck has arrived at the 
warehouse. Freight characteristics provide information for the three inbound processes. 
Each freight originates from a freight group, where freights with similar characteristics 
are grouped in order to reach abstraction: 

Definition 5.5 A freight group is a collection of freights that all have certain freight 
characteristics. 

Freights arriving at the warehouse originate from the various defined freight groups. 
The freight characteristics that are used in this research are listed below: 

l. Average unloading workload [min*employees] and associated variability 

2. Average transition workload [min*employees] and associated variability 

3. Maximum number of transition employees 
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4. Required dock group 

5. Number and type of items that can be formed out of a received freight 

The freight characteristics do not provide information about the required putaway work
load. This is because it is assumed that the putaway time is independent of the freight 
characteristics. The putaway time is dealt with further on in this section. 
Below, the freight characteristics are discussed that are used in this research. 

Ad 1 Unloading workload is defined as the minutes of time one employee is required 
to unload an arrived truck. Unloading workload can vary for different freight 
groups. The required unloading workload depends on wether unloading can be 
performed by-the-batch or by-the-piece (see Section 3.2) and the number of pack 
units a truckload contains. Each freight group contains data about the variability 
in the unloading workload that is used to model a distributed unloading workload. 

Ad 2 Transition workload is defined as the minutes of time one employee is required 
to prepare the received goods from one truck for storage. The required transition 
workload depends on the transition processes that have to be performed on the 
freight which in its turn depends on the characteristics of the received goods. 
For example, when high valued goods have been received, they are checked more 
thoroughly for the right quality and quantity than when low valued goods have 
been received. Thus, additional transition activities require additional time. Each 
freight group contains data about the variability in the transition workload that 
is used to model a distributed transition workload. 

Ad 3 The number of transition resources, which is able to prepare unloaded goods 
from one truck in the same staging area can vary for each freight group. The 
maximum number of employees per transition job depends on the transition ac
tivities required to prepare the goods for storage and on the volume of the staging 
area. For example, when each received pallet has to be repacked by the transition 
employees, more space is required than when the pallets only have to be identified. 

Ad 4 In a warehouse, different dock groups are required when the trucks arriving at 
the warehouse cannot be unloaded at certain types of docks. The freight groups 
defined may require different types of docks. 

Ad 5 Once a truck has been unloaded, some activities have to be performed to prepare 
the received goods for storage. During the preparation process, a number of items 
becomes available that can be transported to the storage area. 

Items with similar characteristics are grouped in an item group: 

Definition 5.6 An item group is a collection of items that all have similar logis
tics properties [Sch04] . 

Logistics properties are: 
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1. Pack unit. The pack units of items in an item group need to be identical, as 
identical pack units require similar storage locations. 

2. Dimensions. Items with similar dimensions require similar storage locations. In 
the context of this research, dimensions considered are restricted to size and shape. 

When different item groups are defined, different storage locations are required as well. 
For exa'Tiple, small cases and boxes require a different storage location than large pal
lets. This results in the following definition of a storage location: 

Definition 5. 7 A storage location is a location with a certain storage capacity where 
items of one item group can be stored. 

5.3 Process characteristics 

In this section the abstraction level and parameters of interest are discussed with respect 
to the various inbound processes. 

Unloading process 

An arrived truck can be unloaded by warehouse employees. Unloading is the physical 
movement of goods from a truck to a staging area and can be considered as a simple 
but time consuming process. Besides, unloading time can be a costly time, since the 
warehouse may have to pay a penalty for the time a truck is waiting at the warehouse. 
In the inbound process several parameters of importance can be identified: 

1. The maximum number of employees and associated equipment (team size) to 
unload a truck 

2. The total number of employees and equipment that can be used to unload trucks 
in parallel (that may also be used in other inbound processes) 

3. The effective capacity that an additional employee contributes to an existing un
loading team 

4. The total number of docks per defined unloading dock group 

Ad 1 The maximum number of employees and equipment that is able to unload a 
truck together is an important system parameter. When the unloading workload 
is performed by multiple employees, the process time can be smaller than when 
having the truck unloaded by one employee. The main restricting factor on the 
required number of resources is the width of a trailer. Whenever an employee 
is inside the trailer with a piece of material handling equipment, the trailer is 
temporarily blocked for other employees until the employee exits the truck to 
transport an item to the storage area. Besides the width of a truck, the desired 
number of employees to unload a truck depends on the layout of the warehouse 
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used. A large staging area is able to facilitate more employees and equipment 
than a small area. 

Ad 2 The total number of unloading employees and equipment is to be kept as low 
as possible. Unloading employees have to be paid and contribute to a large part 
of the variable costs in the inbound process. Further, equipment acquisition is 
usually cost intensive. The employees and equipment that can be used in the 
unloading process may also be used in other inbound processes. This is at the 
expense of the unloading capacity. 

Ad 3 Adding an extra employee to the unloading team will not result in a proportion
ally faster unloading team. It means that a team consisting of n employees does 
not perform unloading n times faster than a team consisting of only one employee. 
This phenomenon is called the law of diminished return and is described in Ap
pendix I. In Appendix I, a simulation model is derived to measure the effective 
capacity of unloading teams of different team sizes. The effective capacity per 
possible team size can be defined. 

Ad 4 The number of docks is usually determined when the warehouse is constructed. 
Creating an additional dock to an existing warehouse is usually cost intensive. 
When an extra dock has been added to the warehouse, extra employees and equip
ment may be required to unload trucks at the additional dock. The number of 
docks is equal to the maximum number of parallel unloading processes. 

Once a truck has been unloaded, received goods have to be prepared for storage. The 
next subsection describes the level of abstraction applied to the transition process. 
Further, the parameters of interest are addressed. 

Transition process 

Once a truck has been unloaded, received goods have to be prepared for future storage 
and order picking. The transition activities that may be required to prepare the received 
goods for storage are (see Chapter 3): 

• Unpacking 

• Identification 

• Splitting 

• Consolidation and repacking 

• Coding and labeling 

An unloaded freight does not necessarily require each of the transition activities as 
listed above. Sometimes, some of the transition activities can be skipped, since the 
specifications of the received goods already meet (some of) the storage specifications. 
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For example, when goods are received in the right pack key, goods do not have to be 
repacked. It is also possible that some of the activities are combined in one activity. 
For example, when received goods are being repacked, the goods are coded and labeled 
at the same time. Since transition activities can be performed parallel to each other 
and sometimes can be skipped, the transition activities required to prepare a freight for 
storage are considered as one process. The resulting transition process can be seen as 
a black box in which m pack units enter the system and from which n pack units leave 
the system ready to be stored (see Figure 5.1). Note that the pack units leaving the 
system may be different than the pack units entering the system. 

m - - Transition n 

Figure 5.1: Transition process as a black box 

This results in the following definition of the transition process to reach the desired 
level of abstraction: 

Definition 5.8 Transition is a collection of inbound activities (except for the receiv
ing and putaway process) which must be performed to prepare received goods for future 
storage and order picking. 

In this research, it is not important how many pack units arrive at the system. The 
time required to prepare the received freight for storage, the amount of employees which 
can perform the transition, and the number of pack units that can be formed out of a 
received freight are important. The parameters of importance of the transition process 
are discussed below: 

1. The maximum number of transition employees that can be used to prepare a 
certain received freight 

2. The total number of resources that can be used to perform multiple transition 
processes in parallel (and that may also be used in other inbound processes) 

3. Effective capacity that an extra employee contributes to a transition team 

Ad 1 The maximum number of transition employees that is able to prepare a received 
freight for storage depends on the required transition activities to prepare the 
freight for storage. Each freight group may require different activities to pre
pare the freight for storage and thus may desire a different number of transition 
employees. 
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Ad 2 In the transition process, employees and equipment are required. Equipment like 
scanners, labeling machines and computers are assumed to be sufficiently available. 
It may be possible that the employees that can cooperate in the transition process, 
can also be used in other inbound processes. When resources that can be used in 
the transition process, can also be used in another inbound process, the transition 
capacity is reduced. 

Ad 3 Like in the unloading process, adding extra employees to a transition team will 
not result in a proportionally faster transition team (see Appendix I). To deter
mine the transition process time, the transition workload is divided by the effective 
capacity of a transition team. The effective capacity per possible team size can 
be defined. 

Once goods have been prepared for storage and order picking, items can be put away. 
In the next subsection the abstraction level and parameters are discussed with respect 
to the putaway process. 

Put away 

Once pack units have been prepared in the transition process for future storage, pack 
units can be put away. The putaway process is the final process in the inbound process 
and is the link between the inbound process and the storage process. In the putaway 
process two different methods can be used: direct or indirect putaway. The two methods 
are briefly described below: 

• When performing direct putaway, prepared goods are directly transported from 
the staging area to storage locations in the storage area by an inbound employee. 

• When performing indirect putaway, prepared items are transported from the stag
ing area to a temporary reservoir (usually the front of a storage rack), which usu
ally has a small storage capacity. The temporary reservoir can also be seen as a 
storage location. 

In the putaway process, the following system parameters can be identified: 

l. The number of employees and equipment that can be used to perform putaway in 
parallel 

2. Average putaway time 

3. The number of storage locations 

4. The storage capacity per storage location 

5. Average storage time 
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Ad 1 Employees are required to man equipment, since in this research it is assumed 
that the putaway process has not been automated. Material handling equipment 
used in the putaway process can be for example an electric powered pallet truck. 
When using electric powered equipment, employees have to be available that are 
authorized to operate these vehicles. It may be possible that employees and 
equipment which are used in the putaway process, can also be used in another 
inbound process. 

Ad 2 The average time it takes successively to travel from the staging area to a storage 
location, store the item and travel back to the staging area can be defined in the 
putaway time. The putaway time depends on the traveling speed of the equipment 
used and the average travel distance from the staging area to a storage location. 
Each time an employee transports an item from the staging area to the storage 
area and returns to the staging area, a stochastically distributed putaway time is 
used. 

Ad 3 The number of storage locations is an important parameter. The number of 
storage locations when performing direct putaway can be seen as storage locations 
in either the bulk or pick area. When indirect putaway is performed, the number 
of storage locations can be seen as the fronts of the storage racks to which the 
items are transported. It can be defined which item groups can be stored in which 
storage location. For example, large pack units require another storage location 
than small pack units. Each of the storage locations has a certain storage capacity. 

Ad 4 Each storage location has a certain storage capacity. Storage capacity is necessary 
to store the prepared items. A stored item claims capacity in a storage location 
until it is required for a replenishment or for an order completion. Then it is taken 
away from the location and the storage capacity becomes available again. When 
the capacity required is not available, no items can be stored. 

Ad 5 Storage time is defined as the average time a stored item is present at a storage 
location. When performing direct putaway, the storage time is equal to the average 
time between storing an item and retrieving it from its storage location to perform 
a replenishment or to complete a customer order. When indirect putaway is 
performed, the average storage time is equal to the average time between storing 
an item and retrieving it from the temporary reservoir to store it in the storage 
racks. 

Now that the system parameters have been defined and the applied level of abstraction 
has been discussed, the model can be implemented in the x-language [RooOO]. The 
structure of the model and the processes used in the model are described in the next 
chapter. 



Chapter 6 

The simulation model 

In the previous chapter, the modeling of the inbound processes has been discussed, to
gether with the identification of the system parameters and the level of abstraction ap
plied to the processes. In this chapter, it is shown how the model has been implemented 
in the x-language [RooOOJ. In Section 6.1, the structure of the model is presented. The 
processes used in the inbound simulation model are described in Sections 6.2 to 6.8. 
Finally, the simulation parameters are summarized in Section 6.9 . 

6.1 Structure of the simulation model 

In this section, the structure of the model implemented in the x-language is discussed. 
Four steps are presented that are used to reach t he structure of the simulation model 
designed in this research. In Appendix B it can be seen which alternative models and 
concepts have been rejected. 

Step 1 

The inbound activity consists of three major inbound processes: the unloading, tran
sition, and putaway process. The three processes have been thoroughly discussed in 
the previous chapters. The described three major inbound processes have to be imple
mented in a simulation model. A simulation model consists of several communicating 
processes. These processes however, differ from the inbound activities described in the 
previous chapters. Processes of the physical warehouse are subsystems in the simula
tion model. These subsystems in turn contain several processes. See Figure 6.1 for an 
visualization of these differences in nomenclature. 

In each of the inbound subsystems, a dispatch process (DISP) is used to allocate the re
sources required to perform a process in t he subsystem. Furthermore, in each subsystem 
multiple parallel processes can be identified where an inbound activity can be executed. 
In the unloading, transition, and putaway subsystem, multiple parallel unloading (UL), 
transition (TR) , and putaway processes (PA) can be performed, respectively. 

47 
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Figure 6.1: Visualization of differences in nomenclature 

Step 2 

As shown in Figure 6.1 , each subsystem has its own dispatch process. However, it 
is desired to be able to exchange resources between the three subsystems. Then, the 
dispatch processes should be linked to each other. To avoid additional communication 
between the three dispatch processes, one central dispatch process has been designed. 

Figure 6.2: One central dispatch process and subsystem controllers 

Step 3 

The central dispatcher assigns resources to the processes in the subsystems. This means 
that the dispatcher should be linked to each of the parallel processes in the three sub
systems. Moreover, the central dispatcher is required to update information about the 
processes to which resources have been assigned. For example, when additional re
sources are required in a process, since the maximum number of resources have not 
yet been allocated to the process, the dispatcher should be informed which of the pro
cesses requires the additional resources. When a large warehouse has to be simulated, 
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the communication between the parallel processes and the dispatcher and the updat
ing of information can become cumbersome. When the communication between the 
resource process and the parallel processes in the subsystems is coordinated by a con
troller , the dispatcher only needs to be linked to the controllers (see Figure 6.2). Now, 
the dispatcher can allocate resources on subsystem level. Subsequently, each subsys
tem controller allocates the resources to the correct processes in the subsystem. The 
dispatcher no longer needs to update information itself. 

Step 4 

The unloading and transition controller have the same functionality. Besides that they 
are able to send resources to a process to start the execution of a job, they are also able 
to send additional resources to a job that is being executed. Furthermore, an unloaded 
freight must be prepared for storage at the same dock the truck has been unloaded. 
This means that the two controllers have to maintain information about the processes 
going on at the docks, which they have to exchange between each other. To be able 
to survey the model and to avoid the additional communication, the unloading and 
transition controllers are combined to one process CUT (see Figure 6.3). 

Dispatch layer 8 

Control layer 

Execution layer e 
Figure 6.3: Operational layers identified in the structure of the model 

Operational layers 

In the obtained structure, three operational layers can be distinguished (see Figure 6.3): 
the execution layer (processes UL, TR and PA), the control layer (process CUT and 
CPA), and the dispatch layer (process DISP). The operational layers are briefly dis
cussed below: 

• The dispatch layer receives resource requests from the control layer. In a resource 
request , information is available about the required type and number of resources 
to perform a process. Each time when resources are requested by the control level, 
the dispatcher decides to which controller the available resources are allocated. 
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Thus, the dispatcher regards the system at inbound subsystem level. The dispatch 
layer is able to receive resources that are returned by the control level as well. 

• The control layer sends a resource request to the dispatcher when a job has arrived 
at the control layer. A job has to be executed by resources. When the control layer 
receives allocated resources from the dispatch layer, the control layer determines 
to which process the received resources are sent. Thus, the control layer regards 
the system at execution process level. Further, the control layer passes resources 
through to the dispatch layer when the control layer receives resources from the 
execution layer. 

• In the execution layer, jobs can be executed by the resources received from the 
control level. When a process has been performed in the execution layer, resources 
are returned to the control layer. 

The x-language 

In this research, the x-language (version 0.8 [Ver02]) is used to implement the inbound 
model. x is a simulation language based on discrete-event simulations and is developed 
for simulation and control purposes of manufacturing systems [RooOO] . In x, processes 
describe the behavior of system components. Processes can communicate with each 
other via channels and bundles. A channel is a point to point connection and a bundle 
is a set of point to point connections with one shared begin or end point. Processes 
can only communicate with each other when both processes are willing and able, since 
communication in x is synchronous. 

As mentioned, multiple unloading, transition, and putaway processes can be performed 
in parallel. Since each unloading, transition, and putaway process operates in a simi
lar way, the unloading, transition, and putaway process has been modelled only once. 
When arranging the communication from and to these processes in bundles, the model 
is simplified and the number of parallel processes can be easily adapted. When imple
menting the structure presented in Figure 6.3 into the x-language, a structure of the 
simulation model is obtained as presented in Figure 6.4. The working and usage of the 
communication channels in the various processes is explained in the next sections. 

In Appendix Ethe complete model has been validated by means of log files, gantt charts, 
resource state diagrams and queueing theory. In the following sections, the processes 
used in the simulation model are described. The entire source code in x can be found 
in Appendix F and is thoroughly explained in Appendix C. 

6.2 The truck generator 

In this section the truck generator is described. At a typical warehouse, trucks arrive to 
be unloaded through the day. In this research it is assumed that no truck arrival times 
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Figure 6.4: Structure of the inbound simulation model 

are known in advance. This means that a truck cannot be scheduled until it arrives. To 
reach abstraction, freight groups have been defined in the previous chapter. Figure 6.5 
represents the x-specification of two freight groups defined in the declaration of the 
constants. The generator sends trucks from the defined freight groups to the warehouse 
via channel arrive. The generator uses the freight groups defined to generate freights 
with the following data: 

• Truck identification number. The identification number is unique for each freight 
arriving at the warehouse. Each freight is labeled to be able to track the freight 
and its processes required in the warehouse. 

• Stochastically distributed unloading workload. Each freight group contains in
formation about the average unloading workload and associated variability. Each 
time a new freight group is generated, a stochastically distributed unloading work
load is inserted by the generator in the freight data. For example, the average 
unloading workload of freight group 0 is equal to 150.0 min*employees and its as
sociated coefficient of variation is equal to 0.20 (see Figure 6.5). This information 
is used by the specified distribution in the generator process. Figure 6.6 shows 
that any desired type of distribution may be chosen. In uO the distributions for 
the unloading workload of the freight groups defined are available, which can be 
defined in the truck generator. 
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• Stochastically distributed transition workload. In each freight group, data is avail
able about the average transition workload and associated variability. When a new 
freight is generated, a stochastically distributed transition workload is inserted by 
the generator in the freight data. For example, the average transition workload 
of freight group 1 is equal to 180.0 min*employees and its associated coefficient 
of variation is equal to 0.25 (see Figure 6.5). The specified distributions used 
to generate a distributed transition workload can be defined in u1 in the truck 
generator (see Figure 6.6). 

• Maximum number of transition employees. Each freight group not only contains 
data about the transition workload, but also about the maximum number of 
resources that can perform the transition process together. The maximum number 
of resources is inserted in the freight data. For example, the maximum number of 
resource pairs is equal to 5 for freight group 0 (see Figure 6.5). 

• Dock group on which the freight can be unloaded. Each freight requires a specified 
dock type, which is inserted in the freight data. Freight group 0 requires a dock 
of type 1 and freight group 1 requires a dock of type 0 (see Section 6.6). 

• Number and type of items to be formed out of the freight. From each freight, 
a different number of items can be formed in the transition process. It assumed 
that the number of items to be formed out of a freight is constant for each freight 
belonging to the same freight group and is known in advance. For example, from 
a freight belonging to group 1, items are formed belonging to item group 2. Since 
group 2 corresponds to the second position in the array uni ts, 8 items can be 
formed out of a freight belonging to group 2. The time between the release of items 
during the transition process (ti) is stochastically distributed in the transition 
process (see Figure 6.11). In Section 6.7 it is explained how items belonging to 
different item groups are assigned to the storage locations. 

' 
frgrs: ((nat#real#real#nat#nat#nat)#real#real#real)-2 

= <I << 0, 150.0, 200.0, 5, 1, 0 >, 40.0, 0.20, 0.15 > 

' 
<< 0, 120.0, 180.0, 3, 0, 2 >, 60.0, 0.10, 0.25 > I> 

' 
units: nat-3 =<I 60, 4, 8 I> 

Figure 6.5: Constants used by the generator process 

The maximum number of unloading employees is assumed to be independent of the 
freight characteristics and can be defined in the constant maxresu. The described infor
mation is used to perform the inbound processes. The generator uses one (combined) 
average interarrival time mu_ a. Further, one (combined) coefficient of variation ( cv _a) 
can be defined in the declaration of the constants, which can be used to distribute the 
interarrival times of trucks arriving at the warehouse. The type of the distribution 
used for the arrival process can be user-defined in ua (see Figure 6.6). The distribution 
uses the average interarrival time and the associated coefficient of variation to model 
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a distributed interarrival time of the trucks arriving at the warehouse. The average 
interarrival time mu_ a and the number of trucks to be simulated nfr can be changed in 
the xper-environment (see Figure 6.7). The xper-environment defines the process which 
is experimented with and is required in each specification in order to run [Ver02]. 

; uO:= <I gamma(! I (frgrs.0.2-2),(frgrs.o.2-2) * frgrs.0.0.1) 

' 
gamma(! I (frgrs.1.2-2),(frgrs . 1.2-2) * frgrs.1.0.1) I> 

; u1:= <I gamma(! I (frgrs.o.3-2),(frgrs.o.3-2) * frgrs.0.0.2) 

' gamma(! I (frgrs.1.3-2),(frgrs.1.3-2) * frgrs . 1. 0. 2) I> 
; ua:= gamma(! I (cv_a-2),(cv_a-2) * mu_a) 

Figure 6.6: Specified distributions in the truck generator 

Freights belonging to the freight groups defined, are generated in the proportions desired 
by using their fraction of appearance defined in each freight group. For example, forty 
percent of the freights arriving at the warehouse belong to group 0 and sixty percent 
of the freights arriving at the warehouse belong to group 1 (see Figure 6.5). When a 
freight has been generated, the freight is sent via channel arrive to the unloading and 
transition controller (see Figure 6.4) . 

xper(mu_a : real, nfr: nat ) 
I [ S(mu_a,nfr) ] I 

Figure 6.7: x-specification of the experiment environment 

6.3 The dispatcher 

The dispatcher represents the dispatch layer described in Section 6.1 and is described 
in this section. With the dispatcher, exchanging resources between different processes 
can be simulated. The dispatcher is able to allocate resources to requests that originate 
from the unloading, transition, and putaway processes. The two controllers send their 
resource requests to the dispatcher which is able to decide how many resources and from 
which type are sent to a process controller. In the following subsections the handling 
of requests and the receiving of resources is discussed. 

Receiving requests 

The dispatcher is able to receive requests from both the unloading and transition con
troller as well as the putaway controller via channel req and reqpa, respectively (see 
Figure 6.4). In a request, information about the job to be processed and the maxi
mum number of resources that are able to execute the job can be found. When an 
unloading or putaway job has to be performed, resources (other than employees and 
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equipment) are required. In addition to employees and equipment, two other resources 
can be distinguished: 

• Docks. In the unloading process a dock of a specified dock group is required to 
be able to unload a truck at the dock. 

• Storage capacity. In the putaway process storage capacity in a specified storage 
location is required to putaway an item. 

Once a truck has been unloaded at a dock, transition can take place on that dock. 
Thus, no new dock has to be assigned to the transition process. In the inbound model, 
employee and equipment groups can be defined per inbound subsystem. It is possible to 
use multiple groups of employees and equipment to execute a process within one subsys
tem. When a request has been received by the dispatcher, priority can be determined of 
each of the available requests. Priority of the available requests can be determined by 
any priority algorithm. The priority algorithm desired can be implemented in function 
prior. The available requests can consist of two types: original requests and remain
ing requests. A remaining request is a resource request that remains when a fraction of 
the required resources has been assigned. An original request is a resource request to 
process a job to which no resources have been assigned yet. 

Once the priority of each request has been determined, requests are considered based 
on their priority. However, processes cannot be preempted in this research (which may 
be useful to investigate in future work). Thus, when a request is received by the dis
patcher while no resources are available, no resources can be assigned to the request , 
irrespective of its priority. When resources are available, it is considered if the request 
requires a dock or storage capacity. If a dock or storage capacity is required which is 
unavailable, the next request is considered which then has the highest priority. 

' unemgrp: nat-1 = <I 0 I> //employee group(s) unloading 

' 
tremgrp: nat-2 = <I 0, 1 I> //employee group(s) transition 

, paemgrp: nat-1 = <I 2 I> //employee group(s) putaway 

' uneqgrp: nat-1 =<I 0 I> //equipment group(s) unloading 

' 
treqgrp: nat-1 =<I 1 I> //equipment group(s) transition 

, paeqgrp: nat-1 =<I 2 I> //equipment group(s) putaway 

Figure 6.8: Employee and equipment groups per inbound process 

When a dock or storage capacity is available which is required by the request, it is 
checked wether employees and equipment are available to form resource pairs (see Chap
ter 5) that can execute the process. The dispatcher has been modeled in such way that 
it assigns as many resource pairs as desired to each of the requests in decreasing order 
of priority. When as large teams as possible are formed out of the available resources, 
parallelism is minimized, which in turn reduces flow time in the various inbound activ
ities (see Appendix G). 
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When a dock or storage capacity is available which is required by the request , three 
cases can be distinguished: 

• No resource pairs desired can be formed. Then, the next request is considered 
which has the highest priority. 

• The number of resource pairs desired is available. Then, the employees and equip
ment are assigned to the job which requested the resources. The job and resources 
are sent to either the unloading and transition controller or the putaway controller 
over channel as or aspa, respectively (see Figure 6.4). When more than one em
ployee or equipment group can be used in a subsystem, more than one combination 
is possible to compose a resource pair out of the available employees and equip
ment (see Table 5.1). 

• The desired resources are partially available. Then, it is determined how many 
resource pairs can be formed out of the available resources and how many pairs 
can be allocated to the request. The job and resource pairs available are sent to 
either the unloading and transition controller or the putaway controller. When 
the resource request cannot be completely satisfied, a request for resources will 
remain at the dispatcher. 

In the constant declaration (see Figure 6.8), it can be defined which employee and 
equipment group can be used for the unloading, transition, and putaway process. When 
considering Figure 6.8, it can be seen that employee groups 0 and 1 ( tremgrp) and 
equipment group 1 (treqgrp) can be used for the transition process. As a result , two 
resource pairs of different composition can be possibly sent to the transition process. 
Further, the putaway process has a dedicated employee group (paemgrp) and a dedicated 
equipment group (paeqgrp). The x-specification in Figure 6.8 represents the example 
in Table 5.1. 

. nemgrp: nat = 3 //number of employee groups 
initem: nat-3 = <I 10, 8, 2 I> //employees per group . neqgrp: nat = 3 //number of equipment groups . initeq: nat-3 = <I 7, 7, 3 I> //equipment per group . ndkgrp: nat = 2 //number of dock groups 
initdock: nat-2 = <I 5, 1 I> //docks per group 
ndk: nat = 6 //total number of docks . nstlc: nat = 3 //total number of storage locations . initcap: nat-3 = <I 4, 4, 6 I> //storage capacity per location 

Figure 6.9: Number of resources per resource group 

The number of employees, equipment, and docks per group and the number of storage 
capacity per location can be defined in the constant declaration as well (see Figure 6.9). 
For example, three storage locations are defined, where storage locations 0 and 1 have 
a storage capacity of four and location 2 has a capacity of six (see Figure 6.9). 
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Receiving resources 

The dispatcher allocates resources to requests, in order to execute jobs. When a job 
has been executed, resources are returned to the dispatcher via one of the two process 
controllers. Both the unloading and transition controller and the putaway controller are 
able to return resources to the dispatcher via the channel back and backpa, respectively 
(see Figure 6.4). Returned resources can be both docks and storage capacity as well 
as employees and equipment. Once resources have been returned, the available number 
of resources per resource group is updated inside the dispatcher. Then, the available 
requests are considered again. The available requests can consist of remaining requests 
and original requests. Again, the priority of each of the requests is determined by means 
of the priority rule implemented. Then, the resources are allocated to the requests as 
described before. 

6.4 The unloading and transition controller 

In this section the unloading and transition controller is dealt with. The controller is 
part of the control layer described in Section 6.1. The controller is able to send resource 
requests to the dispatcher and is able to receive assigned resources in combination with 
jobs from the dispatcher as well. When the controller receives resources that are assigned 
to a job from the dispatcher, the controller is able to determine to which of the unloading 
or transition processes the assigned resources and job must be sent . Furthermore, when 
resources become available due to a job completion, the controller receives the resources 
and passes them through to the dispatcher. 

Creating resource requests 

When a truck is generated, it is received by the controller. First the truck has to be 
unloaded. Thus, when the controller receives a generated freight via channel arrive, an 
unloading job is available. In the unloading job, information about the stochastically 
distributed unloading workload is available. To convert the unloading job into a re
source request, the maximum number of unloading resource pairs maxresu is inserted 
in the data. The maximum unloading resource pairs is assumed to be independent of 
the freight. 

When an unloading job has been executed, a transition job becomes available. This 
is because the unloaded freight has to be prepared for storage. In the simulation model, 
a transition job is created when the controller receives the resources that executed the 
unloading job. Together with the resources, the generated data (like the stochastically 
distributed transition workload and the transition resource pairs desired) is received 
by the controller as well. Then, a transition request is constructed in which, amongst 
others, information about transition workload and number of resource pairs can be 
found. 
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Receiving assigned resources 

The combined controller is also able to receive assigned resources from the dispatcher 
via channel as (see Figure 6.4). The assigned resources can either be designated for 
a job that is not yet being processed (not g. 5) or for a job that is currently being 
processed (g. 5 in Figure 6.10). Furthermore, when the received resources have been 
assigned to an unloading process or to a transition process, they have been marked with 
g. 4 = 0 or g. 4 = 1, respectively. 

When the resource pairs are designated for a job that is currently being processed, 
the resources are sent to the process on which that job is being processed. For this pur
pose, array resreq is used (see Figure 6.10). In resreq, information is updated about 
the truck identification number that is being executed per process number. When the 
process number has been identified to which the resources received have to be assigned, 
the additional resources are either sent to the unloading process or the transition process 
that corresponds with that number. 

true; as?g 
-> [ not g . 5 and g.4 = 0 

-> g.2.1:= time; gs:= gs++ [g] 
not g.5 and g.4 = 1 
-> g.2.4:= time; astjob.(g.2.2)!g 

//receive assigned resources 
//first unloading resources 

//first transition resources 

g.5 //additional resources 
-> i:= ndk - 1 

*[ i >= 0 
-> [ g.0.0 = resreq.i 

-> [ g.4 = 0 -> asuemp.i!< g.1, g.3, g.4 > 
I g.4 = 1 -> astemp.i!< g.1, g.3, g.4 > 
] 

g.0.0 /= resreq.i -> skip 

i:= i - 1 

//find available process 
m: nat <- O .. ndk: len(gs) > O; asujob.m!< hd(gs), m > 
-> resreq.m:= hd(gs).0.0; gs:= tl(gs) 

Figure 6.10: Fragment of the x-specification of the controller CUT 

When the resource pairs are designated for a job that is not being processed (not g. 5), 
the controller determines to which of the unloading or transition processes the job must 
be sent together with its assigned resources. Then, two cases can be distinguished: 

• When the job is an unloading job (g.4 = 0), the assigned resources are added to 
list gs first (see Figure 6.10). Then, an arbitrary available unloading process can 
be chosen (see the two final lines in Figure 6.10). After all, the availability of the 
required docks has already been confirmed by the dispatcher when resources have 
been assigned to the job. At this point, resreq is updated as well. 
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• When the job is a transition job (g. 4 = 1) , transition must take place on the same 
dock the truck has been unloaded (astjob. (g.2.2) !gin. Figure 6.10). Thus, the 
job must be sent to the same transition process number as the number of the 
process on which unloading has been executed. 

Returning resources 

When an unloading or transition process has been executed, resources that have pro
cessed the job become available again. The controller receives the resources from the 
unloading or transition processes via bundle uready and tready respectively. Then, the 
controller returns them to the dispatcher via channel back (see Figure 6.4). 

6.5 The unloading process 

The unloading process, which is part of the execution layer described in Section 6.1 is 
described in this section. Goods from a received truck are transported from the delivery 
truck vehicle to the staging area. 

Executing an unloading job 

Initially, the unloading process is available to receive data about the job to be executed 
and resources assigned to that job from the unloading and transition controller via 
bundle asujob. The fact is, data about the job to be executed and assigned resources 
are required to start an unloading process. Resources are received in pairs. Together 
with the resources, the stochastically distributed unloading workload of the job to be ex
ecuted is received as well. The unloading workload is distributed in the truck generator. 

To calculate the completion time of the unloading process, the workload is divided 
by the effective capacity of the received resources. For each possible team size, the 
effective capacity is stored in the constant efcu. Once a processor has received a job 
and resources, the processor is blocked to start the execution of a new job until it is 
cleared again (see the next subsection). 

When a fraction of the resource pairs desired has been received by the unloading process 
initially, additional resource pairs can be received during the execution of the unloading 
job from the unloading and transition controller via bundle asuemp. When additional 
resource pairs are added to the workforce, the processing speed (which is determined by 
constant efcu) may change which influences the completion time. When the completion 
time passes, the resources (except for the assigned dock) are sent back to the unloading 
and transition controller via bundle uready. 
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Clearing a dock 

Once a truck has been unloaded, resources are returned to the combined controller 
except for the dock on which unloading has been performed. The fact is, that behind 
the dock goods have been staged which have to be prepared for storage. It is modeled 
that the transition process does not need a dock, since is has still claimed by the 
unloaded freight in the unloading process. During transition, items become available 
for storage. Since the number of items that can be formed out of a freight is assumed 
to be known in advance, it can be identified when the final item of a prepared freight 
has been lifted to be transported to the storage area. Then, a void is received by the 
unloading process from the putaway controller via bundle clear, whereafter the dock is 
cleared and becomes available again. 

6.6 The transition process 

The transition process is part of the execution layer as described in Section 6.1 and is 
dealt with in this section. The main difference between the transition process and the 
unloading process is that the transition process creates multiple new jobs during the 
process. 

Executing a transition job 

Initially, the transition processor is available to receive a transition job and assign re
sources from the unloading and transition controller via bundle astjob. Once a transition 
job and resources have been received, the transition processor is blocked to execute a 
new transition job until the transition job has been executed. Performing the transition 
process is modeled as a time delay. During the transition process, items are released to 
be put away. The average release time (tint) can be computed, based on the stochas
tically distributed workload, the number of items to be formed out of the freight, the 
number of resource pairs received and their effective capacity. The effective capacity 
per possible transition team size can be defined in the constant efct. The workload 
and the number and type of items to be released are generated in the generator process 
(see Section 6.2). In the transition process, any type of stochastic distributions can be 
defined to distribute the release times in the transition process (see Figure 6.11). The 
release time distribution in the transition process uses the average release time com
puted and a coefficient of variation which can be defined in the constant declaration: 
cv_r. 

I; ti:= gamma(! I (cv_r-2), (cv_r-2) *tint) 

Figure 6.11: Release time distribution in the transition process 

Each time a release time is reached, an item becomes available for storage. Then, a 
putaway job is sent to the putaway controller via bundle put. 
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During the transition process, additional resources can be received from the unload
ing and transition controller via bundle astemp when the maximum number of resource 
pairs has not been received. When additional resources have been received by the tran
sition process, the transition speed (which is determined by the constant ef ct) may 
change and a new average release time interval can be determined. For this purpose, 
a second distribution can be defined in the transition process to distribute the newly 
computed average release time interval stochastically (see Figure 6.11). The distribu
tion uses the coefficient of variation cv _r again, defined in the constant declaration. 

When a transition job has been completed and when all items have been sent to the 
putaway controller, the assigned employees and equipment are returned to the combined 
controller via bundle tready. The dock on which the unloading and transition process 
have been executed is available again when the final item is lifted to be put away (see 
Section 6.7). Then, the transition process is able to prepare a new unloaded freight 
again. 

6. 7 The putaway controller 

The final process in the control layer described in Section 6.1 is the putaway controller 
and is discussed in this section. During the transition process, items become available 
for storage. In the putaway process, the prepared items are transported from the staging 
area to the storage area. The operation of the putaway controller is described below. 

Creating requests 

Once a truck has been unloaded, the transition process can be performed. During tran
sition, items become available for storage. When an item becomes available, it can be 
put away. Items that become available can be seen as putaway jobs and are received by 
the putaway controller from the ndk transition processes via bundle put. In a putaway 
job, it can be found from which truck the putaway job originates. The job is converted 
into a resource request by adding the number of resource pairs desired and the storage 
location required. In contrast with a resource request from the unloading or transition 
process, only one resource pair is desired to execute a putaway job. The putaway re
source request is sent to the dispatcher via channel reqpa. 

The storage location to which the items has to be transported can be determined by 
any algorithm implemented in the putaway processor. Figure 6.12 shows a fragment of 
the x-specification of the putaway controller in which a simple algorithm has been im
plemented for the allocation of items to storage locations. Whenever a pack unit arrives 
at the controller, one of the nstlc storage locations (b) is chosen by a discrete uniform 
distribution and inserted in the resource request. It is also possible, to implement an 
algorithm that is able to couple the item groups defined to the storage locations defined 
(see Chapter 5). A storage location can be defined to be a dedicated storage location 
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for a certain item group, or a location that is able to facilitate multiple item groups. 

a:= uniform(O,nstlc) 
*[ n: nat <- 0 .. ndk: true; put.n?u 

-> b:= sample a 

Figure 6.12: Fragment of the x-specification of the putaway controller 

Receiving assigned resources 

61 

When (storage capacity in) the storage location required is available, the assigned re
source pair can be received from the dispatcher via channel aspa. Then, the item to 
be put away and the resource pair are sent to the storage location required via bundle 
store. 

Returning resources 

Once a putaway job has been executed, the employee and its associated equipment are 
returned to the controller by one of the putaway processes via bundle sraedy. Moreover, 
when the final item of a freight is sent to one of the nstlc putaway processes, a void 
is sent to the unloading process the final item originates from via bundle clear. Then, 
the unloading process is able to receive an additional freight again and the number of 
available docks is updated. 

Finally, the putaway controller is able to receive storage capacity that has become 
available. Storage capacity is also returned to the dispatcher via bundle sready. In 
turn, the controller passes the returned resources through to the dispatcher via channel 
backpa. 

6.8 The putaway process 

The putaway process is the final process of the execution layer described in Section 6.1 
and is described in this section. The putaway process, representing a storage location, is 
able to receive items to be putaway together with a resource pair as long as the storage 
capacity in the storage location is not reached. In the constant declaration, the number 
of storage locations (nstlc) and the storage capacity per location (initcap) can be 
defined (see Figure 6.9). 

When an item and a resource pair have been received via bundle store, the resource 
pair is returned after a time delay representing the time to travel from the staging area 
to the storage location and back. The time to travel from the staging area to a storage 
location and back is stochastically distributed. The distribution for the putaway time 
can be defined in the storage process (see up in Figure 6.14) and requires an average 
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putaway time and a coefficient of variation. In the constant declaration, the average 
putaway time ( tputaway) and the associate coefficient of variation ( cv _p) can be defined 
(see Figure 6.13). 

' 
tputaway: real = 3.0 
tstore: real = 2.0 

' 
cv_p: real = 0.3 

' 
cv_s: real = 0.2 

Figure 6.13: Putaway characteristics in the constant declaration 

The putaway process represents the link between the inbound activity and the storage 
activity. The items that have been put away in the inbound activity, are used in the 
storage activity. Stored items can be required to perform a replenishment or to complete 
a customer order. To simulate the retrieval of stored items from the storage locations 
defined in this research, items are taken out of the storage locations to make storage 
capacity available again as though the items were taken away by employees operating 
in the storage area to do a replenishment or to complete a customer order. When an 
item has been received via bundle store, a stochastically distributed value is generated 
for the time the stored item will be present at the storage location. The storage time 
distribution can be defined in the putaway process (see Figure 6.14). The distribution 
requires an average storage time and an associated coefficient of variation. The average 
storage time tstore and the associated coefficient of variation cv _s can be defined in 
the constant declaration (see Figure 6.13). 

up:= gamma(! I (cv_p-2), (cv_p-2) * tputaway) 
us:= gamma(! I (cv_s-2), (cv_s-2) * tstore) 

Figure 6.14: Putaway and storage time distribution in the putaway process 

6.9 The parameters summarized 

In this section the parameters for simulation are summarized. Two different types of 
parameters can be distinguished: the internal and external parameters. The internal 
parameters are characterized by the fact that they can be changed more easily in practice 
than the external parameters. The two kinds of parameters are briefly discussed below 
with their names as used in the x-model. 

Internal parameters 

The internal parameters are the parameters that can be changed by the warehouse itself. 
Internal parameters are the employees, equipment, docks, storage capacity, warehouse 
layout, and resource allocation. 
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• The number of employee groups can be defined in nemgrp. In ini tern the initial 
number of available employees per employee group can be defined. 
As mentioned before, employees of different employee groups may be able to op
erate in the major inbound processes. In unemgrp, tremgrp and paemgrp, the 
employee groups are defined which can be used for the unloading, transition and 
putaway process, respectively. 
Furthermore, the effective capacity of the unloading team and the transition team 
per possible team size is defined in efcu and efct, respectively. 
Finally, the number of resource pairs desired to unload a truck can be defined in 
maxresu. 

• The initially available number of equipment per equipment group can be defined 
in ini teq. In neqgrp the number of different equipment groups can be defined. 
In uneqgrp, treqgrp and paeqgrp, the equipment groups are defined which can 
be used for the unloading, transition and putaway process, respectively. 

• The number of docks (and thus the number of parallel unloading and transition 
processes) can be defined in ndk. In array ini tdock the number of docks per dock 
type can be defined. The total number of docks in ini tdock must agree with ndk. 
In ndkgrp the number of different dock types is defined. 

• The number of storage locations is defined in nstlc. This number must agree 
with the locations in array ini tcap, where storage capacity per location can be 
defined. The number nstlc determines the number of different routings from the 
staging area to the storage locations. 

• Other putaway characteristics exist that influence the performance of the ware
house as well. In the inbound simulation model, different parameters can be set 
considering the putaway process. First, the average time a putaway employee has 
to travel from the staging area to the storage area and back to store an item and 
associated variability can be set in tputaway and cv _p, respectively. Secondly, 
the average time it takes before storage capacity becomes available again which 
had been claimed by a newly stored item and the associated variability can be set 
in ts tore and cv _s, respectively. 

• Resource allocation can be performed according to a priority algorithm imple
mented in function reqprior. Chapter 4 illustrates that the chosen allocation 
algorithm influences the performance of the warehouse. 

The internal parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. 

External parameters 

The external parameters are parameters which require more effort to be changed than 
changing the internal parameters. The external parameters are often enforced by the 
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suppliers. For example, the transition workload of a received freight strongly depends 
on the way goods have been delivered. When the received pack key cannot be stored 
in the warehouse, the received pack units have to be repacked each time a freight has 
been received. If the warehouse asks for deliveries in the required pack key, the supplier 
might be willing to deliver the freight in the required pack key. The required transition 
workload will be lower in this case. A change of external parameters will not be easy 
to achieve and it will take some time to carry the change through. 

The external parameters that can be identified in the inbound process are listed be
low: 

• The trucks arrive with a certain arrival rate at the warehouse. The average inter
arrival time and the associated coefficient of variation can be defined in mu_a and 
in cv _a , respectively. The number of trucks that are assumed to be arrived at the 
warehouse can be defined in nfr . 

• The unloading workload depends on the pack unit in which the freight is delivered 
by the supplier. For example, when goods have been delivered on pallets, a truck 
can be unloaded faster than when loose cases are delivered. The average unloading 
workload and associated variability can be defined per freight group. 

• The transition workload depends on the fact wether the received goods require 
some additional preparation activities to be able to store them. For example, when 
goods have to be repacked, since they have been delivered in another pack key 
than the pack key in which they can be stored, an additional transition workload 
has to be taken into account. The average transition workload and associated 
variability can be defined per freight group. 

• The maximum number of transition employees depends on the required processes 
that must be performed to prepare the received goods for storage and can be 
defined per freight group. 

• The number of items to be formed out of the freight depends on the pack key in 
which goods are received and in which the goods can be stored and can be defined 
per freight group. Sometimes, pallets have to be formed out of the received cases, 
for example. 

Now that the model has been implemented in the x-language and that the parameters 
of interest have been located in the simulation model, a test case is executed to illustrate 
some of the capabilities of the simulation model. 
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Parameters Brief description 

maxresu Maximum number of employees for an unloading job 

nemgrp Number of employee groups 

initem Initial number of employees per employee group 

nunemgrp Number of employee groups that are able to operate in t he unloading process 

unemgrp Employee groups that are able to operate in the unloading process 

ntremgrp Number of employee groups that are able to operate in t he transition process 

tremgrp Employee groups that are able to operate in t he transition process 

npaemgrp Number of employee groups that are able to operate in t he putaway process 

paemgrp Employee groups that are able to operate in t he putaway process 

neqgrp Number of equipment groups 

efcu Effective capacity unloading team for each possible team size 

efct Effective capacity transition team fo r each possible team size 

initeq Initial number of equipment per equipment group 

nuneqgrp Number of equipment groups that can be used to perform an unloading job 

uneqgrp Equipment groups that can be used to perform unloading 

ntreqgrp Number of equipment groups that can be used to perform an transition job 

treqgrp Equipment groups that can be used to perform transition 

npaeqgrp Number of equipment groups that can be used to perform an putaway job 

paeqgrp Equipment groups that can be used to perform putaway 

ndkgrp Number of dock groups 

ndk Initially available number of docks 

nstlc Init ia lly available number of storage locations 

initcap Number of storage capacity per storage location 

tputaway Average time an employee requires to store an item and to travel back 

cv_p Coefficient of variat ion of putaway time 

tstore The average time a stored item claims capacity from a storage location 

cv_s Coefficient of variation of storage time 

cv_r Coefficient of variation of release time in t he transition process 

reqprior Algorithm to determine priority of the requests 

Table 6.1: Internal parameters summarized 
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Chapter 7 

Test case 

In this chapter the capabilities of the designed inbound simulation model are demon
strated. As described in Chapter 6, many parameter settings and inbound configurations 
are possible in this model. Moreover, many KPis are available that can be measured. 
The KPis that can be used for a quantitative measurement of the performance of the 
inbound activity have been described in Chapter 4. Depending on the purpose of the 
simulation, the KPis can be chosen and can be measured in the model. 

7.1 Case description 

The description of the test case is addressed in this section. The parameters as defined 
in Section 6.9 are used to characterize the inbound process. 

Resources 

In the inbound section, resources are required to perform the three major processes: un
loading, transition, and putaway. Some of the processes are able to exchange resources. 
The processes that are able to share employees and equipment belonging to different 
employee and equipment groups can be defined in the simulation model. In this test 
case it is assumed that employees belonging to group 0 can be exchanged between the 
unloading process and the transition process. The employees that belong to group 0 are 
thus able to control equipment of group 0 and 1. Table 7.1 summarizes the employee 
and equipment groups that can be used per inbound process. 

Employee group Equipment group 

Process 0 1 2 0 1 2 

Unloading ..( ..( 

Transition ..( ..( ..( 

Putaway ..( ..( 

Table 7.1: Processes and required resource groups 
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Putaway and storage locations 

Once received goods have been prepared for storage, pack units can be put away. In 
the putaway process, the prepared pack units are transported from the staging area 
to storage locations in the storage area. In this test case, three storage locations have 
been defined with a certain storage capacity. Each item group defined in this case can 
be stored in the three storage locations available. When a pack unit becomes available, 
it is designated to one of the three storage locations by an uniformly distribution. A 
fragment of the x-specification, in which an uniform distribution designates a storage 
location to a prepared item, can be found in Figure 6.12. 

Freight arrivals 

In this test case, two freight groups (group 0 and 1) have been defined. A freight group 
is a collection of freights that all have similar freight characteristics (see Chapter 5). 
Freights that belong to group 0 have an average unloading and transition workload of 
150.0 and 200.0 min*employee, respectively. The transition workload of a freight be
longing to group 0 can be performed by a maximum of five employees. The average 
unloading and transition workload from a freight belonging to group 1 are 120.0 and 
180.0 min*employee, respectively. The transition process of a freight belonging to group 
1 can be performed by three employees. 

For both groups, the coefficient of variation of the unloading and transition workload is 
equal to 0.1. The unloading and transition workloads are stochastically distributed, to 
be able to simulate the variability in unloading and transition workloads. For this pur
pose the gamma distribution is chosen, as the gamma distribution is commonly used to 
distribute process times. During the transition process of a freight belonging to group 0 
and 1, four and eight pack units can be prepared for storage, respectively. Forty percent 
of the trucks arriving at the warehouse belong to group 0 and the other sixty percent 
of the trucks arriving at the warehouse belong to group 1. 

The parameters described above are used in the test cases that are dealt with in the 
following section. The parameters that are varied in the different cases are described 
separately per case. The simulation results are obtained with a certain accuracy, de
scribed in Appendix K. 

7.2 Test case results 

In this section three cases are discussed. In the first case, capacity is added to the 
bottleneck identified in the inbound process to investigate the influence of adding ca
pacity to the bottleneck. The second case deals with the merging of separate inbound 
processes and their capacity. The final case shows the influence of an additional dock 
and resources on the performance of the inbound process. 
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Case 1: Moving the bottleneck 

First the bottleneck in the inbound system is identified. Then, capacity is added to 
the bottleneck identified in order to move the bottleneck in the system. The initially 
available resources are summarized in Table 7.2. 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Docks 

0 I i I 2 0 I i I 2 0 I i I 2 -

Number 1 I 4 I 2 13 I 30 I 2 2 I i I 2 6 

Table 7.2: Initial number of resources, case 1 

In this case, 32 trucks arrive at the warehouse in one shift , with an average interarrival 
time of 20.0 minutes. The arrival process uses a negative exponential distribution to 
model t he interarrival t imes, as the negative exponential distribution is the most com
monly used distribution to model the arrival process [LawOO]. Initially, it is assumed 
that equipment and storage capacity are sufficiently available. 

Simulation results show that employees belonging to group 0 and 1 are highly uti
lized (see Figure 7.1). Further, it can be seen that sometimes employees from group 2 
are entirely utilized. 

Available employees 

i~h ~ n : : : : : : : : ( 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

ifl :run : : : : : : : } 
O 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 BOO 900 1000 

1ti~i!'i~I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

time [min] 

Figure 7.1: Available employees during the inbound process 

In Appendix D, it is described how to read the gantt charts in combinations with the 
resource state diagrams generated. The gantt chart generated (Figure 7.2) shows that 
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multiple unloading and transition processes have been executed with less than the num
ber of resource pairs desired to execute the processes. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 confirm that 
the unloading and transition employees are the bottleneck of the system. Since most 
of the prepared items can be put away immediately when they have become available 
(compare Figure 7.2 with Appendix D) , the resources available for putaway process do 
not cause delaying problems. 

When it is desired to increase the capacity of the bottleneck in the system, employ
ees are required to perform unloading and transition jobs. In Table 7.1, it can be seen 
that employees belonging to group 0 can be used in both the unloading and transition 
process. Thus, adding employees from group 0 to the available resources of the inbound 
system should result in a smaller completion time and average flow time of the trucks 
arriving at the warehouse. Figure 7.3 shows the completion time and average flow time 
of the 32 trucks arriving at the warehouse for a varying number of employees belonging 
to group 0. In this case, flow time is defined as the time a truck has to spend at the 
warehouse. Completion time is here defined as the point in time the received goods have 
been prepared and put away in the storage area. Since completion time concerns the 32 
trucks arriving at the warehouse, additional employees belonging to group 0 have more 
impact on completion time than on the average flow time of the trucks. It depends on 
the costs of additional employees and the desired completion time and flow time, how 
many employees should be added to the system. 
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Figure 7.2: Gantt chart inbound process 
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It can be attributed to two reasons, when additional employees belonging to group 0 
do not result in reducing the completion time anymore. Either the work in the sys
tem is completed at the maximum possible processing speed (the maximum number of 
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Figure 7.3: Completion time and average flow t ime t rucks 

resources is always available), or another process has insufficient capacity to complete 
the available work at the maximum possible processing speed . When regarding the 
gantt chart of a situation in which the number of employees belonging to group 0 is 
sufficiently available, the putaway process can be identified to be the bottleneck in the 
system (see Figure 7.4). The items that become available during a transition process, 
cannot always be putaway immediately when they become available (see for example 
the second freight that is processed at dock 0 in Figure 7.4). Appendix D describes the 
possible causes when t he putaway process is the bottleneck in the system. 
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Thus, adding employees belonging to group 0 to the existing resources moves the bottle
neck position from the unloading and transition process to the putaway process. When 
it is desired to decrease the completion time and flow time further, additional putaway 
resources are required to process the freights at the maximum possible process speed. 

Case 2: Merging inbound systems 

The inbound simulation model can also be used to investigate the impact of merging 
two inbound sections. Imagine two local warehouses. Inventory levels and operating 
costs (required inbound resources) can be reduced by merging the two warehouses into 
a central one. Another example can be identified in large warehouses. In a large ware
house with many inbound docks, the inbound docks can be separated into two sections. 
Then, two dedicated unloading and transition employee groups exist that each take care 
of the unloading and transition operations in one of the separate inbound sections. In 
this case, the costs and profits are investigated of merging two similar inbound sections 
in one warehouse. The two separate inbound sections each consist of five docks. Thus, 
merging the two sections yields an inbound system consisting of ten docks. Some im
portant parameters from the five docks inbound system and the ten docks system are 
summarized in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4, respectively. 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Putaway time 

0 2 0 2 0 1 2 

Number 8 8 8 8 8 8 1 1 3.0 min 

Table 7.3: Parameters from the five-docks system 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Putaway time 

0 1 2 0 2 0 1 2 

Number 16 16 16 16 16 16 2 2 2 see Figure 7.5 

Table 7.4: Parameters from the ten-docks system 

It can be seen that the capacity in the ten-docks system has twice the capacity of the 
five-docks system. 60 trucks arrive at the five-docks warehouse with an average interar
rival time of 20.0 minutes and associated coefficient of variation of 1.0. For the ten-docks 
system, the described arrival pattern of the five-docks system has been doubled as well. 
120 trucks arrive at the ten-docks inbound system with an interarrival time of ta = 10 
(I/ta = 1/20 + 1/20 see Equation E.l) and associated coefficient of variation of 0.707 
(see Equation E.2). 

It is assumed that the average putaway time in the five-docks warehouse is equal to 
3.0 minutes with a coefficient of variation of 0.3. This results in a completion time of 
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1354.7 minutes. When merging the two inbound sections, the average putaway time 
increases. However, it is assumed that the coefficient of variation of the putaway time 
is kept constant. The simulation model gives a method to determine the increase in 
putaway time that would still result in a more efficient operation. For a range of put
away times, average completion time has been determined (see Figure 7.5). As long as 
the putaway time in the ten-docks system does not become larger than 5.4 minutes, the 
inbound systems can be merged when it is desired to reduce the completion time. 

Average putaway time merged system [min] 

Figure 7.5: Comparison of two separate and one merged system 

An explanation for the decrease in completion time when merging the two inbound sys
tems can be attributed to the fact that employees can be deployed more efficiently in a 
merged warehouse than in a two separate inbound sections. For example, when no work 
is available to be processed in one separate inbound section, the dedicated employees 
in that section are not able to cooperate in the other inbound section where additional 
employees might be required. 

Case 3: Increasing capacity 

In Chapter 4 it has been explained by means of Little's law that reducing flow time at 
a constant throughput level results in a lower WIP level. A lower WIP level at a con
stant throughput level reduces waiting lines in front of the workstations. When keeping 
the WIP level contant while reducing flow time, throughput must be increased. When 
throughput has been increased, more freights can be handled per time unit. 

However, Little's law considers warehousing systems in the steady state. In a typi
cal inbound system, the steady state will not be reached, since the inbound system 
is a system in which is not worked continuously. To be able to quantify performance 
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measures like WIP level and throughput, in this case it is assumed that the inbound 
activity is a continuous operation and that the steady state will be reached in the in
bound system. In this case, the influence of an extra dock and additional employees 
and equipment on flow time, throughput and WIP level is investigated. Initially, three 
docks are available with a set of resources as summarized in Table 7.5. 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Docks 

0 1 2 0 1 2 0 2 

Number 8 4 4 8 15 4 3 3 3 3 

Table 7.5: Initially available resources, case 3 

In order to reduce flow time, an additional dock is used together with additional re
sources (see Table 7.6). The additional capacity is intended to reduce the flow time and 
to increase the throughput. 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Docks 

0 1 2 0 2 0 2 

Number + 3 +3 +3 + 1 

Table 7.6: Additional resources, case 3 

Thus, two situations are considered in this case: the initial situation with three available 
docks as described in Table 7.5 and the situation with the increased capacity and four 
docks (the initially available resources from Table 7.5 plus the additional resources from 
Table 7.6). Imagine that it is required to reduce the WIP level. The trucks arrive at a 
certain arrival rate, which is the same for the three-docks system and the four-docks sys
tem and which is below the capacity of each of the processes in the three docks system. 
Then, the throughput of the two systems is equal to each other and the only possibility 
to reduce the WIP level is to reduce the flow time of the inbound processes. In this 
case, flow time is defined as the sum of the flow time in the unloading and transition 
process. When considering the flow time of the two situations at a constant throughput 
(o = 0.03), it can be seen in Figure 7.6 the flow time equals to 146.7 minutes for the 
three-docks system and 88.0 minutes for the four-docks system. 

When it is desired to keep the WIP level constant, the throughput is allowed to increase 
when the flow time decreases (see Little's Law, Equation 4.1). In Figure 7.7 the WIP 
level is depicted for different values of throughput. When a WIP level of 4.4 is required, 
flow time is equal to 146. 7 minutes and an associated throughput of 0.03 freights/min 
for the three-docks system. For the four-docks system, flow time is decreased to 114.3 
minutes and throughput is increased to 0.0385 freights/min. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and 
recommendations 

The conclusions from this research and the recommendations for future research are 
discussed in this chapter. This report deals with the research conducted past year 
concerning the design of a simulation model for the inbound activity in warehousing. 
The research is part of a larger project concerning the design of a simulation model for 
an entire warehouse. 

8 .1 Conclusions 

In this research, the inbound activity has been modeled. First, the basics of warehous
ing have been reviewed, focussed on the inbound activity. Three major processes of the 
inbound activity have been identified: the unloading, transition and putaway processes. 
In the unloading process, goods are moved from the delivery truck to the staging area. 
The transition process has been defined as the collection of processes that is required 
to prepare a received freight for storage. Prepared goods are transported to the staging 
area in the putaway process. 

To be able to model the inbound activity, a high level of abstraction is required and thus 
a resulting low set of system parameters, which still enables distinction between differ
ent warehouse systems. In order to reach the required abstraction level, groups have 
been defined for the freights arriving at the warehouse, employees, equipment, storage 
locations, and docks. Distinction can be made between types in a group through one 
or more parameters. 

The simulation model 

The model has been designed in order to be able to simulate a diversity of warehouses 
and distribution centers. In the designed model, two possible putaway methods (direct 
and indirect putaway) have been included as well. The putaway process links the in-
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bound with the storage activity. The inbound simulation model has been designed in 
such way, that it is compatible with the available storage simulation model. 

The three processes of the inbound part require resources. Four different resources 
have been considered in this research: employees, material handling equipment, storage 
capacity, and docks on which trucks can be unloaded and the transition process can take 
place. In practice, it is desirable to be able to exchange the available employees and 
equipment between the various processes. In the simulation model, it can be defined 
which employees and equipment can be used in which inbound process. A dispatcher 
has been designed that coordinates the exchange of employees and equipment between 
the various processes. 

The model has been validated by using log files , gantt charts and resource state di
agrams, and analytical validation. Validating the model showed that the simulation 
model operates according to the expectations. 

Performance measurement 

Various inbound Key Performance Indicators (KPis), which can be used to provide a 
quantitative measurement, have been presented and discussed in this report . The pre
sented KPis are measured in the model to express the performance of the inbound part 
of a simulated warehouse, providing a quantitative measurement of the performance. 
Moreover, a test case illustrates that the model supports in the design and verification 
of the inbound part of a warehouse or distribution center. 

As mentioned, resources can be exchanged between the three major processes. The 
dispatcher in the simulation model controls the allocation of resources. Resources are 
allocated to the processes, based on the priority of the processes. The priority is deter
mined by a priority rule or dispatching algorithm. The performance of the warehouse 
depends on the selected algorithm, as the selected algorithm influences flow time which 
is a relevant KPI. 

By selecting a dispatching algorithm, one or more performance measures may be op
timized at the cost of another, hopefully less important, performance measure. The 
influence on several KPis have been examined for a number of dispatching algoritms 
in combination with variability in process times and interarrival times. For some al
gorithms and specific variability in interarrival times, simulation results show that an 
increase in variability in process time leads to a decrease in flow time. This seeming 
paradox has been verified with queueing theory. 

When implementing algorithms to assign resources to the processes that minimize flow 
time, usually no attention is paid to the longest waiting time. A trade-off exists be
tween the value of the average waiting time and the value of the longest waiting time. 
In this report , an algorithm has been proposed which is able to control the maximum 
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waiting time and the average flow time. The algorithm uses a user definable parameter 
to express the relative importance of the two performance measures. 

In this report, another resource related problem has been discussed. When a num
ber of employees is available that can be divided over a number of parallel processes, it 
has been discussed how to compose the employee teams out of the available employees, 
assuming that a maximum number of employees exists that is able to cooperate in one 
of the parallel processes. When it is assumed that n employees contribute n times more 
capacity to the system than one employee, parallelism should be minimized to decrease 
average flow time. 

However, a team consisting of n employees will not process a job n times faster than a 
team consisting of one employee. A simulation model has been designed to get more in
sight in the relation between the effective capacity and the number of employees in that 
team. When the team size increases, relatively more capacity is lost. The reduction of 
capacity will lead to an increase in utilization and to a flow time increase in turn. Thus, 
on the one hand it is desired to minimize parallelism, on the other hand it is desired to 
minimize the capacity loss by using smaller teams. It depends on the degree utilization 
of the system, whether it is beneficial to minimize the parallelism, or to minimize the 
capacity loss. 

8.2 Recommendations 

In this report, it has been discussed that reducing flow time leads to a higher resource 
allocation flexibility. For example, when trucks can be unloaded faster , the chance 
increases that a dock is available when a new truck arrives at the warehouse to be un
loaded. It is recommended to investigate and quantify the impact of a higher resource 
allocation flexibility. A higher flexibility can be achieved by reducing the flow time in 
the various processes. When resource allocation flexibility can be quantified and mea
sured, it can be determined wether the costs of a flow time reduction compensate the 
benefits of the increase in resource allocation flexibility. 

Another recommendation for future research is allowing for the possibility of preemp
tion in the model designed in this research. In this study, it is impossible to preempt 
a job, even when a job arrives at a workstation having a higher priority than the jobs 
that are being executed. For example, when unloading employees are cooperating at 
a transition process at the time an unloading job arrives at the system, the unloading 
job has to wait for the completion of the transition process when no other unloading 
employees are available. Including preemption is expected to lead to new problems. For 
example, it should be made possible to decide which process has to be preempted to 
release resources for the newly arrived job having the highest priority. Taking away a 
small number of resources from each of the teams that are processing in parallel might 
be an option as well. The user should be able to define the algorithms that determine 
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which job must be preempted, or from which job (that is being processed) a number of 
resources can be taken away. 

Now that the final part of the overall model for warehouses and distribution centers 
has been completed, the models have to be linked to each other. The models are de
signed in such way that they are supposed to be compatible to each other. However, the 
outbound part has been partially modeled. A completion of the outbound simulation 
model is thus required. The inbound simulation model presented in this report can be 
held up as an example for the completion of the outbound simulation model. The fact 
is, that the missing part of the outbound model is quite similar to the inbound activity 
designed in this research. In the missing outbound part, the orders that have been 
completed have to be packed and shipped to the customers, which is the reverse way of 
the modeled product flow in the inbound system. 

Finally, a practical validation study has to be performed. Then, the parameters from 
different real warehousing systems have to be used in the simulation model, to compare 
the results of the discrete-event simulation with the data from the considered systems. 
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Appendix A 

Nomenclature 

In this appendix, various definitions and terms used in this report are stated and clarified 
in alphabetical order. 

Advance Shipping Notice (ASN) is an electronic document received by the ware
house from a supplier in advance of an shipment in which the specifications of the 
shipment to be received are registered. 

Bottleneck The workstation in line with the lowest capacity. 

By-the-batch Each batch is handled separately. 

By-the-piece Each piece or case is handled separately. 

Case Is palletizable and conveyable and allows higher storage density due to its rectan
gular form. The exterior size makes the case manageable by a person and allows 
stacking. 

Coding A process in the inbound section. Received goods are coded to be able to 
track them after storing. 

Completion time The point in time work has been finished. 

Consolidation Grouping similar SKUs to form the desired pack key which is used in 
the storage area of the warehouse. 

Direct putaway Moving received products directly to their assigned storage locations 
that can be situated either at the reserve area or pick area. 

Dock The sorting or staging platform where shipments are loaded or unloaded. 

Dwell time The total duration of stay of a product in the storage area of the ware
house. 

Effective capacity is defined as the total capacity employees contribute to a team. 
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Effective Process Time (EPT) is defined as the total amount of time a lot could 
have been, or actually was, processed on a machine [Jac03]. 

Euro-pallet The standard pallet in Europe is 1200mm by 800mm in dimension and 
permits four-way or four-sided entrance by lifting forks. 

FCFS First come first serve. The job that arrives first, will be processed first. 

Flow time of a given routing is the average time from release of a job at the beginning 
of the routing until it reaches an inventory point at the end of the routing [HopOO]. 

Goods Merchandize that is offered for sale. 

Identification A process to check wether the quality and quantity of the received 
goods meet the specifications registered in the ASN. 

Indirect putaway See Two-stage putaway. 

Interarrival time The average time between two lots entering the system. 

Job is a task which requires resources to be processed. 

Just in time ( JIT) strategy The practice of timing inbound material flows so that 
they can arrive just in time before they are required. This results in smaller 
inventories. A JIT system requires close links among forecasting, production, 
scheduling, and purchasing groups as well as suppliers and carriers. 

Key Performance Indicators (KPis) With the KPis a quantitative measurement 
of the operational performance of the warehouse can be expressed. 

Labelling A process in the inbound section. Received goods are labeled to be able to 
track them after storing. 

Migratory system A system where partially executed jobs can be processed on dif
ferent machines. 

Mixed pallets Pallets that consist of multiple different SKUs. 

Order A list of products ordered and defined by a customer. 

Order picking The selective retrieval of the appropriate amounts of products from a 
pick or storage to fill specific customer orders. 

Order pick area Area where SKUs are stored and retrieved to complete customer 
orders. 

Pack key Quantity of a SKU stored in a pack unit. 

Pack unit Pack units are quantities of the smallest possible SKU of a product packed 
together for storage or order picking purposes. 
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Pallet is a bulk storage unit for only one type of a SKU. It allows high density storage 
and minimization of the inventory volume and is the biggest quantity that can be 
ordered and stored. 

Piece Can be seen as the smallest quantity that can be stored and ordered by a cus
tomer. 

Pick area Area where SKUs are stored for easy retrieval by an order picker. When 
the inventory for SKUs in the pick pick area becomes low, SKUs are replenished 
from inventory in the reserve area. 

Preemption A job is allowed to be interrupted and can be resumed at any desired 
moment from the point at which interruption occurred. 

Process time The duration in time it takes to perform a process by a team consisting 
of an arbitrary amount of employees. 

Product A type of good [RouOO]. 

Product mix Number of product types on stock. 

Product volume Physical volume of received products. 

Putaway A process in the inbound section. In the final inbound process prepared 
items that have been released during the transition process, are transported from 
the staging area to the storage area. Putaway can either be performed direct or 
indirectly. 

Release time The point in time a job is available to be scheduled and processed. 

Repacking A process in the inbound section. Changing received carriers and/or chang
ing the pack key due to storage and/or economical reasons. 

Replenishment Action performed in the storage section. Breakdown of large pack 
key into smaller ones to restore empty order pick locations. 

Reserve area Area where products are stored in the most economical way [RouOO]. 
When the inventory for SKUs in the pick pick area becomes low, SKUs are re
plenished from inventory in the reserve area. 

Response time the time that elapses between receiving the goods and having them 
available to complete customer orders. 

Scheduling Allocating resources to processes. 

Shipment An order that is ready to be sent to a customer. 

Shipping A process in the outbound section. Transporting shipments to customers. 
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SKU Stock Keeping Unit is the smallest physical unit of a product that is tracked by 
an organization [Bar03]. 

SLA (Service Level Agreement) A contract in which the level of service is deter
mined which is offered by a warehouse to a customer. 

Splitting The grouping of similar SKUs that are carried by a mixed pallet. 

SPT A scheduling algorithm which assigns the highest priority to the jobs with the 
shortest process time. SPT is a non-preemptive algorithm. 

SRPT A scheduling algorithm which assigns the highest priority to the jobs with the 
shortest remaining process time. SRPT is a preemptive algorithm. 

Staging When goods are unloaded from a truck, goods are temporarily staged behind 
the dock. 

Storage Storage is the physical containment of goods in area set aside while it is 
awaiting a demand. 

Third party A company that is able to take over the partial or entire physical distri
bution of multiple customers. 

Transition The activities required to prepare a received freight for storage and future 
order picking. 

Throughput The average output of a production process per time unit. 

Two-stage putaway First, products are moved to a temporary reservoir that is lo
cated in the reserve area. From there, products are moved to their assigned storage 
locations that can be situated either at the reserve area or pick area. 

Unloading A process in the inbound section. The physical movement of products from 
the delivery vehicle to the receiving dock. 

Unpacking A process in the inbound section. Performing all activities that make 
received products available and accessible for product identification. 

Utilization is defined as the fraction of time a station is not idle for lack of parts. 

Value added services Processing a product to increase its value or price. 

WIP (Work In Process) consists of jobs that are waiting in front of a workstation to 
be processed plus the number of jobs that are being processed on that workstation. 

WMS Warehouse Management System. Software to track and manage warehouse 
activities in real-time. 

Workforce The number n of employees in one team. 

Workload The amount of minutes of work required by truck to be unloaded by one 
employee. Workload is defined as p [minutes * employee]. 



Appendix B 

Evolution of the x-model 

In this appendix decisions are discussed that have been made during the modeling of 
the inbound process. Further, some concepts are explained that have been rejected. 
The result of the evolution is the final inbound simulation model which is thoroughly 
described in Chapter 6. 

Analyzing the processes 

The unloading process is not a complicated process to model in the x-simulation lan
guage, but can be modeled in many ways. When a truck arrives, unloading must be 
performed. This is also called an unloading job. The unloading process time can be 
calculated by dividing the workload of the job by the effective capacity of the team that 
unloads the truck. The unloading can be modeled as a time delay. When the unloading 
process has been performed, transition can take place. 

The transition process is a more complicated process to model. This is because of 
the multiple activities that may have to be performed to prepare the received goods 
for storage. All preparation activities together are called transition. Five transition ac
tivities can be identified: unpacking, identification, coding and labelling, splitting and 
repacking. For an explanation of the transition activities one is referred to Chapter 3. 
One way to model the transition process is to consider the system as a task-resource 
system. This is because on each pack unit, tasks have to be performed by a number 
of available resources. When it is assumed that a truck delivers pallets only, with a 
freight consisting of maximum 60 pallets, a maximum number of 300 tasks (60 pal
lets * 5 tasks/ pallet) is required to prepare one freight for storage. In practice not each 
unloaded pallet (or pack unit) needs to go through each step in the sequence as can be 
seen in Figure B.l. The truck generator is represented by ( T) and in UL trucks are 
unloaded. The transition processcan also be identified in Figure B.1: unpacking (UP), 
splitting (S), identification (ID), coding and labelling (CL) and repacking (RP). When 
the transition has been performed, pack units are ready for putaway (PA). 

As mentioned before, some activities from the transition process can be skipped. For 
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Figure B. l: Structure of the task resource model 

example, pack units that are delivered in the right pack key do not need to be repacked 
before storing. Or pallets that are not protected by packing materials do not need to 
be unpacked. It is also possible that some of the activities are combined in one activity. 
For example, when received goods are repacked the goods are also coded and labeled in 
one handling. 

When modeling the transition processes as a task-resource system a few disadvantages 
show up. The transition model becomes too detailed and requires data from a warehouse 
that in practice are hard to measure. Thus, making distinction between the processes in 
the transition part yields a model which is hard to be validated with real warehouse data. 

The putaway process can be modeled in many ways as well. In the putaway pro
cess employees transport items that have been released during the transition process 
from the staging area to the storage area. Then the employee has to travel back to the 
staging area. The traveling can be modeled as a time delay. 

A first concept 

Since the transition process has been reduced to one process, the inbound activity con
sists of three processes and one generator ( T): unloading (UL), transition (TR) and put 
away (PA) which can be seen in Figure B.2. 

Figure B.2: Reduced structure of the inbound model 

First, separate unloading and transition processes are modeled. Each process has dedi
cated resources. This means that the unloading resource cannot operate in the transition 
process, for example. At this stage, a resource is an unit that is able to perform an 
operation within one of the inbound processes. In the transition process one resource 
consists of one employee, in the unloading process one resource consists of one employee 
and one piece of handling equipment. 
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The decision chart of the modeled unloading and transition processes is visualized in 
Figure B.3 and the two parallel activities inside the processes are described below: 

• The process is always able to receive jobs that have to be processed. When the 
process receives a job, a function within the process uses resource states and a 
priority rule to determine a worklist and a waitlist. In the waitlist jobs are queued 
which can not be performed due to a lack of resources. In the worklist, jobs are 
added that are being executed. In the worklist, the completion time of each job 
that is being executed is stored. 

• The unloading process is able to wait for the completion time of each of the jobs 
that is in the worklist. When a completion time has passed, the number of re
sources that processed the job is added to the available number of resources again. 
Then, the function within the process using resource states and a priority rule de
termines the worklist and the waitlist again. If the function assigns resources 
(which have become available through a job completion) to a job that already is 
being executed, the completion time of the job in the worklist that receives extra 
resources is updated. 

Jobs 

Compose worklist 
and waitlist 

Update resources 

Resources 
state, priority 
rule, worklist 
and waitlist 

Wait for a job Send completed 
completion from r-----.. job to next 

worklist process 

Update resources 

Figure B.3: Decision chart unloading and transition controller 

When modeling a separate unloading and transition process which are able to assign 
resources to jobs and which are able to execute jobs, each of the processes has to arrange 
a lot of process information. For example, the transition process should update infor
mation about the required workload, processed workload, number and type of resources 
operating in the transition process, required number of resources for the transition pro
cess, average release time of prepared items during transition, the number of items that 
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already has been released, the number of pack units that still has to be released and the 
transition completion time. Thus, it might be a more clear solution to split the modeled 
processes in a control process and an execution process. Then, the process information 
can be updated in the execution process which results in a better surveyability. 

Control and execution processes 

In a typical warehouse multiple unloading and transition processes can be performed in 
parallel. As many unloading processes can be performed in parallel as the number of 
docks which is available. Since each parallel unloading execution process operates in a 
similar way, the unloading execution process can be modelled only once. The transition 
execution process can be modeled once, since the transition execution process operate 
in a similar way too. When the communication between the processors and other pro
cesses is arranged by using bundles, the number of unloading and transition execution 
processes can be easily adapted. 

Just like the unloading and the transition processor, the putaway processor receives 
resources which process a putaway job. In the putaway process, processing a job can 
be seen as transporting a prepared item from the staging area to a storage location. 
This transport can be modeled as a time delay. Since the items are transported from 
one point in the warehouse (staging area) to the separate storage locations, a num
ber of possible routings exists. Thus, as many routings exist from the staging area 
to the storage area, as the available number of storage locations nstlc. In the model, 
one routing from the staging area to a storage location has been modeled, to simplify 
the model. The number of possible routings can be easily adapted, when communica
tion between the putaway processors and other processes is arranged with using bundles. 

At this stage, resources are still modeled as dedicated units. This means that each 
process has its own resources and that each resource can be seen as a unit that is able 
to operate in one of the inbound processes. For example, one unloading resource (con
sisting of one employee and one piece of handling equipment) can not operate in any 
other process than the unloading process. The profoundly changed structure of the 
inbound simulation model (see Figure B.4) is described next. 

The truck generator ( T) sends trucks to the unloading controller (CUL). CUL is al
ways able to receive jobs. Based on the resource states and priority rule implemented, 
resources are allocated to the received jobs. Once resources have been allocated re
sources and the associated job are sent to an available processor UL. The available 
processor can be seen as an available dock on which the truck is unloaded. At process 
UL completion time of the unloading job is calculated based on the required unloading 
workload (the minutes of work one employee requires to unload a truck), the number of 
received resources and the effective capacity of the resources. Then, UL waits for the 
completion time to send the resources back to CUL. While UL is waiting for the point 
in time a completion time passes, additional employees can be send from CUL to UL. 
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clear 

Figure B.4: Structure of the decentralized resource control model 

Then, completion time is updated. When the completion time is reached, employees 
are sent back to CUL and unloaded freights are sent from UL to the transition con
troller (CTR). The transition controller operates analogous to the previously described 
unloading controller CUL. CTR sends an unloaded freight to one of the ndk transition 
processors (TR). At TR, the mean release time is calculated, based on the number of 
assigned resources, effective capacity the resources contribute to the process, required 
transition workload, and number of pack units to be created out of the delivered freight. 
The release times are stochastically distributed. Each time a release time has passed, a 
pack unit is released and is sent to the putaway controller (CPA). While TR is waiting 
for a pack unit release time, additional resources can be sent from CTR to TR. Then 
TR updates the release time. 

Pack units formed during the transition process are sent to the putaway controller 
over bundle put. The putaway controller decides which pack unit will be brought to a 
determined storage location (PA) by available resources. When the last pack unit of a 
freight on a dock is lifted to be stored by a putaway employee, the dock is cleared and 
CPA sends a signal to CUL over channel clear which updates the number of available 
docks. CPA is modeled analogous to CTR and CUL, except for the fact that CPA is 
not allowed to send additional resources to PA. One resource takes care of one putaway 
job. When the resource has stored the pack unit and arrives at the staging area again, 
PA returns the resource to CPA. When a pack unit has been stored, storage capacity 
is claimed by the stored item. In the storage activity, pack units are retrieved from the 
storage locations either to replenish goods in the pick locations, or to use the pack units 
to compose an customer order. In order to simulate the retrieval of items by storage 
employees pack units leave the system after a certain stochastically distributed time. 
Then, storage capacity becomes available again. 

As described before, resources are modeled as dedicated processing units. This means 
that each process (unloading, transition and putaway) takes resources out of its own 
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dedicated resource group. It is desired to exchange resources between the various con
trolling processes, which also occurs in practice. For example, an unloading resource 
which is waiting for an unloading job, must be able to operate in the transition process 
where work has to be done. 

Centralized resource control 

In order to be able to model resource exchanging between the different inbound pro
cesses, a dispatcher ( DISP) is placed on top of the three existing controllers from the 
simulation model described in the previous subsection (compare Figure B.4 and Fig
ure B.5). A resource now is modeled as an inseparable unit which is able to operate 
in at least one process of the inbound processes. For example, an unloading resource 
(consisting of one employee and one piece of equipment) is also able to operate in the 
transition process (which means that associating equipment can not be used during the 
transition process) , but a transition resource (consisting of one employee) is not able to 
operate in the unloading process where also handling equipment must be used. 

With the dispatcher controlling all resources, the functionality of the separate process 
controllers as described in the previous subsection changes. The process controllers have 
to send their resource requests to the central dispatcher which allocates resources to the 
process controllers. The process controllers (CUL, CTR and CPA) send the received 
resources to their execution processes (respectively UL, TR and PA). The unloading 
and transition controllers (CUL and CTR) are modeled comparable to each other and 
their general structure is discussed below: 

• The process controller is always able to receive jobs. The controller converts a 
received job into a request and immediately sends the request to the dispatcher. 
In the request the number of required resources can be found and the process 
which must be performed with the requested resources. 

• The process controller is always able to receive assignments from the dispatcher. 
An assignment can either consist of a job together with resources or resources only. 
When resources have been received, resources are sent to that dock on which the 
job is being processed to which additional resources have been assigned to. When 
the received assignment consists of an assigned job together with resources, it is 
put in the assign list (see next bullet). 

• Whenever the assign list contains assigned jobs and resources, one of the ndk 
processors is selected which is able to process the received job with the assigned 
resources. 

• Whenever the controller receives a completion signal from one of the ndk proces
sors, resources are returned to the dispatcher. 

The putaway controller operates differently than the two other process controllers. 
When CPA receives a job, CPA converts the job into a resource request which is sent to 
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DISP. Then, CPA tries to receive resources from DISP. When CPA has received a re
source, CPA sends the resource (together with the pack unit) to one of the nstlc storage 
locations. Thus, a resource and pack unit are sent to one of the putaway processors PA. 
When the pack unit has been stored, CPA receives the resource from PA and returns 
it to DISP. 

The dispatcher receives resource requests from the three process controller described 
before. The dispatcher operates as follows: 

• The dispatcher is always able to receive requests from the three process controllers. 
A function within the dispatcher uses the available requests, resource states and an 
user defined priority rule to determine to which requests resources are allocated. 
If resources are assigned to requests, but if the total required amount of resources 
for one request can not be sent, the dispatcher composes a new request with 
information about the remaining required number of resources and the inbound 
process from which the original request came. 

• If resources have been assigned to requests, the request and the assigned resources 
are together sent to the process controller from the request came. 

• The dispatcher is always able to receive resources back from the process controllers. 
Again, based on the resource states, available requests and priority rule available 
resources are assigned to requests. 

When the final pack unit of an unloaded freight has been putaway, the dock is cleared 
and the available number of docks is updated by channel backpa via channel sready. 
When a pack unit has been retrieved from its temporary storage location, storage ca
pacity is updated via the channels backpa and sready again. 

As mentioned previously in this subsection, a resource has been modeled as an insep
arable unit. This means for example that an unloading employee is not able to work 
in the transition process without leaving his unloading equipment. The next step to 
improve functionality of the simulation model is thus to model individual resources (like 
employees and equipment) instead of resource units discussed before. Then, individual 
employees and equipment can be used for the different inbound processes. 

Final inbound simulation model 

Since the construction of the two process controllers CUL and CTR described in the 
previous subsection is similar to each other, in the final inbound simulation model they 
have been combined to one unloading and transition controller CUT (see Chapter 6). 
Combining the two controllers results in reducing the number of channels used to model 
the inbound process which results in a better surveyability. 

Another difference from the final inbound simulation model compared to the model 
described in the previous subsection, is in the functionality of the unloading execution 
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Figure B.5: Structure of the centralized resource control model 

process. Whenever one of the ndk unloading execution process receives an unloading 
job plus assigned resources, it is blocked until the final pack unit of the unloaded freight 
(formed in the transition process) is lifted to be put away. Then, the unloading ex
ecution process, is not able to receive a new unloading job until the dock on which 
unloading takes place has been cleared again. When the final pack unit is lifted to be 
put away, the unloading execution process receives a clearing signal over bundle clear. 

When an unloading execution process is blocked during the transition process of the 
freight which has been unloaded at the unloading execution process, it has been mod
eled that unloading and transition of one freight are performed on the same dock. 

The complete x-code of the model can be found in Appendix F and the description 
of the processes used in the simulation model is given in Chapter 6. 



Appendix C 

Explanation of the x-model 

In this Appendix, the x-code of the inbound simulation model is declared. The ex
planation of the code is divided into sections. In Section C.1 , the type declaration is 
discussed first. The constants are explained in Section C.2, followed by the functions in 
Section C.3. The processes used in this model are declared in Section C.4 and the final 
section of this appendix, Section C.5, explains the cluster of the model. The source 
code used in this model is expressed in ASCII and the entire x-code can be found in 
Appendix F. 

C .1 Type declaration 

The types used in the model are declared in this section. Types are used for better 
surveyability of the model. 

Freight characteristic types 

Type idnr is used as a truck, employee, or equipment identification number. When a 
truck arrives at the warehouse, each truck gets its own identification number. Types 
unlwl and trwl are respectively used for the average unloading workload and average 
transition workload of a freight . 

type i dnr 
, unlwl 
, trwl 

= nat 
= real 
= real 

//identification nr 
/ / unloading workload 
//transition workload 

Type maxtremp is used for the maximum number of employees to prepare the freight 
for storage. Type dock can be used for the type or amount of docks. Type punit is used 
to specify the number of pack units that are formed out of the unloaded truck during 
the transition process. A truck arriving at the warehouse consists of type freight. It is a 
tuple consisting of the truck identification number, the distributed unloading workload, 
the distributed transition workload, the maximum number of transition employees to 
prepare the freight for storage, the dock type on which t he freight can be unloaded and 
the indirectly the number of pack units that can be formed out of the freight. 
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, maxtremp = nat 
, dock = nat 
, punit = nat 
, freight = idnr#unlwl#trwl#maxtremp#dock#punit 

Resource types 

//max transition employees 
//type of dock 
//packunit 
//data type 

Type empZ is used for employees. Type empZ can either be used to indicate a number 
of employees or to identify an employee group. Type eq is used for pieces of handling 
equipment and can either be used to indicate a number of equipment or to identify an 
equipment group. An identification number of a storage location can be declared by 
type Zoe and the storage capacity can be defined with type cap. 

' 
empl = nat //employees 

' eq = nat //equipment 

' 
loc = nat //storage location 

' 
cap = nat //storage capacity 

Type aeqs is used for the assigned equipment, which consists of a list in which the 
equipment group and the number of assigned pieces of that equipment group can be 
found. Type aemps is used for the assigned employees. In aemps, employee group 
and number of assigned employees of that group are stored. Type restyp is used for 
resource requests. It is a tuple, which consists of the maximum number of resources 
pairs (one resource pair consists of one employee and one piece of equipment), a list 
of assigned employees (see type aemps), a list of assigned resources (see aeqs), and a 
storage location identification number (see type Zoe). 

, aeqs 
, aemps 
, restyp 

= (idnr#eq)* 
= (idnr#empl)* 
= nat#aemps#aeqs#loc 

Process data types 

//assigned equipment 
//assigned employees 
//required resource types 

Type pro is used to distinguish the different processes to which resources can be assigned. 
Each unit that has to be or is being processed carries a data tuple of type dat. In dat, 
important times and events are registered. This data type is used to measure any of the 
desired KPis at the end of the inbound process. The following events are registered: 
the arrival time of a truck at the warehouse, the point in time the unloading process 
starts, the dock number on which a freight has been unloaded, the completion time of 
the unloading job, the point in time the transition process starts, and the completion 
time of the transition process. 

, pro 
dat 

= nat 
= real#real#dock#real#real#real#real 

//process identification 
//data tuple for KPis 
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Resource request types 

Type infj is a tuple which contains information about the freight characteristics (see 
type freight), the important process times to be able to determine the KPis, the max
imum number of resources (see type restyp ), and the process which requested the re
sources. The dispatcher has to assign resources to requests. A resource request is from 
type request and is a tuple which contains information about the job (see type infj), 
arrival time of the request at the dispatcher which can be used for priority rules, and 
a boolean which pronounces wether the request is a remaining request (a request to 
which already resources have been assigned) or an original request (a request to which 
no resources have been assigned yet). 

, infj = freight#dat#restyp#pro 
, request = inf j#real#bool 

//composed data type job info 
//composed data type request 

When the dispatcher has assigned resources to a resource request, a tuple of type as
signed is constructed. In such a tuple the following information is included: freight 
information (see type freight), the number of assigned resource pairs, the data tuple 
(see type dat), the number and types of assigned resources (see type restyp), the pro
cess which requested the resources (see type pro), and a boolean variable which shows 
wether resources already have been assigned to the job or not. 

, assigned = freight#nat#dat#restyp#pro#bool //composed data type assigned 

C. 2 Constant declaration 

In this section the constants are declared, which are used in the simulation model. 
Constants are used because of their overall usability in the model. An user defined 
type (as stated in the previous section) cannot be used in the constant declaration, thus 
constants have to be declared in standard types (like naturals, integers etc.). 

Employee constants 

The constant maxresu is the maximum number of unloading employees per unloading 
process. The number of employee groups (see Chapter 5) is defined in the contant 
nemgrp. The defined nemgrp must consists of the same number of elements defined 
in initem. In the constant initem the initial number of employees per employee group 
is defined. The constants nunemgrp, ntremgrp, and npaemgrp are used to define the 
number of employee groups that can be used in respectively the unloading, transition 
and putaway process. The constants nunemgrp, ntremgrp, and npaemgrp have to consist 
of the same number of elements defined in the constant arrays unemgrp, tremgrp, and 
paemgrp. In the constant arrays unemgrp, tremgrp, and paemgrp the employee groups 
are defined that can be used in respectively the unloading, transition and putaway 
process. The constant array efcu provides information about the effective capacity of 
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any possible unloading team size. For example, a team consisting of three employees 
operates 2.3 times faster than an unloading team consisting of one employee. The 
constant array efct provides information about the effective capacity of any possible 
transition team size. 

const maxresu: nat = 3 

' 
nemgrp: nat = 3 
initem: nat-3 = <I 

' nunemgrp: nat = 1 

' unemgrp: nat-1 = <I 
' ntremgrp: nat = 2 

' tremgrp: nat-2 = <I 
' npaemgrp: nat = 1 

' paemgrp: nat-1 = <I 
' efcu: rea1-3 = <I 
' efct: rea1-10 = <I 

' 

Equipment constants 

10, 10, 2 

0 I> 

0, 1 I> 

2 I> 
1.0, 1.8, 
1.0, 2.0, 
5.8, 6.7, 

I> 

2.3 I> 
3.0, 4.0, 
7 . 6, 8.5, 

4 .9 
9 . 4 I> 

//max #resources (pairs) unloading 
//number of employee groups 
//#employees per group 
//#empl-groups unloading 
//employee groups unloading 
//#empl- groups transition 
//employee groups transition 
//#empl-groups putaway 
//employee groups putaway 
//effective capacity unloading 
//effective capacity transition 

The number of equipment groups (see Chapter 5) is defined in the contant neqgrp. In 
the constant initeq the initial number of equipment per equipment group is defined. The 
defined neqgrp must be of same length as the constant array initeq. Constants nuneqgrp, 
ntreqgrp, and npaeqgrp are used to define the number of equipment groups which can 
be used for respectively the unloading, transition and putaway process. Constants 
nuneqgrp, ntreqgrp, and npaeqgrp have to agree respectively with the length of the 
constant arrays uneqgrp, treqgrp, and paeqgrp. In the constant arrays uneqgrp, treqgrp, 
and paeqgrp the equipment groups are defined which can be used in respectively the 
unloading, transition and putaway process. 

' neqgrp: nat 

' initeq: nat-3 

' nuneqgrp: nat 

' uneqgrp: nat-1 

' ntreqgrp: nat 

' treqgrp: nat-1 

' npaeqgrp: nat 

' paeqgrp: nat-1 

Layout constants 

= 3 
= <I 10, 
= 1 
= <I 0 I> 
= 1 
= <I 1 I> 
= 1 
= <I 2 I> 

15, 2 I> 
//number of equipment groups 
//#equipment per group 
//#eq-groups unloading 
//equipment groups unloading 
//#eq-groups transition 
//equipment groups transition 
//#eq-groups putaway 
//equipment groups putaway 

The number of dock groups (see Chapter 5) is defined in the constant ndkgrp. In 
the constant ndk, the total number of docks and thus the number of possible parallel 
unloading and transition processes is defined. The constant array initdock shows the 
number of docks per dock group. Note that the number of dock groups initdock has 
to agree with the number of dock groups defined in the constant ndkgrp. Moreover, 
the total number of docks, defined in initdock must be equal to the number of docks 
defined in the constant ndk. The number of storage locations is defined in constant 
nstlc, which must be equal to the number of storage locations in the constant array 
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initcap in which the storage capacity per storage location is defined. In the constant 
tputaway the average time an employee needs to successively transport an item from the 
staging area to a storage location, store the item, and to travel back to the staging area 
is defined. Storage time (constant tstore) is defined as the average time a stored item 
claims capacity from a storage location. Storage capacity becomes available again when 
a newly stored item is required for replenishment or to complete a customer order. The 
variability in the putaway time, storage time, and item release time (in the transition 
process) are defined in the following constants respectively: cv_p, cv_s, and cv_r. 

. ndkgrp: nat = . ndk: nat = . initdock: nat-1 = . nstlc: nat = . initcap: nat-3 = . tputaway: real = . tstore: real = . cv_p: real = . cv_s: real = 

CV r: real = -

Freight constants 

1 
7 
<I 7 
3 
<I 1, 
3.0 
4.0 
0.3 
0.3 
0.1 

I> 

1, 1 I> 

//#dock groups 
//#must agree with initdocks 
//#docks 
//#storage locations 
//storage capacity per location 
//put away time 
//storage time after start putaway 
//coefficient of variation putaway 
//coefficient of variation storage 
//coefficient of variation release time 

At a warehouse, trucks arrive with a certain interarrival time and variability. The 
coefficient of variation can be defined in constant cv_a. In Chapter 5, a freight group 
has been defined to reach abstraction. The number of freight groups is represented in 
the constant nfrgrs. Each freight is specified in the constant frgrs. In the constant frgrs, 
the following information is available: the average unloading workload, the average 
transition workload, the maximum number of resources for the transition process, the 
required dock group, and indirectly the number of pack units that have to be prepared 
for storage. Further information that is inserted in a freight group is the fraction of 
appearance of a freight group in terms of percentage, the variability in the unloading 
workload and the variability in the transition workload. In frgrs, the freight groups 
have to be defined in order of increasing fraction of appearance. This is important , 
since the function idfr considers the freights in order of appearance. The function idfr 
is discussed further on in this section. 

, cv_a: 
, nfrgrs: 
, frgrs: 

real = 1.0 
nat = 2 

((nat#real#real#nat#nat#nat)#real)-2 
= <I << o, 150.0, 200.0, 5, 

• << 0, 120.0, 180.0, 3, 
, nunitsgrp: nat = 3 
, units: nat-3 = <I 8, 4, 8 I> 

0, 1 >, 
0, 0 >, 

//coefficient variation arrival time 
//# freight groups 
//freight#percentage 

40.0, 0.20, 0.15 > 
60.0, 0.10, 0.25 > I> 

//#units groups 
//#units for putaway 

In the source code below, two freight groups have been defined. In each freight group, 
an identification number corresponds to the number of pack units in array units that 
has to be formed out of the freight. Constant nunitsgrp defines the number of different 
quantities that can be formed out the different freights. 
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C.3 Function declaration 

In this section, the function that are used in the simulation model are explained. Func
tions are used to separate functionality from the communication in the processes. A 
function is often used for reappearing computations and for a better surveyability. 

Priority rule 

The dispatcher receives resource requests from the process controllers. Then, priority 
is calculated of each of the available requests. The function returns the requests to 
the dispatcher in decreasing order of priority. The priority rule implemented can be 
considered as a system parameter. Here, any priority rule can be implemented. The 
priority rule can be a simple algorithm like the FCFS algorithm, but also an user defined 
algorithm. In type request information is available which can be used to determine the 
priority of each request. Examples of available information are: the arrival time of a 
request at the dispatcher, required process time, etc. 

func reqprior(rs: request* ) -> request* = I [ ret rs ] I //allocation priority calculation 

Generator function 

Freights belonging to the defined freight groups have to be generated in the right pro
portions. Each time when a freight is generated, a sample from an uniform distribution 
(between zero and hundred) is sent to the function idfr. The function idfr uses the 
sample to compare it with the fraction of appearance of each freight group validate 
from which freight group a freight has to be returned to the generator. 

func idfr(d: real ) -> (freight#real)#idnr = 
I [ i: nat, k: real 
I i:= O; k:= 0.0 

*[ i < nfrgrs 

//identify freight 

-> [ d <= k + frgrs.i.1 -> ret < < frgrs.i.O, frgrs.i.1 >, i > 
I d > k + frgrs.i.1 -> k:= k + frgrs.i . 1 
] 

; i:= i + 1 

J I 

Resource allocation functions 

When the dispatcher receives a new request, or when the dispatcher receives resources 
that have become available due to a job completion, available resources can be assigned 
to the available requests. The dispatcher uses function assign to determine to which 
request resources can be assigned. First, function reqprior is used to determine priority 
based on the priority algorithm implemented. Function reqprior returns the requests in 
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decreasing order of priority (and has been discussed previously in this section). Func
tion assign considers all the ordered requests successively, but starts with the request 
with the highest priority. First, it is verified which process requires the resources. It 
can either be an unloading (q.0.3 = o), transition (q .0.3 = 1) or putaway (q.0.3 = 2) 

process. To start an unloading or a putaway job, other resources than employees and 
equipment are required. To start an unloading process, a dock has to be available and 
to start a putaway process, storage capacity has to be available. No resources other 
than employees and equipment are required to perform a transition process. The fact is 
that transition takes place after unloading on the dock which already has been assigned 
to the unloading process. When the transition process requires resources (q.0.3 = 1), 

function updres is used to assign resources to the request. Function updres is discussed 
further on in this section. 

func assign(rs: request*, ws: assigned*, avem: empl-nemgrp, aveq : eq-neqgrp 
, ad: dock-ndkgrp, ac : cap-nstlc ) 
-> (request*)#(assigned*)#(empl-nemgrp)#(eq-neqgrp)#(dock-ndkgrp)#(cap-nstlc) 

I [ k: nat, q: request, qs: request* 
I k : = len(rs) 

J I 

rs:= reqprior(rs) 
qs := [] 

//request priority function 

* [ k > 0 
-> q:= hd(rs); rs:= tl(rs) 

[ q.0.3 = 0 //unloading request 
//not yet treated 
//dock available 

-> [not q.2 
-> [ ad.(q.0.0.4) > 0 

-> < qs,ws,avem,aveq,ad,ac >:= updres(qs,ws,q,avem,aveq,ad,ac) 
ad.(q.0.0.4) = 0 -> qs:= qs ++ [q] //no dock available 

q.2 //already treated 
-> < qs,ws,avem,aveq,ad,ac >:= updres(qs,ws,q,avem,aveq,ad,ac) 

q.0.3 = 1 //transition request 
-> < qs,ws,avem,aveq,ad,ac >:= updres(qs,ws,q,avem,aveq,ad,ac) 
q . 0 .3 = 2 //putaway request 
-> [ ac.(q.0.2.3) > 0 //storage capacity available 

-> < qs,ws,avem,aveq,ad,ac >:= updres(qs,ws,q,avem,aveq,ad,ac) 
ac. (q.0.2 .3) = 0 -> qs := qs ++ [q] //no storage capacity available 

k:= k - 1 

ret < qs, ws, avem, aveq, ad, ac > 

When an unloading process requires resources ( q. o. 3 = o), it is first verified wether the 
job is already being processed. If no resources to the unloading job has been assigned 
yet ( q . 2 = false) , it is checked if the dock required to unload the truck is available. 
When the required dock is available, employees and equipment can be assigned to the 
request. This can be done in function updres. When the required dock is unavailable, 
the request is put behind in the available request list ( qs). If resources already have 
been assigned to the job ( q. 2 = true), no new dock has to be assigned. Then, employees 
and equipment can be assigned to the request, which can be done in function updres. 
When a putaway job has to be performed (q.0 . 3 = 2) , it is checked wether required 
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storage capacity is available. If the required storage capacity is available, one employee 
and piece of equipment can be assigned to the putaway job. If no storage capacity is 
available, no resources can be assigned to the job. Then, job is placed behind the other 
requests in the list ( qs). A putaway job can only be performed by one employee and 
one associated piece of handling equipment. 

When resources can be assigned to a request, the request is sent to function updres. 
In the first part of the function the available employees and equipment are counted 
which can be used to perform the desired process. Distinction is made between an 
unloading (q.0.3 = o), transition (q.0.3 = 1), and putaway job (q.0.3 = 2). Once the 
available employees and equipment have been counted, the number of pairs that can be 
formed out of the available employees and equipment is determined (n). 

func updres(qs: request•, ws: assigned•, q: request, avem: empl-nemgrp 
, aveq: eq-neqgrp, ad: dock-ndkgrp, ac: cap-nstlc ) 
-> (request•)#(assigned•)#(empl-nemgrp)#(eq-neqgrp)#(dock-ndkgrp)#(cap-nstlc) 

I [ i, j, k, n: nat, w: assigned 
, a: empl, b: eq, am: aemps, aq: aeqs 

a:= 0; b:= 0; am:= []; aq:= [] 
[ q.0.3 = 0 

-> i:= nunemgrp - 1 //unloading 
•[ i >= 0 ->a:= a+ avem.(unemgrp.i); i:= i - 1 ] 

; i:= nuneqgrp - 1 
; •[ i >= 0 -> b:= b + aveq.(uneqgrp.i); i:= i - 1 ] 

q.0.3 = 1 
-> i:= ntremgrp - 1 //transition 

•[ i >= 0 ->a:= a+ avem.(tremgrp.i); i:= i - 1 ] 
i:= ntreqgrp - 1 
•[ i >= 0 -> b:= b + aveq.(treqgrp.i); i:= i - 1 ] 

q.0.3 = 2 
-> i:= npaemgrp - 1 //putaway 

•[ i >= 0 ->a:= a+ avem.(paemgrp.i); i:= i - 1 ] 
; i:= npaeqgrp - 1 
; •[ i >= 0 -> b:= b + aveq.(paeqgrp.i); i:= i - 1 ] 

n:= min([ a, b, q.0.2.0 ]) //calculate available pairs 

Once the number of pairs (n) that can be formed out of the available employees and 
equipment has been determined, resources can be assigned to requests in the second 
part of the function. If n is equal to zero, the job cannot be processed and is placed 
behind the other requests ( qs). If the number of pairs is larger than zero, resources can 
be assigned. First, the process specific resources are reduced by one, like the number 
of docks (unloading job) and the storage capacity (putaway job). Then, the number of 
available employees and equipment is updated. It is possible that employees and equip
ment are taken from different employee and equipment groups. Thus, each employee 
and equipment group that can be used to perform one of the three inbound processes 
must be updated. 

[ n = 0 -> qs:= qs ++ [q] 
I n > o 

//no resources assigned to 
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-> 
I 
I 
I 
] 
[ 

q . 0 . 3 0 and not q.2 -> ad.(q.0.0.4):= ad.(q.0 . 0 .4) - 1 
q . 0 . 3 0 and q.2 -> skip //unloading 
q.0 . 3 1 -> skip //transition 
q.0 . 3 2 -> ac . (q.0.2.3):= ac. (q . 0.2.3) - 1 

//putaway 
q.0 . 3 0 
-> i : = nunemgrp - 1; k:= n //unloading employees 

; *[ i >= 0 
-> [ avem . (unemgrp . i) >= k 

-> avem . (unemgrp.i) : = avem . (unemgrp . i) - k 
; am:= am++ [< unemgrp.i , k >] 
; k : = O; i : = 0 

avem . (unemgrp.i) < k 
-> k : = k - avem . (unemgrp.i) 

am:= am++ [< unemgrp . i, avem.(unemgrp.i) >] 
avem.(unemgrp . i) : = 0 

i : = i - 1 

i : = nuneqgrp - 1; k : = n //unloading equipment 
*[ i >= 0 

-> [ aveq . (uneqgrp.i) >= k 
-> aveq . (uneqgrp.i):= aveq . (uneqgrp.i) - k 

; aq := aq ++ [< uneqgrp.i, k >] 
; k : = O; i : = 0 

aveq.(uneqgrp.i) < k 
- > k:= k - aveq. (uneqgrp . i) 

aq : = aq ++ [< uneqgrp . i, aveq.(uneqgrp . i) >] 
aveq.(uneqgrp.i):= 0 

i:= i - 1 

q.0 . 3 = 1 
-> i : = ntremgrp - 1; k:= n //transition employees 

; *[ i >= 0 
-> [ avem.(tremgrp.i) >= k 

-> avem . (tremgrp . i):= avem.(tremgrp.i) - k 
; am:= am++ [< tremgrp . i, k >] 
; k:= O; i:= O 

avem.(tremgrp . i) < k 
-> k:= k - avem.(tremgrp.i) 

am := am++ [< tremgrp . i, avem . (tremgrp.i) >] 
avem . (tremgrp . i) : = 0 

i := i - 1 

i : = ntreqgrp - 1; k : = n //transition equipment 
*[ i >= 0 

- > [ aveq . (treqgrp . i) >= k 
- > aveq.(treqgrp.i) := aveq . (treqgrp . i) - k 

; aq:= aq ++ [< treqgrp.i , k >] 
; k : = O; i:= 0 

aveq.(treqgrp.i) < k 
-> k:= k - aveq . (treqgrp . i) 

aq := aq ++ [< treqgrp . i, aveq . (treqgrp . i) >] 
aveq . (treqgrp.i) : = 0 

i:= i - 1 

q . 0 .3 = 2 
-> i : = npaemgrp - 1; k:= n 

; *[ i >= 0 
//putaway employees 

105 
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-> [ avem.(paemgrp.i) >= k 
-> avem. (paemgrp.i) := avem. (paemgrp.i) - k 

; am := am++ [< paemgrp.i, k >] 
; k:= O; i:= 0 

avem.(paemgrp.i) < k 
-> k:= k - avem.(paemgrp . i) 

am:= am++ [< paemgrp . i, avem . (paemgrp.i) >] 
; avem.(paemgrp.i):= 0 

i:= i - 1 

i:= npaeqgrp - 1; k:= n //putaway equipment 
*[ i >= 0 

-> [ aveq .(paeqgrp.i) >= k 
-> aveq.(paeqgrp.i):= aveq.(paeqgrp . i) - k 

; aq := aq ++ [< paeqgrp.i, k >] 
; k := 0; i := 0 

aveq.(paeqgrp.i) < k 
-> k:= k - aveq.(paeqgrp.i) 

aq:= aq ++ [< paeqgrp.i, aveq .(paeqgrp.i) >] 
; aveq.(paeqgrp.i):= 0 

i:= i - 1 

The third part of the function is designed to solve the synchronization problem discussed 
in Section E.1 (see Figure E.l(a)). When resources have been assigned to a request , 
it is investigated wether the resources have been assigned to the same request at the 
same time. When a fraction of the maximum number of resources is assigned to a job 
and when additional resources have been assigned to the same job at the same time, 
the function adds the additional resources (assigned to the remaining request) to the 
resources that have initially been assigned to the job. 

i := len(ws); j := len(ws) 
[ i > 0 

-> * [ j > 0 
-> w:= hd(ws); ws:= tl(ws) 

[ q.0.0.0 = w.O.O and q . 0.3 
-> w. 1:= w. 1 + n 

w.3. 1:= w.3. 1 ++am 
; w. 3.2:= w.3 .2 ++ aq 
; ws := ws ++ [w]; j:= 1 

//add assigned resources 

II that are assigned at the same time 
II for the same job to each other 

= w.4 and q.0 .3 /= 2 

q.0 .0. 0 /= w.0.0 or q .0.3 /= w.4 or q.0.3 = 2 
-> [ j > 1 -> ws := ws ++ [w] 

I j = 1 -> ws:= ws ++ [w] ++ 
[ < q.0.0, n, q .0. 1, < q.0.2.0, am, aq, q.0.2.3 >, q.0.3, q.2 >] 

j := j -

i = 0 -> ws:= [ < q.0.0, n, q.0.1, < q.0.2 . 0, am, aq, q.0.2.3 >, q.0 . 3, q .2 >] 

When a fraction of the maximum number of resources has been assigned, a request 
for the remaining resources is added to the available requests ( qs. In the final part of 
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function updres remaining requests are constructed when a fraction of the maximum 
number of resources is assigned. 

[ q.0.2.0 > n //still resources required 
-> q.0.2.0:= q.0.2.0 - n; q.2:= true; qs:= qs ++ [q] 

I q.0.2.0 = n -> skip //no extra request 
] 

ret < qs, ws, avem, aveq, ad, ac > 
J I 

Resource update functions 

When employees and equipment are returned to the dispatcher from the unloading 
and transition process, the dispatcher uses function chk for three purposes. The three 
purposes are discussed next. First, the received employees and equipment are added to 
the correct employee and equipment groups. 

func chk(qs: request*, e: assigned, ws: assigned*, avem: empl"nemgrp, aveq: eq·neqgrp) 
-> (request*)#(assigned*)#(empl"nemgrp)#(eq"neqgrp) = 

I [ i: nat, q: request, w: assigned, rs: request* 
I rs:= [) 

*[ len(e.3.1) > 0 -> avem.(hd(e.3 . 1).0):= avem.(hd(e.3.1).0) + hd(e.3.1).1 
; e.3.1:= tl(e . 3.1) //update employees 

*[ len(e . 3.2) > 0 -> aveq . (hd(e . 3.2).0):= aveq.(hd(e.3.2).0) + hd(e.3 . 2) . 1 
; e.3.2:= tl(e.3.2) //update equipment 

It may be possible, t hat a fraction of the maximum number of employees and equipment 
has been assigned to process a job. Then, a remaining request has been constructed 
in function updres. When a fraction of the maximum number of resources completes 
the job, the remaining request is still available. The second part of function chk checks 
wether a remaining request exists for the same job that has been completed. If such a 
remaining request exists, the remaining request is cancelled by function chk. Putaway 
requests ( q. o. 3 = 2) cannot be cancelled. 

; *[ len(qs) > 0 -> q:= hd(qs); qs:= tl(qs) //request after job completion 
[ e.0.0 = q.0 . 0.0 and q.0.3 /= 2 -> skip 
I e.0.0 /= q.0.0.0 or q.0.3 = 2 -> rs:= rs ++ [q] 
] 

The third part of function chk is designed to solve the second synchronization problem 
discussed in Section E.l (see Figure E.l(b)). It may occur that at the same point in 
time, a job has been completed by a fraction of the maximum number of resources and 
that additional resources have been assigned to that job. To solve this problem, each 
time employees and equipment are returned to the dispatcher from the unloading or 
the transition process, it is checked wether the received resources do not belong to a 
job to which resources have been assigned at the same point in time. When resources 
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have been assigned to a job at the same point in time the job has been completed, the 
assigned resources are cancelled and are added to the available resources. 

i:= len(ws) //cancel ws elements 
* [ i > 0 

-> w:= hd(ws); ws:= tl(ws) //due to received resources? 
[ e.0.0 = w.0.0 and w.4 < 2 

-> •[ len(w.3.1) > 0 -> avem.(hd(w.3.1).0):= avem.(hd(w.3.1).0) + hd(w.3.1).1 
; w.3.1:= tl(w.3.1) //update employees 

•[ len(w.3.2) > 0 -> aveq.(hd(w.3.2).0):= aveq.(hd(w.3.2).0) + hd(w.3.2).1 
; w.3.2:= tl(w.3.2) //update equipment 

e.0.0 /= w.0.0 or w.4 = 2 -> ws:= ws ++ [w] 

i:= i - 1 

ret < rs, ws, avem, aveq > 
J I 

When a putaway job has been completed, resources are returned to the dispatcher. In 
the putaway process, employees, equipment and resources are required. The function 
uppa identifies the various resources and updates the number of available resources. 

func uppa(a: (freight#dat#restyp)#nat, avem: empl-nemgrp, 
-> (empl-nemgrp)#(eq-neqgrp)#(cap-nstlc) = 

I [ x: aemps, y: aeqs, z: cap 
I x:= a.0.2.1; y:= a.0.2.2; z:= a.0.2.3 
; [ a.1 = 0 -> avem.(hd(x).0):= avem.(hd(x).0) + hd(x).1 

a. 0. 2. 1: = [] 

J I 

aveq.(hd(y).0):= aveq.(hd(y).0) + hd(y).1 
a.0.2.2:= [] 

I a.1 = 1 -> avstcap.(z):= avstcap.(z) + 1 
] 

ret < avem, aveq, avstcap > 

aveq: eq-neqgrp, avstcap: cap-nstlc 
//update putaway resources 

//update employees 

//update equipment 
//update storage capacity 

Function clrdk is used by the dispatcher process. Each time, resources have been as
signed and are sent to the putaway controller (to putaway a pack unit from a dock to the 
storage area), the function observes wether the pack unit that will be stored is the final 
pack unit at the dock. When the final pack unit is stored (pa. ( w. 2. 2) + 1 = uni ts. ( w. o. 5)), 
the number of available docks is updated. When other pack units are still available in 
the dock, the number of stored pack units is updated. 

func clrdk(ws: assigned•, pa: punit-ndk, avdock: dock-ndkgrp 
-> (assigned•)#(punit-ndk)#(dock-ndkgrp) = //update docks 

I [ w: assigned 
I w:= hd(ws); ws:= tl(ws) 

J I 

[ pa.(w.2.2) + 1 = units.(w.0.5) -> avdock.(w.0.4):= avdock.(w.0.4) + 1; pa.(w.2.2):= 0 
I pa.(w.2.2) + 1 <units. (w.0.5) ->pa. (w.2.2):= pa.(w.2.2) + 1 
] 

ret < ws, pa, avdock > 
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Each time the dispatcher sends assigned resources to the putaway controller to putaway 
a pack unit, it is checked by function final wether the pack unit is the final pack unit 
on a dock. When the pack unit that is put away is the final one on a dock, the boolean 
value true is returned. When more pack units are one the floor, the boolean value false 

is returned. Now that a putaway job has been marked, the putaway controller is able 
to recognize a final pack unit and is able to release the unloading process UL on which 
the unloading and transition process has been performed. 

func final(pa: (punit)-ndk, w: assigned ) -> bool = 
I [ ret pa . (w . 2 . 2) + 1 = units.(w.0.5) ] I 

Identification functions 

//identify final putaway 
II unit 

When resources have been assigned to a request, the assigned resources have to be sent 
to one of the process controllers. In order to send the assigned resources to the correct 
processes, two function are used in the model. Function iduntr recognizes resources 
that have been assigned to either unloading or transition processes. When resources 
have been assigned to unloading or transition processes, function iduntr returns the 
boolean value true. The function returns the boolean value false when resources have 
been assigned to the putaway process. Function idpa recognizes resources that have 
been assigned to the putaway process. If resources have been assigned to a putaway 
job, idpa returns a boolean true. If resources have been assigned to the transition or 
unloading process a boolean false is returned. 

func iduntr(ws: assigned* ) -> bool = 
I [ [ len(ws) > 0 -> ret not hd(ws).4 = 2 

I len(ws) = 0 -> ret false 
J 

J I 

func idpa(ws : assigned* ) -> bool = 
I [ [ len(ws) > 0 -> ret hd(ws).4 = 2 

I len(ws) = 0 -> ret false 
J 

J I 

General functions 

//identify unloading or 

//identify putaway 

Function inirr is used to initialize arrays. The arrays returned by the function consist 
of zeros only. The function is used in the dispatcher and in the unloading and transition 
controller. Array reqres is initialized for the unloading and transition controller and pa 
for the dispatcher. The two arrays are discussed in the process declaration (Section C.4). 

func inirr( ) -> (nat)-ndk = 
I [ r: (nat)-ndk, i: nat 

I i:= ndk - 1 
*[ i >= 0 -> r . i:= O; i:= i - 1 ] 
ret r 

J I 

//initialize reqres and pa for 
II respectively 
II unloading/transition controller 
II and putaway controller 
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Function inc sorts the numbers in a list in increasing order. 

func inc(x,y: (freight#dat#restyp)#real#real#real ) -> bool = //increasing times 
I [ ret x.3 < y.3 ] I 

C.4 Process declaration 

The processes used in the model are explained in this section and can be seen in the 
structure of the model (Figure C. l). The channel names used in this section correspond 
to the channels in Figure C.1 as well. In the processes, output is written to files to 
create data for gantt charts. The write commandos do not influence the functionality 
of the simulation model, but are presented in the source code too. 

clear"'1' 

Figure C.1: Structure of the inbound simulation model 

'!ruck generator 

The generator of the model is described in this subsection. The generator creates 
freights from the groups that have been defined in the constant frgrs. First , the channel 
arrive is declared, through which freights are received. Then, two variables that can be 
defined in the cluster definition are declared. The first variable nfr is used to simulate 
the number of trucks arriving at the warehouse and the second variable is used to 
simulate the average interarrival time. A number of local variables is declared next: a 
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freight distribution d, an interarrival time distribution ua, a collection of the unloading 
workload distributions of the different freights uO, a collection of the transition workload 
distributions of the freights ul, a combined data type consisting of a freight and its 
arrival percentage f, a truck identification number idnr, and a freight group identification 
number i. 

proc T(arrive: !freight, nfr: nat, mu_a: real ) = //Truck generator 
I [ d:-> real, ua:-> real, uO: (->real)"2, u1: (->real)"2 
, f: freight#real, j: nat, i: idnr 

In the next part of the truck generator, distributions are initialized. Distribution d 
is generated, just like the interarrival time distribution ua. Samples are taken from 
distribution d to identify the freight that is sent to the warehouse next. A sample 
from distribution ua is taken to generate an interarrival time. In uO en ul a stochasti
cally distributed unloading and the transition workload is generated, respectively, that 
belongs to the freight (from one of the freight groups defined) that is generated. 

d:= uniform(0.0,100.0); j:= 1 //freight distribution 
ua:= gamma(1/(cv_a"2),(cv_a"2)•mu_a) //interarr time 
uO:= <I gamma(1 I (frgrs.0.2·2),(frgrs.o.2·2) * frgrs.0.0.1) 

, gamma(1 I (frgrs.1.2"2),(frgrs.1.2"2) * frgrs.1.0.1) I> 
u1:= <I gamma(1 I (frgrs.0.3"2),(frgrs.0.3"2) * frgrs.0.0.2) 

, gamma(1 I (frgrs.1.3"2),(frgrs.1.3"2) * frgrs.1.0.2) I> 

Then, the repetitive loop is started. The loop is executed until nfr freights have been 
sent to the unloading and transition controller. Each time a truck is generated by 
taking a sample from distribution d. Function idfr returns a freight f together with the 
freight group identification number i. Then, the unloading workload is distributed by 
taking a sample from the distribution that belongs to freight group number ( uO. i), and 
the transition workload is distributed by taking a sample from the distribution that 
belongs to freight group number (u1.i). The unique truck number is inserted in the 
data too. After inserting the distributed values of unloading and transition workloads 
into the freight data, the freight is sent to the unloading and transition controller CUT. 
The distributed interarrival time is modeled as a time delay. The identification number 
j is updated when the freight has been sent to CUT. 

J I 

•[ nfr > 0 
-> nfr:= nfr - 1 

< f, i >:= idfr(sample d); f.0.0:= j 
f.0.1:= sample uO.i 
f.0.2:= sample uO.i 
arrive! f. 0 
delta sample ua 
j := j + 1 

//for nfr freights 

//insert truck number 
//insert distributed unl workload 
//insert distributed tr workload 
//send freight to warehouse 
//interarr time 
//counter 
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Unloading and transition controller 

The unloading and transition controller is described in this subsection. The controller 
receives freights from the generator through channel arrive. The freights are converted 
into resource requests and the request are sent to the dispatcher via channel req. The 
resources are returned to the dispatcher through channel back. The controller receives 
assigned resources via channel as. The bundles asujob and asuemp are declared next, 
through which employees are sent to the ndk unloading process UL. Via bundle asujob, 
employees are sent to UL that are assigned to a job which is not yet being processed, 
and via bundle asuemp additional employees are sent to UL that are assigned to a job. 
Bundles astjob and astemp both send employees to the ndk transition process TR. And 
through bundle astjob, employees are sent to TR that are assigned to a job that is 
not yet being processed and through bundle astemp additional employees are sent to 
TR that are assigned to a job that is not yet being processed. Through bundle uready 
employees are received to the unloading and transition controller from one of the ndk 
unloading process after a job completion. The transition process controllers are able to 
return the employees after a transition job completion through channel tready. 
Then a number of local variables is declared: a freight f, a dock identification number 
i, an array (resreq) in which for each dock is denoted how many resources from which 
resource type are still required to reach the maximum number of employees that is able 
to work together in that dock, and a list of assigned employees. 

proc CUT(arrive: ?freight, req: !infj, as: ?assigned, asujob: (!assigned#dock).ndk 
, astjob: (!assigned).ndk, asuemp: (!nat#restyp#pro)·ndk, astemp: (!nat#restyp#pro)·ndk 
, uready: (?assigned).ndk, tready: (?assigned).ndk, back: !assigned ) = 

I [ f: freight, g: assigned, i: nat 
, resreq: (idnr).ndk, gs: assigned• 

First, array resreq is initialized. Then the repetitive loop is started. The controller is 
always able to receive freights arriving at the warehouse over channel arrive. A received 
freight is converted into resource request. The freight is inserted in the data, together 
with the arrival time of the freight time, and the maximum number of resource pairs 
(maxresu). 

resreq:= inirr() 
•[ true; arrive?f 

-> req!< f, <time, 0.0, 999, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 >, < maxresu, [], [], 99 >, 0 > 

When the dispatcher has assigned resources to a transition or unloading job, the con
troller is able to receive the assigned resources via channel as. First, it is checked if the 
assigned resources have been assigned to a job that is being processed. If the resources 
have been assigned to a job that is not yet being processed (not g.5) , the assigned re
sources are added to the list gs when the job to which resources have been assigned is an 
unloading job (g. 4=0). When the job that requests resources is a transition job (g. 4=1), 
resources are sent to the same dock number on which the freight has been unloaded 
over channel astjob. If the dispatcher has assigned resources to a job that is being pro
cessed (g.5), array resreq is used to identify the channel number to which the resources 
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have to be sent. Distinction is made between the unloading and transition jobs. The 
assigned unloading resources are sent to the designated unloading process ( asuemp. i ! ) 

and the assigned transition resources are assigned to the designated transition process 
(astemp. i ! ). 

true; as?g 
-> [not g.5 and g.4 = 0 -> g.2.1:= time; gs:= gs ++ [g] 

I not g.5 and g.4 = 1 -> g.2.4:= time 

g.5 
-> i: = ndk - 1 

* [ i >= 0 

; astjob.(g.2.2)!g 

//receive commands 
//assigned jobs and employees 
//insert tr starttime 
//send to right dock 
//resources only 

-> [ g.0.0 = resreq.i -> [ g.4 = 0 -> asuemp.i!< g.1, g.3, g .4 > 
I g.4 = 1 -> astemp . i!< g.1, g.3, g .4 > 
] 

g . 0.0 /= resreq.i -> skip 

i:= i - 1 

When resources have been assigned to an unloading job that is not being executed, the 
assigned resources are added to list gs, together with the job to which they have been 
assigned. When the list gs consists of assigned resources, an arbitrary available process 
(m: nat <- o .. ndk:) can be chosen to process the unloading job at. If one of the ndk 

unloading process is ready to receive, the assigned resources can be send to the process 
( asuj ob. m ! ) . The identification number of the channel to which the resources have been 
assigned is sent to the unloading process too, where the identification number is used 
to create data for a gantt chart. In array resreq it is updated which truck is processed 
on which dock. Further, the list gs is updated too. 

The unloading and transition controller is also able to receive resources from any of 
the unloading process that have completed a job ( uready. p?g). When an unloading job 
has been completed, resources are returned to the dispatcher back!g. The unloaded 
freight has to be prepared for storage. Thus, a transition request is created. In such a 
transition request, the freight data (g. o) , the unloading completion time, the maximum 
number of resource pairs (g. o. 3), and the process identification number ( 1) is inserted 
into the data. The request is sent to the dispatcher ( req ! ) . 

When a transition process has been completed, the unloading and transition controller 
is able to receive the resources that completed the job ( tready. q?g) and returns them to 
the dispatcher (back!g). The array resreq that is used to see on which dock which job 
is processed, is cleared after a completion of a transition job (resreq.q:= o). 

J I 

m: nat <- O .. ndk: len(gs) > O; asujob.m!< hd(gs), m > 
-> resreq.m:= hd(gs).0.0; gs:= tl(gs) 
p : nat <- 0 .. ndk: true; uready.p?g 
-> back!g; req!< g.O, < g . 2 . 0, g.2.1, p, time, 0.0, 0.0, 
q: nat <- O . . ndk: true; tready.q?g 
-> back!g; resreq.q:= 0 

//look for free dock 
//remember id and dock nr 
//unloading job is executed 

0 . 0 >, < g. 0 . 3 ' [] ' [] ' 99 >, 1 > 
//receive resource and return them 
//clear id-tag 
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Unloading process 

The unloading process starts with the declaration of the channels asujob and asuemp, 
through which resources are sent that respectively have been assigned to a job that is not 
yet being processed, and to a job that currently is being processed. Via channel uready 
resources are returned to the controller when an unloading job has been completed. The 
unloading process can be cleared again when it receives a void through channel clear. 
Data to create gantt charts are written to a file. Local variables are also initialized: 
booleans for the completion of an unloading process (busy) and final pack unit created 
in the subsequent transition process has been put away (ready), assigned resources 
together with the number of the dock f, process time pt, unloading completion time 
ut, start time of a new situation s, workload that already has been processed wld and 
additional employees p. Both boolean busy and ready are initialized to be false. 

proc UL(asujob: ?assigned#dock, asuemp: ?nat#restyp#pro, uready: !assigned 
, clear: ?void, fg: !file ) ; 

I [busy, ready: bool, f: assigned#dock, pt, ut, s, wld: real 
, p: nat#restyp#pro 
I busy:; false; ready:; false 

After declaration and initialization the repetitive loop is started. Initially, the process is 
able to receive an assigned unloading task since busy has the boolean value true. When a 
task has been received, the busy becomes true. Process time is calculated by dividing the 
unloading workload by the effective capacity ( efcu) the number of employees contribute 
to the system. The completion time is calculated by adding clock time and calculated 
process time. The arrival of the resources at the process can be seen as a new situation 
( s: = time) and is equal to the arrival time. 

•[not busy; asujob?f 
-> busy:; true 

wld:; 0.0 
pt:; f.0.0.1 I efcu.(f.0.1 - 1) 
ut:; time + pt 
s:; time 

//calculate process time 
//update completion time 

Now that the process is busy, it is able to wait for the point in time the unloading job 
has been completed (delta ut - time). If so, the resources are returned to the unloading 
controller ( uready ! f. o) where a transition request is created. The boolean busy becomes 
false and the boolean ready becomes true. Only when UL receives a void from the 
putaway controller clear?, the unloading process is able to receive a new freight, since 
the boolean ready becomes false again. 

•[ not busy; asujob?f 
-> busy:; true 

wld:; 0.0 
; pt:; f.0.0.1 I efcu.(f.0.1 - 1) 
; ut:; time +pt 
; s:= time 

busy; asuemp?p 

//calculate process time 
//update completion time 
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-> wld:= wld + ((time - s) * efcu.(f.0.1 - 1)) 
pt:= (f.0.0.1 - wld) I efcu.(p.O + f.0.1 - 1) 
ut:= time +pt 
f.0.1:= f .0.1 + p.O 
f.0.3.1:= f.0.3.1 ++ p.1.1 
f.0.3.2:= f.0.3.2 ++ p.1.2 

//workload done 
//update process time 
//update completion time 
//update #employees 
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fg! "Dock'',f.1, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), "gee", tab(), "Uncomplete unloading", nl() 

J I 

s:= time 
busy and not ready; delta ut - time //wait for end time 
-> f.0.5:= false //not treated 

uready!f.O //transition request 
ready:= true 
[ f.0.1 < maxresu -> fg! "Dock",f.1, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), "gee'', tab() 

, "Uncomplete unloading", nl () 
f.0.1 = maxresu -> fg! "Dock'',f.1, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), "ora", tab() 

, "Complete unloading", nlO 

busy; clear? //clear dock 
-> busy:= false; ready:= false 

Whenever the process is busy, it still is able to receive additional employees to achieve a 
maximum team size asuemp?p. If extra employees have been received, the workload that 
has already been performed is calculated (wld) . Then a new process time is calculated 
by dividing the remaining workload by the workforce the total employees contribute to 
the system (pt). The completion time ( ut), number of employees (both the number of 
resource pairs as well as the employees and equipment per resource type) and begin 
time of this new situation (s) are updated. Then, the process waits for the completion 
time of the newly determined unloading time (delta ut - time). 

Transition process 

The transition process operates similarly to the unloading process. The transition 
process starts with the declaration of the channels astjob and astemp, through which 
resources are sent that respectively have been assigned to a job that is not yet being 
processed, and to a job that currently is being processed. Resources are returned to 
the controller when an unloading job has been completed via channel tready. Data to 
create gantt charts is written to a file. Local variables are also initialized: a boolean 
for the completion of the transition process (busy), assigned resources together with the 
number of the dock g, release time tt, start time of a new situation s, workload that 
already has been processed wld, interval time tint, additional employees p, counting 
variable i, and a release time distribution ti. The boolean busy is initialized to be false. 

proc TR(astjob: ?assigned, astemp: ?nat#restyp#pro, tready: !assigned 
, put: !freight#dat, fg: !file ) = 

I [busy: bool, g: assigned, tt, s, wld, tint: real 
, p: nat#restyp#pro, i: nat, ti:-> real 
I busy:= false 

The repetitive loop is started next. When resources have been assigned to the transition 
process, and the process receives the resources ( astjob?g) the boolean busy is changed 
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to true. The transition workload that has been processed is set to zero each time an 
new transition job is started (wld:= o.o). Then, the average time it takes before a new 
pack unit becomes available is calculated (tint). In ti the release time distribution is 
initialized and in tt, a sample of the release time distribution is added to the clock time 
to determine the point in time a pack unit can be released. The counting variable is 
initialized the first time a release time has been calculated ( i: = 1). The start of the new 
situation is registered ( s: = time). 

*[not busy; astjob?g 
-> busy:= true 

wld:= 0.0 
tint:= g.0.2 I (efct.(g.1 - 1) * units.(g.0.5)) 
ti:= gamma(! I (cv_r.2), (cv_r.2) *tint) 
tt:= time + sample ti 
i:= 1 
s:= time 

//calculate interval time 

During the transition process, additional resources can be received when the maximum 
number of resource pairs has not yet been assigned ( astemp?p). Then, the workload that 
has been processed is updated (w1d). When the processed workload is larger or equal to 
the initially required transition workload, the average interval time does not need to be 
changed. When the processed workload is smaller than the initially required workload, 
the average release time is recalculated and a new sample of the release time distribution 
is added to the time to determine the new point in time a pack unit will be released. 
Additional resource pairs are added to the number of pairs that already are working at 
the process. Moreover, information is written to a file (fg!) to be able to create a gantt 
chart and the beginning of the new situation is registered ( s: = time). 

busy; astemp?p 
-> wld:= wld + ((time - s) * efct.(g.1 - 1)) //update interval time 

[ wld >= g .0.2 -> skip 
I wld < g.0.2 ->tint:= (g.0.2 - wld) I (efct.(p.O + g . 1 - 1) * (units.(g.0.5) - (i - 1))) 

; ti:= gamma(! I (cv_r.2), (cv_r.2) *tint) 
; tt:= time + sample ti 

g.1:= g.1 + p.O 
g.3.1:= g.3.1 ++ p.1.1 
g.3.2:= g.3.2 ++ p.1.2 
fg! "Dock",g.2.2, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(),"lbl", tab(),"Uncomplete transition", nl() 
s:= time 

Whenever a release time passes (delta tt - time), and whenever the number of pack 
units that can be formed out of a freight is not yet reached (i <units. (g.0.5)), the 
prepared pack unit is sent to the putaway controller (put!). Whenever the number of 
pack units that will be released is reached ( i = uni ts. (g. o. 5)), the prepared pack unit 
is sent to the putaway controller (put!) and the resources used to process the transition 
job are returned to the controller (tready!g). Further, information is written to a file to 
create a gantt chart (fg! ). After the transition process, the transition controller is able 
to receive an unloaded freight again, since the boolean busy is changed to false. 
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J I 

busy; delta tt - time //wait for interval time 
-> [ i < units.(g.0.5) //send ready putaway units 

->put!< g.O, < g.2.0, g.2 . 1, g.2.2, g.2.3, g.2.4, 0.0, 0.0 > > 
; tt:= time + sample ti 
; i:= i + 1 

i = units.(g.0.5) 
-> tready!g //release employees 

put!< g.O, < g.2.0, g.2.1, g.2.2, g.2 . 3, g.2.4, time, 0.0 > > 
[ g.1 < g.0.3 -> fg! "Dock",g.2.2, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), 11 lbl 11 

, tab(), "Uncomplete transition", nlO 
I g . 1 = g.0.3 -> fg! 11 Dock 11 ,g.2.2, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), 11 bla 11 

, tab(), "Complete transition", nlO 

busy:= false 

Putaway controller 
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The putaway controller starts with the declaration of the channels put, reqpa, aspa, 
store, sready, backpa, and clear. Pack units are received that are released during the 
transition process t hrough bundle put. Channel reqpa is used to send the resource 
requests to the dispatcher. Once the dispatcher has assigned resources to a putaway 
job, assigned resources can be received via channel aspa. The putaway controller sends 
the assigned resources to the correct putaway process through bundle store. When 
the putaway process has been performed, the resources are returned to the putaway 
controller through bundle sready. Moreover, when storage capacity becomes available 
again, it is returned to the putaway controller via the same bundle sready. The resources 
that have become available through a putaway completion are returned to the dispatcher 
by the putaway controller through channel backpa. When the final pack unit that has 
been prepared is lifted to be putaway, the putaway controller send a void via bundle 
clear, to clear the unloading area and make it available to unload a new truck. After the 
bundle and channel declaration, local variables are declared: an available pack unit u, a 
storage location distribution a, a storage location b, assigned resources f, and resources 
that are returned to the dispatcher g. The uniform distribution that is used to determine 
a storage location is initialized next. A sample of the distribution yields the number of 
one of the nstlc storage locations. 

proc CPA(put: (?freight#dat)-ndk, reqpa: !infj, aspa: ?freight#dat#restyp#bool 
, store: (!freight#dat#restyp)-nstlc, sready: (?(freight#dat#restyp)#nat)-nstlc 
, backpa: ! (freight#dat#restyp)#nat , clear: (!void)-ndk ) = 

I [ u: freight#dat, a : -> loc, b: loc //putaway controller 
, q: infj, f: freight#dat#restyp#bool, g : (freight#dat#restyp)#nat 
I a:= uniform(O,nstlc) 

After the declarations of the bundles, channels and local variables, the repetitive loop is 
started. The putaway controller is always able to receive pack units released during the 
ndk transition processes (n: nat <- o .. ndk: true; put . n?u) . Then, the storage location 
is determined to which the prepared pack unit must be transported. The pack unit is 
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converted into a resource request. In the resource request, the storage location number, 
the maximum number of resource pairs is desired, and the process identification number 
are inserted. After creating the request, the request is sent to the dispatcher (reqpa!q). 

*[ n: nat <- O .. ndk: true; put.n?u 
-> b:= sample a 

q: = < u. 0' u. 1 ' < 1, [] ' [] ' b > ' 2 > 
; reqpa!q 

//receive putaway units 
//aisle or storage location 

//send put away request 

The putaway controller is also able to receive resources that have been assigned by 
the dispatcher (aspa?f). When assigned resources have been received, the assigned 
resources are sent to one of the storage locations determined before (store. (f. 2. 3)). 

If the putaway controller identifies a pack unit which is the final one which has been 
prepared at a dock during the transition process (f .3), a void is sent to the unloading 
process which is cleared then (clear. (f. 1. 2)). 

J I 

I true; aspa?f //receive commands 
-> store.(f.2.3)!< f.O, f.1, f.2 > //store SKUs 

[ f.3 ->clear. (f.1.2) ! 
I not f.3 ->skip 
] 

m: nat <- O .. nstlc: true; sready.m?g 
-> backpa!g 

//receive ready signals 
//send storage capacity back 

The putaway controller is always able to receive resources (employees, equipment, and 
storage capacity) which become available due to a putaway job completion from the 
various putaway process (m: nat <- o .. nstlc: true; sready.m?g). The returned resources 
are immediately sent to the dispatcher (backpa!g). 

Putaway process 

In the putaway process, first the bundles store and sready are declared. Assigned 
resources are sent to a storage location to put away a pack unit. The assigned resources 
are sent to a putaway process through bundle store. When a putaway process has been 
performed, the employees and equipment that are used to put away the pack unit are 
returned by the putaway process through bundle sready. Then, the local variables are 
defined that are used in this process: resources to put away the pack unit f, a list in 
which the required putaway and storage times are collected (respectively fs and ts), a 
distribution for the putaway time up, a distribution for the storage time us, the putaway 
time tpa, and the storage time tst. After declaration of the communication channels and 
the local variables, fs and ts are initialized to be empty. Moreover, the putaway time 
distribution (up) and storage time (us) distribution are initialized. 

proc PA(store: ?freight#dat#restyp, sready: !(freight#dat#restyp)#nat, fg: !file 
I [ f: freight#dat#restyp, fs, ts: ((freight#dat#restyp)#real#real#real )* 

, up:-> real, us:-> real, tpa, tst: real 
fs:= []; ts:= []; up:= gamma(! I (cv_p-2), (cv_p-2) * tputaway) 
us:= gamma(! I (cv_s-2), (cv_s-2) * tstore) 
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After declaration the repetitive loop is started. Each time a pack unit is sent to the 
storage location, a sample is taken from the putaway time and the storage time. The 
times are added to a list, since other pack units can be sent to the same storage location 
during the putaway process. Then, the putaway times and storage times are sorted in 
increasing order of completion time. 

•[true; store?f 
-> tpa:= sample up; tst:= sample us 

fs:= fs ++ [ < f, time, tpa, 
ts:= ts++ [ < f, time, tpa + tst, 
fs:= sort(fs,inc) 
ts:= sort(ts,inc) 

time + tpa > ] 
time + tpa + tst > ] 

//store put away units 

Whenever a pack unit is being transported to the storage location (1en(fs) > o ), the 
putaway process waits for the completion time (delta hd(fs).1 + hd(fs) . 2 - time) and 
then returns the employees and equipment to the putaway controller ( sready ! ) . Data 
is written to a file (tg!) and the list fs is updated. Whenever storage capacity is 
claimed by a pack unit (1en(ts) > o), the putaway process waits for the time, the claimed 
storage capacity becomes available (delta hd(ts) .1 + hd(ts). 2 - time). Then, the storage 
capacity that becomes available is sent to the controller ( sready ! ) and list ts is updated. 

J I 

len(fs) > O; delta hd(fs).1 + hd(fs).2 - time //wait end time employee 
-> sready!< hd(fs).O, 0 > //return resources 

; fg! "Dock",hd(fs).0.1.2,"a", tab(), (hd(fs).1), tab(), time, tab() 
, "lgr", tab(), "Putaway", nlO 
; fs:= tl(fs) 

len(ts) > O; delta hd(ts).1 + hd(ts) .2 - time 
-> sready!< hd(ts).0, 1 > ; ts:= tl(ts) 

//wait clear time storage 
//send 'clear storage' 

Dispatcher 

First the channels are declared over which communication takes place between the 
dispatcher and the different processes. Channel req is used to receive the requests 
that are sent by the unloading and transition controller. Via channel as, resources are 
sent to the unloading and transition controller that have been assigned to either an 
unloading or a transition job. When an unloading or transition job has been completed, 
resources are returned to the dispatcher via channel back. Channel reqpa is used to 
receive resource requests from the putaway controller. When the dispatcher assigns 
resources to a putaway job, resources are sent to the putaway controller through channel 
aspa. The assigned resources become available again at a putaway job completion and 
are returned to the dispatcher via channel backpa. In the dispatcher process, data is 
written to files, in order to be able to create gantt charts. Then, some local variables 
are declared: a boolean to mark requests to which resources have already been assigned 
(treated), a request q, a list consisting of requests qs, the available employees avem, 
the available equipment aveq, the available docks avdock, the available storage capacity 
avstcap, a list of assigned resources that have to be sent to the processes ws, returned 
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employees from the unloading and transition processes e, returned employees from the 
putaway process a, and an array which counts the pack units that have been put away 
from the different docks. The boolean treated is initialized to be true, the available 
employees are initialized to be equal to the constant initem, the available equipment is 
initialized to be equal to the constant initeq, the available docks and storage capacity 
are initialized to be equal to the constants initdock and avstcap respectively. The array 
pa is initialized by the function inirr. 

proc DISP(req: ?infj, as: !assigned, back: ?assigned, reqpa: ?infj 
, aspa: !freight#dat#restyp#bool, backpa: ?(freight#dat#restyp)#nat 
, vv: !file, ww: !file, xx: !file, yy: !file, zz: !file ) = 

I [treated : bool, q: infj, qs: request* 
, avem: empl-nemgrp, aveq : eq-neqgrp, avdock: dock-ndkgrp, avstcap: cap-nstlc 
, ws: assigned*, e: assigned, a: (freight#dat#restyp)#nat, pa: punit-ndk 

treated:= true; avem:= initem; aveq:= initeq 
avdock:= initdock; avstcap:= initcap; pa:= inirr() 

The repetitive loop is started with a boolean value true. Then, the syntax that is 
necessary to write gantt chart data has to be used only once. After each event, the 
resource states are written to a file, since it might have been changed after an event. 
In the dispatcher process, six events can be distinguished. The dispatcher is always 
able to receive requests from the unloading and transition controller (req?q). When a 
request has been received, data is added to the request, which can be used to calculate 
the KPis or to determine the priority of the request. The following data is added to 
the request: the point in time the request arrives at the dispatcher (time) and a boolean 
that defines that no resources have been assigned yet to the new request (not treated). 

The received request is added to list qs and is used by function assign, which assigns 
available resources to the available requests. When requests are sent to the dispatcher 
by the putaway controller (reqpa?q), again data is added to the request and the request 
is added to the request list qs which is used by the function assign to assign the available 
resources to the available requests. 

* [ true 
-> [ true; req?q //receive unloading req 

-> qs:= qs ++ [< q, time, not treated > ] 
; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 

true; reqpa?q //receive putaway req 
-> qs:= qs ++ [< q, time, not treated > ] 

; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 
true; back?e //receive resources 
-> < qs, ws, avem, aveq >:= chk(qs,e,ws,avem,aveq) //update and check req and res 

; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 
true; backpa?a //receive resources 
-> < avem, aveq, avstcap >:= uppa(a,avem,aveq,avstcap) 

; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 
len(ws) > 0 and iduntr(ws); as!hd(ws) //unloading and transition job 
-> ws:= tl(ws) 
len(ws) > 0 and idpa(ws); aspa!< hd(ws) .0, hd(ws).2, hd(ws).3, final(pa,hd(ws)) > 
-> < ws, pa, avdock >:= clrdk(ws,pa,avdock) //check if dock can be cleared 

; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 

vv! time, tab(), avdock.O, nl() 
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ww! time, tab(), bsize(qs), nlO 
xx! time, tab(), avem.O, tab(), avem.1, tab(), avem.2, nl() 
yy! time, tab(), avstcap.O, tab(), avstcap.1, tab(), avstcap.2, nl() 
zz! time, tab(), aveq.O, tab(), aveq.1, tab(), aveq.2, nl() 

J I 

When an unloading or transition job has been completed, resources are returned to the 
dispatcher (back?e). It might be possible that the job which is completed has still a 
remaining request in the request list. Function chk updates the resources and filters 
the request list. Function assign is again used to assign the newly available resources 
to the available requests in qs. The resources that become available at a completion of 
a putaway job, are also returned to the dispatcher (backpa?a). Function uppa identifies 
the different resources and updates them. Again, function assign is used to assign the 
newly available resources to the available requests. 
When resources have been assigned to the available requests by function assign, the as
signed resources have to sent to the correct process controllers. The process controllers 
take care that the resources are sent to the correct process. The resources that have 
been assigned to a process have been marked by a process identification number. This 
number enables the dispatcher to see to which process controller the assigned resources 
have to be sent. 
In the fifth event, assigned resources are sent to the unloading and transition controller 
when it has been confirmed that the resources have either been assigned to an unloading 
job or a transition job (len(ws) > o and iduntr(ws) ). Then, the assigned resources are 
sent to the unloading and transition controller (as!hd(ws)). In the sixth event, assigned 
resources are sent to the putaway controller when it has been confirmed that the re
sources have been assigned to a putaway job (len(ws) > o and idpa(ws) ). When resources 
are sent to the putaway controller (as pa!), it is checked wether the pack unit that is 
going to be put away is the final one in the dock. If so, the number of available docks 
is updated and the job is marked with the boolean value true by function final. Since 
the number of available docks might have been increased, function assign is used again 
to assign the available resources to the available requests. 

C.5 Explanation of cluster declaration 

The declaration of the cluster is explained in this section. The channels and bundles are 
defined in Table ?? . With these channels and bundles the cluster with the ndk docks 
and the nstlc storage locations is defined as follows: 

clus S( mu_a: real, nfr: nat ) ; 
I [ arrive: -freight 

, asujob: (-assigned#nat)-ndk 
, astjob, uready, tready: (-assigned)"ndk 
, asuemp, astemp: (-nat#restyp#pro)"ndk 
, put: (-freight#dat)"ndk 
, req, reqpa : -infj 
, aspa: -freight#dat#restyp#bool 
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, backpa: 
, as, back: 

store: 
, sready: 

clear: 
I T(arrive,nfr,mu_a) 
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-(freight#dat#restyp)#nat 
-assigned 

(-freight#dat#restyp)Anstlc 
(-(freight#dat#restyp)#nat)Anstlc 
(-void)Andk 

I I DISP(req,as,back,reqpa,aspa,backpa 
, fileout("dock.txt"), fileout("qsize.txt"), fileout("emp.txt") 
, fileout("stcap.txt"), fileout("eq.txt") ) 

I I CUT(arrive,req,as,asujob,astjob,asuemp,astemp,uready,tready,back) 
I I k: nat <- 0 .. ndk: UL(asujob.k,asuemp.k,uready.k,clear.k, fileout("gantt.txt")) 
11 m: nat <- 0 .. ndk: TR(astjob.m,astemp.m,tready.m,put.m, fileout("gantt.txt")) 
I I CPA(put,reqpa,aspa,store,sready,backpa,clear) 
11 n: nat <- 0 .. nstlc: PA(store.n,sready.n, fileout("gantt.txt")) 

J I 

xper(mu_a: real, nfr: nat ) 
= I [ S(mu_a,nfr) ] I 

The experiment is defined in the last part of the cluster definition. It can be seen that 
this model requires two input values: the average interarrival time (mu_a) and the num
ber of freights to be generated ( nfr). 

The inbound simulation model is validated in Chapter E. The validation methods 
used are investigating log files, investigating gantt charts and associated resource and 
buffer states, and analytical validation. 



Appendix D 

How to read output? 

In this appendix, it is described how to read the output that is generated by the in
bound simulation model, designed in this research (see Chapter 6). The simulation 
model generates gantt charts and resource state diagrams. A gantt chart visualizes the 
actions of a machine or resource during the time. A resources state diagram shows the 
available resources per resource group during the time. 

In the simulation model, the initially available resources per resource group can be 
defined. In this research, considered resources are the number of available employees, 
equipment, storage capacity and docks. Amongst others, these parameters strongly in
fluence the performance of the warehouse. 

The gantt chart and the resource state diagrams always have to be considered in com
bination with each other. From the gantt chart itself, it is hard to draw conclusions. In 
a gantt chart, two situations can be distinguished. In the first situation, the initially 
available number of docks is used. In the second situation, the initially available number 
of docks is not used. The two situations are discussed below. 

Each available docks is utilized 

When the initially available number docks is used during the inbound activity, five cases 
can be distinguished. 

1. Insufficient unloading employees and equipment. In the gantt chart insufficient 
unloading employees and equipment is revealed by multiple unloading processes 
that are performed by a team consisting of a number of employees smaller than 
the required number of employees to perform the unloading job (see the yellow 
blocks in Figure D.2(a)). In the resource state diagrams, insufficient unloading 
employees and equipment is expressed by a high utilization of the employees or 
equipment. 

2. Insufficient transition employees and equipment. In the gantt chart, this lack of 
resources is expressed by multiple transition processes that are performed by a 
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team consisting of a number of employees smaller than the required number of 
employees to perform the transition job (see the light blue blocks in Figure D.2(b)). 
In the resource state diagrams, insufficient transition employees or equipment is 
revealed by a high utilization of these resources. 

3. Insufficient putaway resources (like storage capacity, putaway employees or put
away equipment). During the transition process, pack units become available that 
can be put away. When sufficient putaway resources are available, the pack units 
can be put away directly when they become available. If one of the putaway 
resources is insufficiently available, the pack units sometimes cannot be putaway 
when they become available. When the pack units cannot be put away when 
they become available, putaway is postponed. In the gantt chart, postponing 
the putaway process due to a lack of putaway resources is visualized by the put
away processes that are performed after the transition process which prepared 
the pack units to be putaway. In other words, when green blocks are not located 
above the associated blue block, putaway resources are insufficiently available (see 
Figure D.2(c)). 

4. When all processes are performed with the largest processing speed, the number 
of initially available docks can be insufficient. In the gantt chart and the resources 
state diagrams, then it can be seen that the docks are highly utilized. 

5. Finally, a combination of any of the five cases described above can occur as well 
(see Figure D.2(d)). 

Not each available dock is utilized 

If the available number of docks is not used, two possible causes can be distinguished. 
When too little work is available, the initially available docks and resources cannot be 
used. When other resources than docks are still required , not each dock can be used as 
well. Again, the gantt chart and resource state diagrams can be used to identify which 
number of resources (employees, equipment, or storage capacity) has to be increased. 
It may be either the unloading, transition or putaway resources that are insufficiently 
available. Figure D.2 shows some typical gantt charts when a type of resources is 
insufficiently available. In Figure D.l, the legend that can be used to read gantt charts 
is presented. 
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Figure D.l: Legend for the gantt charts 
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Figure D.2: Visualization of a lack of different resource types 
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Appendix E 

Validating the x-model 

Validation of the inbound simulation has to be performed in order to be sure of the 
correct functionality of the model. The validation methods used in this appendix are 
investigating log files, investigating gantt charts and associated resource and buffer 
states, and analytical validation. For the analytical validation of the simulation model, 
queueing theory is used. The description of the simulation model can be found in 
Chapter 6 and the complete source code can be found in Appendix F. 

E .1 Log fi les 

First, output log files are used to validate three main issues in the simulation model: 
correctness of the designed processes (erroneously idle or live-locked processes), cor
rectness of the associating functions (the right behavior of a function for the range of 
inputs offered to the function) and the communication between the different processes 
used in the model. When print statements are added in the simulation model, log files 
can provide several important information about: 

• Resource states during the inbound processes. Each of the three inbound processes 
require resources to perform processes. The dispatcher allocates resources to the 
processes. In order to see wether no resources stay behind in processes or wether 
the right number of resources is assigned to processes, it is desirable to observe 
the resources states any time they change. 

• Communication between the different processes in the simulation model. Since 
the number of channels has been attempted to minimize in the simulation model, 
it is important to validate wether lots are sent and received correctly and wether 
they pass the correct statement when they have been received. For example, the 
dispatcher sends four different tasks over channel as (see Figure 6.4): assigned 
resources with an associated unloading job, resources to increase the workforce of 
an operating unloading team, assigned resource with an associated transition job, 
and resources to increase the workforce of an operating transition team. 
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• Functions which are used by processes. In the model, different functions are 
used which have a certain functionality that is separated from the processes. In 
the dispatcher for example, a vital function is used to assign resources to jobs. 
Whenever the assign function is used, its output is validated. 

Validation by means of log files is a relatively easy, but time consuming way to validate 
the simulation model. It is useful to apply this validation method first, as it is able 
to reveal errors quickly. Below, two errors (concerning synchronization problems) are 
described which have been revealed by validating output, to show the use of log files. 

DISP 

as as back 

asujob asemp 

(a) Receiving over two channels (b) Sending and receiving 

Figure E.l: Two synchronization problems revealed by checking log files 

In Figure E.l(a) the first problematic situation is sketched which has been revealed by 
checking log files. Imagine that dispatcher (DISP) receives a request for three unloading 
resources. At that point in time, only two resources are available. Thus, two resources 
can be assigned to the job. Then, a request remains for one resource which is still 
required. At the same point in time, the required resources become available due to 
completion of an unloading job. Immediately, DISP assigns one of the newly available 
resources to the remaining request. DISP sends the two resources that have been as
signed to the job and the resource that has been assigned to the remaining request to 
CUT. CUT passes the resources through to one of the available processors P. Proces
sor P however, is initially unable to receive resources that are assigned to a remaining 
request and thus are assigned to increase the workforce of a team. The processor first 
has to receive resources that are assigned to a job in order to start processing the as
sociated job. In the model, a function has been designed to solve the problem. When 
a fraction of the required resources is assigned to a job and when additional resources 
have been assigned to the same job at the same time, the function adds the additional 
resources (assigned to the remaining request) to the resources that have been assigned 
to the job initially. The function that is designed to solve the described problem has 
been implemented in function updres which can be found in Appendix C). 
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In Figure E.l(b) another situation is sketched which could give problems when no 
attention is paid to. Imagine that at t = 20 truck number two arrived at the ware
house with an unloading workload of 100 min*employees. At that point in time only 
two unloading employees were available to unload the freight, instead of the requested 
three employees. When the dispatcher (DISP) assigns two resources to the unloading 
controller (CUT), a request for one employee remains. At t = 70 truck number one 
has been unloaded and returns its unloading resources to the dispatcher. Then, the 
dispatcher assigns the newly available resource to the remaining request for job 2 and 
tries to send the assigned resource to CUT. However, at the same point in time (t = 70) 
the unloading of job 2 has been completed. Thus, at t = 70 DISP tries to send one 
resource to CUT over channel as in order to increase the workforce of the unloading 
team operating on job 2, while CUT returns the resources which completed unloading 
of job 2 over channel back. To solve the described synchronization problem, a function 
has been designed which checks wether the assigned resources still have to be send to 
the controller when a job has been completed (see function chk in Appendix C). 

E.2 Gantt charts and resource state diagrams 

In this section gantt charts and resource states diagrams are used to validate the in
bound simulation model. A Gantt chart visualizes the actions of a machine or resource 
during the time. A resources state diagram shows the available resources per resource 
type during the time. When deterministic process times are used in the model, the 
behavior of the modeled system can be predicted. Then, the predicted behavior can be 
compared with the results of a gantt chart and resource state diagrams. The exchanging 
of resources between different processes can also be validated by using gantt charts and 
resource state diagrams. 

In this example, a simple warehouse with a certain freight group arrival pattern is 
set up. One freight group is used and eight trucks are sent to the warehouse with an 
interarrival time of ten minutes. The characteristics of the freight group are: 

• Unloading workload: 180 min*employees 

• Transition workload: 120 min*employees 

• Required unloading team size: three (no capacity loss occurs in unloading teams) 

• Required transition team size: six (no capacity loss occurs in transition teams) 

• Number of pack units to be created out of one freight: eight. 

In the warehouse, two docks are available unload trucks. Further, three storage loca
tions are available with each a storage capacity of three to putaway the prepared goods 
released in the transition process. When an employee puts away a pack unit, it takes 
two minutes before the putaway employee returns at the staging area. Three minutes 
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later storage capacity (claimed by the pack unit) in the storage location, will become 
available again. 

Table E.1 shows which resource group (employees and equipment) can be allocated 
to the inbound processes. It can be seen that employee group 0 is the only resource 
group which can be exchanged between two processes: the unloading and the transition 
process. Resource requests are served according to the First Come First Serve ( FCFS) 
algorithm. 

Employee group Equipment group 

Process 0 2 0 2 

Unloading ,/ ,/ 

1\·ansition ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Putaway ,/ ,/ 

Table E .1: Processes and required resource groups 

In each of the three inbound processes, an extra employee is able to operate when an 
extra piece of equipment is available too and vise versa. For example, an available 
unloading employee has to wait for available equipment before the employee is able to 
start unloading. Thus, for each inbound process pairs consisting of one employee and 
one piece of equipment are required as defined in Table E.l. 

Table E.2 shows the number of different resource groups initially available. Note that 
equipment group 1 is sufficiently available, since the sum of employee groups 0 and 1 
(which are able to cooperate both in the transition process) is smaller than the avail
able (dedicated) transition equipment. Transition equipment are not of interest in this 
research, since transition resources are low valued equipment (like scanners and label 
machines) compared to other inbound equipment (like electric powered pallet trucks). 
That is why transition equipment is assumed to be sufficiently available. 

Employee group Equipment group 

0 I i I 2 0 I i I 2 

Number 5 I 4 I 3 4 I w I 3 

Table E.2: Initial number of resources 

In Figure E.2 the gantt chart of the inbound process with deterministic process times 
(described previously in this section) can be seen. At t = 0 the first truck arrives at the 
warehouse. Initially, five unloading employees and four pieces of equipment are available 
(see Table E.1). Thus, an unloading team consisting of the maximum team size (three 
employees and pieces of equipment) can be created and start to unload truck number 
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one at dock 0 immediately. At t = 10, truck number two arrives at the warehouse. At 
this point of time, only two unloading employees (group 0) and one piece of unloading 
equipment (group 0) are left. Thus, at t = 10 one employee takes an associated piece 
of unloading equipment and starts to unload truck number two at dock 1 and drops a 
request for two extra employees and equipment (both group 0) . 

Dock 1 

Dock 1 

Dock 0 

Dock 0 

0 24 48 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 240 264 288 312 336 360 384 408 432 

t ime [min] 

Figure E.2: Gantt chart 
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In the gantt chart distinction is made between teams consisting of the maximum un
loading team size and teams consisting of a smaller size than the maximum team size. 
The distinction is made by using orange and yellow respectively (see the legend in Fig
ure E.2). 

At t = 60 truck number one has been unloaded. The unloading of the truck lasted 
60 minutes, since three employees divided the workload of 180 min*employees. Thus, 
at t = 60 three employees and three pieces of equipment (both group 0) become avail
able. Two pairs of the newly available resources (group 0) are allocated to dock 1 to 
satisfy the request for two extra unloading resources. At t = 60, the maximum unload
ing team size is reached which can be seen by the change of color in the gantt chart. The 
available employees and equipment per available group can be validated in respectively 
Figure E.3 and Figure E.4. 

Once truck (number one) has been unloaded at dock 0, transition of the unloaded 
freight can be performed. At t = 60, four employees of group 1 are available (dedicated 
transition resources) and ten (dedicated) pieces of transition equipment group 1, while 
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the required transition team size is six. Table E.l shows that employee group 0 can 
also be used for transition. And at this point in time (t = 60) two employees of group 
0 are still available, since three employees of group 0 are performing unloading at dock 
1. Thus, transition at dock 0 can be executed with four employees of group 1 and two 
employees of group 0 and six pieces of dedicated transition equipment. Figure E.3 shows 
that the two remaining employees of group 0 are allocated at t = 60. In the gantt chart 
the blue color represents transition performed by a team consisting of the maximum 
team size. 

During the transition, eight pack units become available which are immediately putaway 
to the storage area (in the gantt chart the green color represents putaway). Sufficient re
sources are available for the putaway process (see employee group 2 in the employee state 
diagram Figure E.3, equipment group 2 in the equipment state diagram Figure E.4). 
The storage capacity is not shown here, but is sufficiently available too. When the final 
pack unit formed by the transition process is lifted from the staging area (behind a 
dock) to take it to a storage location, a new truck can be unloaded at that dock. At 
t = 84 dock 0 becomes available again and the resources that have been operating on 
dock 0 become available again. 
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Figure E.3: Available employees per group during the inbound process 

When dock 0 has been cleared ( t = 84), truck number three can be served. Truck 
number three arrived at t = 20, but at that point in time no dock was available. In 
Figure E.5 it can be seen that trucks arrive with a too large arrival rate. Waiting time 
increases per newly arrived truck, since the waiting queue at the parking in front of the 
warehouse increases. At t = 84, two employees group 0 are available again. However, 
only one piece of equipment (group 0) is available again, since three of the four initially 
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Figure E.4: Available equipment per group during the inbound process 

available pieces of equipment group 0 are used on dock l. Thus, unloading at dock 0 
can be performed with a team, size one. When transition has been performed on dock 
1, four employees of group 1 and two employees of group 0 become available again. The 
newly available two employees (group 0) , which cooperated at the transition process, 
are directly sent to dock 0 to cooperate in the unloading process of truck number three. 
Then, only one employee is able to unload truck four at dock 1. Then described se
quence repeats until no trucks are left to be processed. In the gantt chart and in the 
resource state diagrams the steady state can be seen. 
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Figure E.5: Parking in front of warehouse 
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The designed inbound model has also been validated when using stochastic arrival and 
process times. Since the gantt chart and the resource state diagrams obtained when 
using stochastic times are more complicated to observe than the gantt charts and re
source state diagrams shown in this section, the gantt charts and resource state diagrams 
obtained when using stochastic arrival and process times are not discussed here. 

E.3 Queueing theory 

In this section, queueing theory is used to compare simulation results with analytical 
results, in order to validate the model. Queueing theory can be applied to the inbound 
process when no resource conflicts are allowed to occur between the unloading, transi
tion and putaway processes. Thus, resources (except for the number of docks) are not 
allowed to be the restricting factor. This means that whenever a dock is empty and 
an unloading job is available, unloading resources must be available to complete the 
required amount of resources. And when a freight has been unloaded, transition must 
be performed immediately after unloading. Thus, at the unloading completion time 
sufficient transition resources must be available to complete the required amount of 
resources. And when a pack unit comes available during transition, sufficient putaway 
resources (storage capacity, employees and equipment) must be available. When pack 
units immediately are put away, the dock on which the freight has been unloaded is 
cleared when the transition process of that freight has been completed. 

When allowing the number of docks to be the restricting factor of the model, the 
number of docks can be seen as the number of (parallel) machines. First, a single ma
chine environment is considered. In the queueing theory, an expression is available to 
approach the average waiting time of a truck in front of the warehouse. In this example, 
the waiting time in front of the warehouse is the only waiting time a freight encounters, 
since transition is immediately conducted after unloading. 

In the single machine system the process time is a combination of two different process 
times: unloading and transition process time. If both the unloading and transition 
process time are distributed according to a negative exponential distribution, the com
bined mean E(Y) of multiple negative exponential distributions can be determined 
by [Mon99]: 

E(Y) = k1E(X1) + k2E(X2) + ... + kpE(Xp) (E.1) 

and the combined variance V(Y) of multiple negative exponential distributions can be 
calculated using the following equation: 

(E.2) 

where k1, k2, ... , kp are random constants. Equations E.1 and E.2 show that combin
ing two negative exponential distributions does not yield a new negative exponential 
distribution, since the combined coefficient of variation of the unloading and transition 
process times ( ce) is not equal to one anymore. 
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The M/G/1 system 

A system using an exponential distribution (Ca = 1) for interarrival times and process 
times can be considered as a M/M/1 system. The exponential distribution is commonly 
used when modeling an arrival process [LawOO]. Average flow time can be analytically 
approached by the following expression, and is exact for an M/M/1 system [HopOO]: 

(c2 + c2) ( u ) 
lj5 = a 2 e 1 - U fe + fe. (E.3) 

In Table E.3 a set of parameters is listed which is used to compare the simulation results 
with the analytical results (obtained with Equation E.3). Note that exponential inter
arrival times, exponential unloading process times and exponential transition process 
times are used. Trucks arrive with a unloading workload of 180 min*employees and a 
transition workload of 120 min*employees. Combining the exponential unloading pro
cess times and the transition process times yields a total mean of 300 min*employees 
(Equation E.l) and a coefficient of variation of 0.72 (Equation E.2). The number of re
quired unloading and transition employees per job is three. For each parameter setting, 
Table E.3 shows the average flow time from the simulation results and the analytical 
expression. Note that interarrival time ta has been varied which results in a utilization 
range of: u = 80%, 85%, 90% and 95%. High values of utilizations are of interest, since 
the inbound system is highly utilized in practice. The simulation value is calculated 
by using the independent replication method (see Appendix K). It can be seen that 
the simulation results closely approach the analytical results for the M/G/1 system 
(ca= 1.0 and Ce = 0.72). 

utilization unloading time transition time analytical value simulation value 

(min] (min] ~t (min] ~.(min] 

80% 60.0 40.0 404.00 404.83 

85% 60.0 40.0 530.67 529.40 

90% 60.0 40.0 784.00 781.68 

95% 60.0 40.0 1544.00 1538.97 

Table E.3: Validation results, the M/G/1 system 

The M/G/m system 

Equation E.3 approaches flow time for the single machine environment. In warehousing 
terms this means that one truck can be unloaded at a time. However, in practice a 
warehouse uses multiple docks in parallel to unload freights and to convert them to 
pack units ready for putaway in parallel. When the assumption is made again that 
resources are sufficiently available and that unloading is performed as soon as a dock 
is available and transition is performed contiguously after unloading, the average flow 
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time of the freights of the inbound system using m parallel docks can be analytically 
approached by [HopOO]: 

__ (c~ + c~) (u~-1 ) 
cp - 2 m(l - u) te + te. (E.4) 

Equation E.4 approaches the average fl.ow time for any G/G/m system. In Table E.4 
simulation and analytical results (Equation E.4) from a M/G/3 system (ca = 1.0 and 
Ce = 0. 72) are listed for a range of utilization. The simulation value is calculated by the 
independent replication method, used to obtain the average simulation fl.ow time (see 
Appendix K). 

Table E.4 shows that the simulation results from the M/G/3 system closely approach 
the analytical values. When regarding the validation results in this section, it can be 
concluded that the inbound simulation model at least predicts the fl.ow time correctly, 
since the simulation results from both the M/G/1 and the M/G/3 system closely ap
proach the analytical results. 

utilization unloading time transition time analytical value simulation value 

[min] [min] '15t [min] Cj58 [min] 

80% 60.0 40.0 184.23 183.41 

85% 60.0 40.0 225.47 224.70 

90% 60.0 40.0 308.94 308.52 

95% 60.0 40.0 561.31 558.94 

Table E.4: Validation results, the M/M/3 system 

E.4 Expected behavior 

In this section, the expected behavior of three different systems is compared with the 
the output generated by the simulation model. This comparison can be used to validate 
the simulation model as well. In this section however, only three systems are consid
ered, while more than three situations have been considered to validate the inbound 
simulation model designed in this research. In this section, each of the processes has 
dedicated resources. Further, the trucks arrive in a higher rate at the warehouse than 
that they can be processed. The legend and description of gantt charts can be found in 
Appendix D. 

Situation 1 
In Table E.5, the number of initially available resources are summarized. With this set 
of initially available resources, it is expected that the unloading process will be the bot
tleneck. In Appendix D it is described that insufficient unloading resources is expressed 
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in a high utilization of the unloading resources, and that a low number of unloading 
resources causes that not each dock can be utilized. In Figure E.6(a) it can be seen 
indeed that two docks only can be utilized due to insufficiently available unloading em
ployees. In Figure E.6(b) it can be seen that the employees that belong to group 0 are 
highly utilized. 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Docks 

0 2 0 2 0 1 2 

Number 2 15 15 2 15 15 8 8 8 5 

Table E.5: Initial number of resources, situation 1 

Situation 2 
In this situation, resources from each type are sufficiently available (see Table E.6). 
Then, it is expected that all processes can be executed with the maximum team size. In 
the gantt chart, it can be seen indeed that all processes are executed with the maximum 
team size. All items that become available are put away immediately when they are 
released, for example (see Figure E.6(c)). In figure E.6(d) it is confirmed that the storage 
capacity is not highly utilized, like the other resources that are sufficiently available. 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Docks 

0 1 2 0 1 2 0 2 

Number 25 25 25 25 25 25 6 6 6 5 

Table E.6: Initial number of resources, situation 2 

Situation 3 
In this situation, additional dedicated putaway employees are desired (see Table E.7). 
In Appendix D, it is described that insufficiently available putaway resources (either 
employees, equipment, or storage capacity) will delay the putaway process. As can be 
seen indeed, the items that are released cannot be put away immediately and most of 
the pack units are put away after the completion of the transition process which cre
ated the items (see Figure E.6(e)). In Figure E.6(f) it can be seen that the putaway 
employees are highly utilized indeed. 

Employee group Equipment group Storage capacity Docks 

0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 

Number 25 25 2 25 25 25 6 6 6 5 

Table E.7: Initial number of resources, situation 3 

The three situations described in this section illustrate that the simulation model op
erates in accordance with the expectations. 
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Appendix F 

Source code simulation models 

In t his Appendix, source code can be found from the simulation models used in the 
various Chapters in this thesis . Models are arranged by chapter and section in which 
they are referred to. 

F.1 Models used in Chapter 4 

Model used in Section 4.3 
T he single server simulation model ( SSM. chi ) . 

from std i mport * 
from fileio import * 
from random import * 

type idnr = nat 
wl = real 
fre i ght = idnr#wl 
emp = nat 
arr = real 
info = idnr#wl#arr 

canst maxemp: nat 3 
initemp : nat 
mu at : real 100 .0 -
nfr : nat 100000 

func prior(fs : info* - > info* 
I [ ret fs J I 

= 

proc G(gc : !freight, mu wl : real) 
I [ upt : - > real, uat:-> real 

, f : freight, j, k: nat 
upt : = negexp(mu_wl ) 
uat : = negexp(mu_at) 
j := 1; k : = nfr 
* [ k > 0 

-> k : = k - 1 
f : = < j, sample upt > 
j := j + 1 
gc!f 
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//SSM .chi 

//identification nr 
//workload [min*employees] 
//combined data type freight 
//employees 
//start time 
//combined data type info 

//max #emp to process a job 
//available employees 
//average arrival time 
//#freights 

//priority algorithm 
//FCFS implemented 

//Generator 

//distribution workload 
//distribution interarr time 
//#freights to be generated 

//idnr#workload 
//counter 
//send freight to warehouse 
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delta sample uat 

J I 

proc C(gc: ?freight, asjob: !info#emp, ready: ?info#emp ) 
I [ avemp : emp, f: freight 

, fs : info•, g : info#emp 

J I 

avemp : = initemp 
•[true; gc?f 

-> fs : = fs ++ [ < f.O, f.1, time> 
; fs:= prior(fs) 

avemp > 0 and len(fs) > O; asjob!< hd(fs), avemp > 
-> avemp : = 0 

; fs: = tl(fs) 
true; ready?g 
-> avemp : = avemp + g . 1 

proc P(asjob : ?info#emp, ready: !info#emp, pe : !info ) 
I [busy: bool, f: info#emp 

, t: real 

J I 

busy:= false 
•[not busy; asjob?f 

-> t:= time+ f.0.1 I f.1 
; busy:= true 

busy; delta t - time 
-> ready!f 

pe ! f.0 
busy : = false 

proc E(pe: ?info) = 
I [ f: info , i: nat, ft: real 
I i:= O; ft : = 0 . 0 

J I 

•[ true; pe?f 
-> i := i + 1 

i < nfr 
-> ft : = ft + time - f .2 
i = nfr -> ft/i, nl() 

clus S(mu_wl : real) = 
I [ gc: -freight 
, asjob, ready: -info#emp 
, pe : -info 
I G(gc,mu_wl) 
I I C(gc,asjob,ready) 
11 P(asjob,ready,pe) 
I I E(pe) 

J I 

xper(mu_wl: real) I [ S(mu_wl) JI 

//Controller 

//receive freight 
//add to list, insert arrival time 
//order requests according to priority rule 
//send job plus employee(s) to P 

//receive employees 
//update employees 

//Processor 

//receive job and employees 
//calculate completion time 
//block P 
//wait for completion time 
//return employees to C 
//send information to E 
/IP able to receive new job 

//Exit process 

//receive unload information 

//calculate average flow time 
//print average flow time 

//cluster definition 
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Model used in Section 4.4, Law of diminished return 

The unloading simulation model to get insight in the Law of Diminished return 
(diminished 1 . chi) . 

from std import * 
from random import * 

canst nemp : nat = 8 

proc T(trem: (!nat)-nemp, emtr: (?bool)-nemp) 
I [ x : nat , free: bool 
I x:= 1000 ; free : = true 

J I 

; •[ n: nat <- 0 . . nemp : free and x > O; trem.n!x 
- > free : = false 

x : = x - 1 
n: nat <- O . . nemp: true ; emtr .n?free 
-> skip 

proc E(trem : ?nat, emtr : !bool, emex: !nat) = 
I [ x: nat, busy : bool, tp : real, uO, u1, u2, u3: -> real 
I tp:= 0.0; busy := true 

J I 

uO:= gamma(2 . 0 , 2 . 5) ; u1 : = gamma( 2. 0,3 .0) 
u2:= gamma(2.0,5 .0) ; u3 : = gamma(2 . 0,4 .0) 
•[busy; trem?x 

-> busy:= false 
delta(sample uO) 
delta(sample u1) 
emtr!true 
delta(sample u2) 
emex!1 
delta(sample u3) 
busy : = true 

proc S(emex : (?nat)-nemp) 
I [ x, i: nat, tp : real 
I i:= O; tp:= 0 .0 

J I 

•[ n : nat <- 0 . . nemp : true; emex.n?x 
-> i:= i + 1 

tp:= i/time 
! "Throughput" , tp, nl() 

clus S() = 
I [ trem: (-nat)-nemp, emtr : (-bool)-nemp, emex : (-nat)-nemp 
I T(trem,emtr) 
I I n: nat <- 0 . . nemp: E(trem .n, emtr .n, emex.n) 
11 S(emex) 

J I 

xper I [ S () ] I 

//diminished1.chi 

//number of employees in team 

//process truck 

//send pack unit to available employee 
//block the truck 
//update number of pack units 
//ready to be entered 

//process employee 

//receive pack unit 
//block employee 
//time needed to reach pallets 
//time needed to leave truck with pallets 
//make truck available 
//time needed to reach staging area 
//send process exit the stored pallet 
//time needed to return to entrance truck 
//employee available to receive again 

//exit process 

//always able to receive 

//measure throughput 

//cluster definition 
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F.2 Model used in Chapter 6 

The inbound simulation model (simplified_final.chi). 

from std import * 
from fileio import * 
from random import * 

type idnr nat 
unlwl real 
trwl real 
maxtremp nat 
dock nat 
punit nat 
freight idnr#unlwl#trwl#maxtremp#dock#punit 
em pl nat 
eq nat 
loc nat 
cap nat 
aeqs (idnr#eq)• 
aemps (idnr#empl)• 
restyp nat#aemps#aeqs#loc 
pro nat 
dat real#real#dock#real#real#real#real 
infj freight#dat#restyp#pro 
request infj#real#bool 
assigned freight#nat#dat#restyp#pro#bool 

const maxresu : nat 3 
nemgrp: nat 3 
initem: nat-3 <I 10, 10, 2 I> 
nunemgrp : nat 1 
unemgrp: nat-1 <I 0 I> 
ntremgrp : nat 2 
tremgrp : nat-2 <I 0 , 1 I> 
npaemgrp : nat 1 
paemgrp : nat-1 <I 2 I> 
efcu: rea1-3 <I 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 I> 
efct: rea1-10 <I 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 4.9 . 5 . 8, 6 . 7, 7.6, 8 . 5, 9.4 
neqgrp: nat 3 
initeq: nat-3 <I 10, 15, 2 I> 
nuneqgrp : nat 1 
uneqgrp : nat-1 <I 0 I> 
ntreqgrp: nat 1 
treqgrp : nat-1 <I 1 I> 
npaeqgrp: nat 1 
paeqgrp: nat-1 <I 2 I> 

ndkgrp: nat 1 
ndk: nat 6 
initdock: nat-1 <I 7 I> 
nstlc: nat 3 
initcap : nat-3 <I 1, 1, 1 I> 
tputaway: real 3.0 
tstore: real 3.0 
cv_p: real 0.3 
CV S : real 0.3 
CV r : real 0.3 

I> 

//simplified_final . chi 
//centralized resource control 

//identification nr 
//unloading workload 
//transition workload 
//max #emp per transition 
//type of dock 
//packunit 
//data type 
//employees 
//equipment 
//storage location 
//storage capacity 
//assigned equipment, group and quantity 
//assigned employees, group and quantity 
//#req res, types and storage location 
//unloading,transition,putaway 
//arr,unlstart,dock,unlend,trstart,trend,packunit 
//composed data type job info 
//composed data type request 
//composed data type assigned 

//max #resources (pairs) unloading 
//number of employee groups 
//#employees per group 
//#empl-groups unloading 
//employee groups unloading 
//#empl-groups transition 
//employee groups transition 
//#empl-groups putaway 
//employee groups putaway 
//effective capacity unloading 
//effective capacity transition 

//number of equipment groups 
//#equipment per group 
//#eq-groups unloading 
//equipment groups unloading 
//#eq-groups transition 
//equipment groups transition 
//#eq-groups putaway 
//equipment groups putaway 

//#dock groups 
//#must agree with initdocks 
//#docks 
//#storage locations 
//storage capacity per location 
I /put away time 
//storage time after start putaway 
//coefficient variation putaway 
//coefficient variation storage 
//coefficient variation release time 
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, cv_a: real = 1 . 0 //coefficient variation arrival time 
, nfrgrs: 
, frgrs : 

nat = 2 //# freight groups 
((nat#real#real#nat#nat#nat)#real#real#real)-2 //freight#percentage#cv#cv 

<I << o, 150 . 0, 200.0, 5 , o, >, 40 . 0, 0.20, 0 . 15 > 
<< o, 120 .0, 180 .0, 3, o, o >, 60 . 0, 0 . 10, 0.25 > I> 

nunitsgrp: nat 3 //#units groups 
//#units for putaway units : nat-3 <I 8 , 4, 8 I> 

func reqprior(rs : request* ) -> request• I [ ret rs ] I //allocation priority calculation 

func idfr(d : real -> (freight#real)#idnr //identify freight 
I [ i: nat , k : real 

I i := O; k : = o.o 

J I 

*[ i < nfrgrs 
- > [ d <= k + frgrs.i.1 -> ret < < frgrs.i.O , frgrs.i . 1 >, i > 

I d > k + frgrs.i.1 -> k:= k + frgrs.i.1 
] 

i:= i + 1 

func assign(rs: request*, ws : assigned*, avem: empl-nemgrp, aveq: eq-neqgrp 
, ad: dock-ndkgrp , ac: cap -nstlc ) 
-> (request*)#(assigned*)#(empl-nemgrp)#(eq-neqgrp)#(dock-ndkgrp)#(cap-nstlc) 

I [ k : nat, q : request, qs : request* 
I k:= len(rs) 

J I 

rs:= reqprior(rs) 
qs: = [] 

//request priority function 

*[ k > 0 
-> q:= hd(rs); rs:= tl(rs) 

; [ q.0 . 3 = 0 //unloading request 
//not yet treated -> [ not q . 2 

- > [ ad . (q . 0 . 0 . 4) > 0 I /dock available 
-> < qs,ws,avem , aveq,ad,ac >: = updres(qs ,ws,q,avem,aveq,ad,ac) 

I ad . (q . 0 . 0 .4) = 0 -> qs : = qs ++ [q] //no dock available 
] 

q . 2 //already treated 
- > < qs,ws,avem,aveq,ad,ac >: = updres(qs,ws,q,avem,aveq , ad,ac) 

q .0 . 3 = 1 //transition request 
-> < qs,ws,avem,aveq,ad,ac >:= updres(qs,ws,q,avem,aveq , ad,ac ) 
q .0.3 = 2 //putaway request 
- > [ ac . (q .0.2 .3) > 0 //storage capacity available 

-> < qs,ws,avem,aveq,ad,ac >:= updres(qs , ws,q,avem,aveq,ad,ac) 
ac . (q .0.2 .3) = 0 -> qs : = qs ++ [q] //no storage capacity available 

k : = k -

ret < qs, ws, avem , aveq, ad, ac > 

func updres(qs: request*, ws: assigned*, q: request, avem : empl-nemgrp 
, aveq : eq-neqgrp, ad : dock-ndkgrp , ac : cap-nstlc ) 
-> (request*)#(assigned*)#(empl -nemgrp)#(eq-neqgrp)#(dock-ndkgrp)#(cap-nstlc) 

I [ i, j, k, n: nat, w: assigned 
a : empl, b : eq , am : aemps, aq : aeqs 
a:= O; b : = O; am := [] ; aq := [] 
[ q .0 .3 = 0 

-> i : = nunemgrp - 1 
*[ i >= 0 ->a: = a+ avem.(unemgrp . i) ; 

; i : = nuneqgrp - 1 

//unloading 
i :=i-1] 
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; •[ i >= 0 -> b : = b + aveq.(uneqgrp.i) ; i:= i - 1 J 
q .0.3 = 1 
-> i:= ntremgrp - //transition 

•[ i >= 0 ->a := a+ avem.(tremgrp . i) ; i:= i - 1] 
i := ntreqgrp - 1 
•[ i >= 0 -> b : = b + aveq . (treqgrp . i); i : = i -

q .0 . 3 = 2 
-> i : = npaemgrp - 1 //putaway 

i :=i-1] •[ i >= 0 ->a:= a+ avem . (paemgrp . i) ; 
i := npaeqgrp - 1 
•[ i >= 0 -> b:= b + aveq . (paeqgrp . i) ; i:= i -

n : = min([ a, b , q .0 . 2 .0 ]) 
[ n = 0 -> qs:= qs ++ [q] 

//calculate available pairs 
//no resources assigned to 

I n > o 
-> [ q.0 . 3 

I q.0 . 3 
I q .0 . 3 
I q.0.3 
J 

0 
0 
1 
2 

and 
and 

not q.2 -> 
q . 2 -> 

-> 
-> 

ad . (q.0.0.4) := ad . (q.0.0 .4) - 1 
skip //unloading 
skip //transition 
ac.(q . 0 . 2.3) := ac . (q .0 . 2 . 3) - 1 

//putaway 
[ q . 0 .3 0 

-> i : = nunemgrp - 1; k:= n //unloading employees 
; •[ i >= 0 

-> [ avem.(unemgrp . i) >= k 
-> avem . (unemgrp.i):= avem.(unemgrp.i) - k 

; am : = am++ [< unemgrp . i, k >] 
; k : = O; i := 0 

avem . (unemgrp . i) < k 
-> k:= k - avem . (unemgrp.i) 

am : = am++ [< unemgrp . i, avem.(unemgrp . i) >] 
avem . (unemgrp.i) : = 0 

i:= i - 1 

i : = nuneqgrp - 1; k := n //unloading equipment 
* [ i >= 0 

-> [ aveq . (uneqgrp.i) >= k 
-> aveq . (uneqgrp . i) : = aveq . (uneqgrp.i) - k 

; aq : = aq ++ [< uneqgrp . i, k >] 
; k:= 0 ; i:= 0 

aveq . (uneqgrp . i) < k 
-> k : = k - aveq.(uneqgrp.i) 

aq : = aq ++ [< uneqgrp.i, aveq.(uneqgrp.i) >] 
aveq . (uneqgrp.i):= 0 

i:= i - 1 

q.0.3 = 1 
-> i : = ntremgrp - 1; k := n //transition employees 

; •[ i >= 0 
-> [ avem.(tremgrp.i) >= k 

-> avem . (tremgrp.i): = avem . (tremgrp.i) - k 
; am : = am++ [< tremgrp . i, k >] 
; k:= O; i:= 0 

avem . (tremgrp . i) < k 
-> k:= k - avem.(tremgrp.i) 

am : = am++ [< tremgrp.i, avem.(tremgrp.i) >] 
avem . (tremgrp . i):= 0 

i : = i - 1 

i : = ntreqgrp - 1; k : = n //transition equipment 
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•[ i >= 0 
-> [ aveq.(treqgrp.i) >= k 

-> aveq . (treqgrp.i):= aveq.(treqgrp.i) - k 
; aq:= aq ++ [< treqgrp.i, k >] 
; k:= O; i:= 0 

aveq . (treqgrp.i) < k 
-> k:= k - aveq.(treqgrp.i) 

aq:= aq ++ [< treqgrp.i, aveq.(treqgrp.i) >] 
aveq.(treqgrp.i):= 0 

i := i - 1 

q.0 . 3 = 2 
-> i:= npaemgrp - 1; k:= n //putaway employees 

; •[ i >= 0 
-> [ avem.(paemgrp.i) >= k 

-> avem.(paemgrp.i):= avem.(paemgrp.i) - k 
; am:= am++ [< paemgrp.i, k >] 
; k := O; i:= 0 

avem . (paemgrp.i) < k 
-> k:= k - avem.(paemgrp . i) 

am:= am++ [< paemgrp.i, avem.(paemgrp . i) >] 
avem.(paemgrp.i):= 0 

i:= i -

i := npaeqgrp - 1; k:= n //putaway equipment 
•[ i >= 0 

-> [ aveq.(paeqgrp.i) >= k 
-> aveq.(paeqgrp . i) := aveq.(paeqgrp . i) - k 

; aq := aq ++ [< paeqgrp.i, k >] 
; k := O; i:= 0 

aveq.(paeqgrp.i) < k 
-> k:= k - aveq.(paeqgrp.i) 

aq:= aq ++ [< paeqgrp.i, aveq . (paeqgrp.i) >] 
aveq.(paeqgrp.i):= 0 

i:= i - 1 

i:= len(ws); j:= len(ws) 
i > 0 

//add assigned resources 
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-> * [ j > 0 
-> w:= hd(ws); ws:= tl(ws) 

II that are assigned at the same time 
II for the same job to each other 

[ q.0.0.0 = w. O.O and q.0.3 
-> w.1:= w.1 + n 

w.3.1:= w.3.1 ++am 
w.3. 2:= w.3.2 ++ aq 
ws:= ws ++ [w]; j:= 

w.4 and q.0.3 /= 2 

q.0 .0 .0 /= w. 0.0 or q.0.3 /= w.4 or q .0 . 3 2 
-> [ j > 1 -> ws:= ws ++ [w] 

I j = 1 -> ws:= ws ++ [w] ++ 
[ < q . 0.0, n, q.0 . 1, < q .0 . 2.0, am, aq, q .0.2. 3 >, q.0.3, q.2 >] 

j:= j -1 

I i 0 -> ws := [ < q.0.0, n, q .0.1, < q.0.2 . 0, am, aq, q .0.2.3 >, q .0 .3, q.2 >] 
] 

[ q.0.2 . 0 > n //still resources required 
-> q.0 .2. 0:= q.0.2.0 - n; q.2:= true; qs:= qs ++ [q] 
q.0.2.0 = n -> skip //no extra request 
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ret < qs , ws, avem, aveq, ad, ac > 
J I 

func chk(qs: request•, e: assigned, ws: assigned•, avem : empl-nemgrp, aveq : eq-neqgrp 
-> (request• ) # (assigned•)#(empl-nemgrp)#(eq-neqgrp) 

I [ i : nat, q : request, w: assigned, rs : request• 
I rs := [] 

J I 

•[ len(e . 3.1) > 0 - > avem.(hd(e . 3 . 1) .0):= avem.(hd(e . 3.1) .0) + hd(e . 3 . 1). 1 
e . 3 . 1:= tl(e .3.1) //update employees 

•[ len(e .3 . 2) > 0 - > aveq . (hd(e . 3.2).0):= aveq. (hd(e . 3 . 2) . 0) + hd(e . 3 . 2) . 1 
e.3 . 2 := tl(e.3.2) //update equipment 

•[ len (qs) > 0 -> q := hd(qs ) ; qs:= tl(qs) //request after job completion 
[ e . 0.0 q . 0 .0 . 0 and q .0 .3 /= 2 -> skip 
I e . 0 .0 /= q . 0 .0 . 0 or q . 0 . 3 2 -> rs:= rs ++ [q] 

i := len(ws) 
* [ i > 0 

] 

-> w:= hd(ws) ; ws:= tl(ws) 
; [ e.0.0 = w.0.0 and w.4 < 2 

-> •[ len(w . 3 . 1) > 0 -> avem.(hd(w.3 . 1) .0):= 
w.3 . 1:= tl(w . 3 . 1) 

//cancel ws elements 

II due to received resources? 

avem. (hd(w.3 . 1).0) + hd(w.3 . 1). 1 
//update employees 

•[ len(w .3 . 2) > 0 -> aveq . (hd(w .3 . 2) . 0) := aveq.(hd(w . 3 . 2).0) + hd(w .3 . 2) . 1 
w. 3.2 := tl(w . 3.2) //update equipment 

e.0 .0 /= w. 0.0 or w.4 = 2 -> ws := ws ++ [w] 

i := i - 1 

ret < rs, ws, avem, aveq > 

func iduntr(ws : assigned• ) -> bool = //identify unloading or 
I [ [ len(ws) > 0 -> ret not hd(ws) .4 2 

I len(ws) = 0 -> ret false 
] 

J I 

func idpa(ws : assigned• ) - > bool = 
I [ [ len(ws) > 0 -> ret hd(ws) .4 = 2 

I len (ws) = 0 -> ret false 
] 

J I 

//identify putaway 

func uppa(a: (freight#dat#restyp)#nat, avem: empl-nemgrp, aveq: eq-neqgrp, avstcap : cap-nstlc 
-> (empl-nemgrp)#(eq-neqgrp)#(cap-nstlc) //update putaway resources 

I [ x: aemps, y: aeqs , z: cap 
I x := a.0.2.1; y:= a .0 . 2 . 2; z : = a . 0.2.3 

J I 

[ a . 1 = 0 -> avem.(hd(x) . 0):= avem . (hd(x) .0) + hd(x).1 
a. 0 . 2 . 1: = [] 

aveq.(hd(y).0) := aveq.(hd(y).0) + hd(y) . 1 
a.0 . 2 . 2 := [] 

I a.1 = 1 -> avstcap . (z ) := avstcap . (z) + 1 
] 

ret < avem, aveq, avstcap > 

//update employees 

//update equipment 
//update storage capacity 
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func inirr( ) -> (nat)"ndk 
I [ r: (nat) "ndk, i: nat 

//initialize reqres and pa for 
II respectively 
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I i:= ndk - 1 
*[ i >= 0 -> r.i:= O; i : = i - 1 ] 
ret r 

II unloading/transition controller 
II and putaway controller 

J I 

func clrdk(ws: assigned*, pa: punit"ndk, avdock: dock"ndkgrp 
-> (assigned*)#(punit"ndk)#(dock"ndkgrp) //update docks 

I [ w: assigned 
I w: = hd(ws); ws:= tl(ws) 

[pa. (w.2.2) + 1 = units.(w.0.5) -> avdock.(w.0 .4) : = avdock.(w.0.4) + 1; pa . (w . 2.2):= 0 
I pa. (w.2.2) + 1 < units.(w.0.5) -> pa.(w.2.2):= pa .(w. 2 . 2) + 1 
] 

ret < ws, pa, avdock > 
] I 

func final(pa: (punit)"ndk, w: assigned ) -> bool 
I [ ret pa.(w.2.2) + 1 = units .(w.0.5) ] I 

func inc(x,y: (freight#dat#restyp)#real#real#real ) -> bool 
I [ ret x.3 < y.3 ] I 

func bsize(qs: request* ) -> nat = 
I [ q: pro, k: nat 

I *[ len(qs) > 0 -> q : = hd(qs) .0.3; qs : = tl(qs) 
[ q = 0 -> k: = k + 1 
I q /= o -> skip 
] 

ret k 
J I 

//identify final putaway 
II unit 

//increasing times 

//identify trucks 
II in front of the 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

proc T(arrive : !freight, nfr: nat, mu_a: real ) = //Truck generator 
I [ d : -> real, ua:-> real, uO: (->real)"2, u1 : (->real)"2 
, f : freight#real, j: idnr, i: nat 
I d:= uniform(0 . 0,100 .0); j:= 1 

J I 

ua : = gamma(! I (cv_a"2),(cv_a"2) * mu_a) 
uO:= <I gamma(! I (frgrs.0.2"2),(frgrs.0 . 2"2) 

, gamma(! I (frgrs.1.2"2),(frgrs.1.2"2) 
u1:= <I gamma(! I (frgrs.0.3"2),(frgrs.0.3"2) 

, gamma(! I (frgrs.1.3"2),(frgrs.1.3"2) 
*[nfr>O 

-> nfr:= nfr - 1 
< f, i >:= idfr(sample d); f.0 . 0:= j 
f.0.1:= sample uO . i 
f.0.2 : = sample u1 . i 
arrive!f .O 
delta sample ua 
j := j + 1 

* frgrs .0 .0 .1) 

//freight distribution 
//interarr time 

* frgrs.1 .0.1) I> 
* frgrs .0. 0.2) 
* frgrs.1.0 .2) I> 

//for nfr freights 

//insert truck number 
//insert distributed unl workload 
//insert distributed tr workload 
//send freight to warehouse 
//interarr time 
//counter 

//dispatcher 
proc DISP(req: ?infj, as: !assigned, back: ?assigned, reqpa: ?infj 

, aspa: !freight#dat#restyp#bool, backpa: ?(freight#dat#restyp)#nat 
, vv: !file, ww: !file, xx: !file, yy: !file, zz : !file ) = 

I [treated : bool, q : infj, qs: request* 
, avem: empl"nemgrp, aveq: eq"neqgrp, avdock: dock"ndkgrp, avstcap: cap"nstlc 
, ws: assigned*, e: assigned, a: (freight#dat#restyp)#nat, pa: punit"ndk 

treated : = true; avem:= initem; aveq:= initeq 
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J I 

avdock:= initdock; avstcap:= initcap; pa : = inirr() 
* [ true 

-> [ true; req?q //receive unloading req 
-> qs : = qs ++ [< q, time, not treated > ] 

; < qs , ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= 
true; reqpa?q 
-> qs:= qs ++ [< q, time, not treated > ] 

assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 
//receive putaway req 

; < qs , ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >: = assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 
true; back?e //receive resources 
-> < qs, ws, avem, aveq >:= chk(qs,e,ws,avem,aveq) //update and check req and res 

; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 
true; backpa?a //receive resources 
-> < avem, aveq, avstcap >:= uppa(a,avem,aveq,avstcap) 

; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign(qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 
len(ws) > 0 and iduntr(ws); as!hd(ws) //unloading and transition job 
-> ws : = tl(ws) 
len(ws) > 0 and idpa(ws); aspa!< hd(ws) .0, hd(ws) . 2, hd (ws) .3, final(pa,hd(ws)) > 
-> < ws, pa, avdock >:= clrdk(ws,pa,avdock) //check if dock can be cleared 

; < qs, ws, avem, aveq, avdock, avstcap >:= assign (qs,ws,avem,aveq,avdock,avstcap) 

vv! time, tab(), avdock .O, nlO 
ww! time, tab(), bsize(qs ) , nl O 
xx! time, tab(), avem . O, tab() , avem . 1, tab(), avem . 2, nlO 
yy! time, tab(), avstcap.O, tab(), avstcap . 1, tab() , avstcap.2, nlO 
zz! time, tab(), aveq . O, tab(), aveq . 1, tab(), aveq . 2, nlO 

proc CUT(arrive: ?freight, req: !infj, as : 
, astjob: (!assigned)-ndk, asuemp: 
, uready: (?assigned) -ndk, tready: 

//controller trans/unl 
?assigned, asujob: (!assigned#dock)-ndk 
(!nat#restyp#pro)-ndk, astemp : (!nat#restyp#pro) -ndk 
(?assigned)-ndk, back: !assigned ) = 

I [ f: freight, g: assigned, i : nat 
, resreq : (idnr)-ndk, gs : assigned• 

J I 

resreq : = inirr( ) 
•[ true ; arrive?f 

-> req!< f, <time, 0 . 0, 999, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 >, < maxresu, [], [], 99 >, 0 > 
true; as?g 
-> [ not g.5 and g .4 

I not g.5 and g .4 

g . 5 
-> i:= ndk - 1 
; * [ i >= 0 

0 -> 
1 -> 

g.2.1:= time; gs := 
g.2 . 4:= time 
astjob . (g . 2.2)!g 

gs ++ [g] 
//receive commands 
//assigned jobs and employees 
//insert tr starttime 
//send to right dock 
//resources only 

- > [ g . O. O resreq . i -> [ g .4 0 -> asuemp . i!< g . 1, g.3, g .4 > 
I g.4 -> astemp . i!< g.1, g.3, g .4 > 

I g . O.O /= resreq . i -> 
] 

i:= i - 1 

] 

skip 

m: nat <- O .. ndk : len(gs) > O; asujob .m!< hd(gs), m > 
-> resreq .m:= hd(gs).0 . 0; gs : = tl(gs) 
p: nat <- O . . ndk : true; uready.p?g 
-> back!g; req!< g .O, < g.2 .0, g . 2 . 1, p, time , 0 .0, 0 .0, 
q : nat <- o . . ndk: true; tready .q?g 
-> back!g; resreq . q : = 0 

//look for free dock 
//remember id and dock nr 
//unloading job is executed 

0 . 0 >, < g. 0 . 3' [] ' [] • 99 >, 1 > 
//receive resource and return them 
//clear id-tag 

//unloading process 
proc UL(asujob : ?assigned#dock, asuemp: ?nat#restyp#pro, uready: !assigned 

, clear : ?void, fg : ! file ) = 
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I [busy, ready: bool, f: assigned#dock, pt, ut, s, wld : real 
, p: nat#restyp#pro 

busy:= false; ready:= false 
*[not busy; asujob?f 

-> busy : = true 
wld := 0.0 
pt : = f . 0 . 0.1 I efcu . (f.0 . 1 - 1) 
ut:= time +pt 
s : = time 

busy; asuemp?p 
-> wld : = wld + ((time -

pt : = (f .0 .0 . 1 - wld) 
ut : = time +pt 
f .0 . 1: = f . 0 . 1 + p.O 

s) * efcu.(f.0.1 - 1)) 
I efcu . (p.O + f .0.1 - 1) 

f .0 .3 . 1 := f . 0.3 . 1 ++ p.1.1 
f .0 .3 . 2 := f . 0 . 3 . 2 ++ p.1 . 2 

//calculate process time 
//update completion time 

//workload done 
//update process time 
//update completion time 
//update #employees 
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fg! "Dock",f . 1, tab() , s, tab() , 
s := time 

time, tab(), "gee", tab(), "Uncomplete unloading", nl() 

J I 

busy and not ready; delta ut - time 
-> f . 0.5:= false 

//wait for end time 
I /not treated 

uready!f.O //transition request 
ready:= true 
[ f.0 . 1 < maxresu - > fg! "Dock",f.1, tab(), s , tab(), time, tab(), "gee", tab() 

, "Uncomplete unloading", nl () 
f.0 . 1 = maxresu -> fg! "Dock",f . 1 , tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), "ora", tab() 

, "Compl ete unloading", nlO 

busy; clear? //clear dock 
-> busy : = false ; ready : = false 

//transition process 
proc TR(astjob : ?assigned, astemp : ?nat#restyp#pro, tready : !assigned 

, put : !freight#dat, fg: !file ) = 
I [busy: bool, g: assigned, tt, s, wld, tint: real 

, p : nat#restyp#pro, i : nat, ti : -> real 
busy := false 
*[not busy; astjob?g 

- > busy:= true 
wld := 0 .0 
tint : = g .0 . 2 I (efct . (g . 1 - 1) * units . (g .0 . 5)) //calculate interval time 
ti : = gamma(l I (cv_r-2), (cv_r-2) *tint) 
tt:= time + sample ti 
i:= 1 
s:= time 

busy; astemp?p 
-> wld:= wld + ((time - s) * efct.(g.1 - 1)) //update interval time 

[ wld >= g.0 . 2 -> skip 
I wld < g . 0 . 2 - > tint : = (g . 0.2 - wld) I (efct. (p.O + g.1 - 1) * (units . (g.0 . 5) - (i - 1))) 

ti : = gamma(l I (cv_r-2) , (cv_r- 2) *tint) 
; tt := time + sample ti 

g.1:= g . 1 + p.O 
g . 3.1:= g.3.1 ++ p . 1 . 1 
g . 3.2 : = g .3 . 2 ++ p.1.2 
fg! "Dock",g . 2 . 2, tab(), s, tab(), time, tabO,"lbl", tab(),"Uncomplete transition", nlO 
s : = time 

busy; delta tt - time //wait for interval time 
- > [ i < units . (g .0 . 5) //send ready putaway units 

->put! < g .O, < g . 2.0, g.2.1, g . 2 . 2, g.2.3, g.2.4, 0 . 0, 0 .0 > > 
tt := time + sample ti 
i := i + 1 
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i = units.(g.0.5) 
-> tready!g //release employees 

put!< g.O, < g.2.0, g.2.1, g . 2 . 2, g . 2 .3, g . 2.4, time, 0.0 > > 
[ g.1 < g.0 . 3 -> fg! 11 Dock 11 ,g.2.2, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), "lbl" 

, tab(), "Uncomplete transition", nl() 
g.1 g.0 . 3 -> fg! "Dock" ,g . 2.2, tab(), s, tab(), time, tab(), "bla" 

, tab(), "Complete transition", nlO 

busy:= false 

//putaway controller 
proc CPA(put: (?freight#dat)-ndk, reqpa: !infj, aspa: ?freight#dat#restyp#bool 

, store: (!freight#dat#restyp)-nstlc, sready: (?(freight#dat#restyp)#nat)-nstlc 
, backpa: !(freight#dat#restyp)#nat, clear: (!void)-ndk) = 

I [ u: freight#dat, a : -> loc, b: loc //putaway controller 
, q: infj, f: freight#dat#restyp#bool, g: (freight#dat#restyp)#nat, i: nat 

J I 

a:= uniform(O,nstlc); i:= 0 
*[ n: nat <- O .. ndk: true; put.n?u 

-> b:= sample a 
q: = < u. 0 • u. 1 • < 1 • [] • [] • b > • 2 > 
reqpa!q 

true; aspa?f 
-> store.(f.2.3)!< f . O, f.1, f.2 > 

[ f.3 -> clear.(f.1.2)! 
I not f.3 ->skip 
] 

m: nat <- O .. nstlc : true; sready .m?g 
-> backpa!g 

//receive putaway units 
//aisle or storage location 

//send put away request 
//receive commands 
//store SKUs 

//receive ready signals 
//send storage capacity back 

//putaway process 
proc PA(store : ?freight#dat#restyp, sready: !(freight#dat#restyp)#nat, fg : !file) 
I [ f: freight#dat#restyp, fs, ts: ((freight#dat#restyp)#real#real#real )* 

, up:-> real, us : - > real, tpa, tst: real 
I fs:= []; ts : = []; up:= gamma(1 I (cv_p-2), (cv_p-2) * tputaway) 

us:= gamma(1 I (cv_s-2), (cv_s-2) * tstore) 
; *[ true; store?f //store put away units 

-> tpa:= sample up; tst:= sample us 
fs:= fs ++ [ < f, time, tpa, time + tpa > ] 
ts:= ts ++ [ < f, time, tpa + tst, time + tpa + tst > ] 
fs:= sort(fs,inc) 
ts:= sort(ts,inc) 

len(fs) > O; delta hd(fs) . 1 + hd(fs) . 2 - time 
-> sready!< hd(fs) .0, 0 > 

//wait end time employee 
//return resources 

(hd(fs) . 1), tab(), time, tab() fg! "Dock" ,hd(fs) .0 . 1.2, "a", tab(), 
, "lgr", tab(), "Putaway", nlO 

J I 

fs:= tl(fs) 
len(ts) > O; delta hd(ts).1 + hd(ts) . 2 - time 
-> sready!< hd(ts).0, 1 > ; ts:= tl(ts) 

clus S( mu_a: real, nfr: nat ) = 
I [ arrive: -freight 

, asujob: (-assigned#nat)-ndk 
, astjob, uready, tready: (-assigned)-ndk 
, asuemp, astemp: (-nat#restyp#pro)-ndk 
, put: (-freight#dat)-ndk 
, req, reqpa: -infj 
, aspa: -freight#dat#restyp#bool 

//wait clear time storage 
//send 'clear storage' 
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, backpa: 
, as, back: 
, store: 
, sready: 

clear: 
I T(arrive,nfr,mu_a) 

-(freight#dat#restyp)#nat 
-assigned 

(-freight#dat#restyp)-nstlc 
(-(freight#dat#restyp)#nat)-nstlc 
(-void)-ndk 

I I DISP(req,as,back,reqpa,aspa,backpa 
, fileout("dock.txt"), fileout("qsize.txt"), fileout("emp.txt") 
, fileout("stcap.txt"), fileout("eq.txt") ) 

I I CUT(arrive,req,as,asujob,astjob,asuemp,astemp,uready,tready,back) 
11 k: nat <- 0 .. ndk: UL(asujob.k,asuemp.k,uready.k,clear.k, fileout("gantt.txt")) 
11 m: nat <- 0 .. ndk: TR(astjob.m,astemp.m,tready.m,put.m, fileout("gantt.txt")) 
I I CPA(put,reqpa,aspa,store,sready,backpa,clear) 
11 n: nat <- O .. nstlc: PA(store.n,sready.n, fileout("gantt.txt")) 

J I 

xper(mu_a: real, nfr: nat ) 
= I [ S(mu_a,nfr) ] I 
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Appendix G 

Job scheduling 

In the various warehouse processes, resources have to be allocated to jobs. Resources 
can be employees, handling equipment and other requirements like scanners, labeling 
machines and computers. When allocating resources to jobs in a smart way, flow time 
can be reduced for example. Allocating resources can be performed by a scheduling 
algorithm. In Section G.1, scheduling theory is discussed which can be applied to a 
single server system. Then, in Section G.2, the influence of parallelism and different 
team sizes on flow time is discussed. 

G .1 Scheduling theory for the single server system 

In the various inbound processes, flow time is an important parameter (see Section 4.1). 
For example, a warehouse may have to pay a penalty for the time trucks are waiting 
in front of the warehouse. At a typical warehouse, trucks keep on arriving through the 
day with a certain interarrival time and variability, which makes reducing flow time a 
dynamic problem. When a schedule has been made, new jobs will arrive and the jobs 
have to be rescheduled to reduce flow time again. First, the static problem is discussed 
for a single server system, to get familiar with the scheduling theory and algorithms. 
Scheduling a set of available jobs can be seen as a static problem. 

Static situation single server 

In the static single server problem a set of n jobs is available for processing at time 
t = to. An algorithm that is used to minimize total flow time for this set of jobs is 
called Shortest Process Time (SPT) [Bak7 4]. SPT arranges the available jobs in non
decreasing order and processes the shortest job first. Optimality of the SPT algorithm 
regarding the minimization of the total flow time is proven below. 

Consider a sequence S that is a non-SPT sequence. Somewhere in S an adjacent pair 
of jobs must exist, where job i is followed by job j while ti > tj. Consider a second 
sequence S' where the two jobs have been swapped (see Figure G.l). B denotes the set 
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of jobs that precede jobs i and j (with total process time tB) in both schedules and A 
denotes the set of jobs that follow i and j in both schedules. Total flow time of jobs in 
A or in B does not depend on the order of i and j and the order of jobs in A and in B 
is similar for both sequences S and S '. In the two sequences S and S' total flow time 
can now be determined: 

n 

L <fJk(S) = <ps + <fJi(S) + <pj(S) + <{JA 
k=l 

n 
<p B + ( t B + ti) + ( t B + ti + tj) + <p A 

<{JB + (tB + tj) + (tB + tj +ti)+ <{JA 

It can be seen that the total flow time is smaller in sequence S' than in S: 

n n 

L <fJk(S) - L <fJk(S') = ti - tj > 0 
k=l k=l 

(G.1) 

(G.2) 

The interchange of jobs i and j reduces the total flow time for any sequence that is not a 
SPT sequence. As long as a pair of adjacent jobs i and j can be located, with j following 
i while ti > tj, total flow time improves when these jobs are interchanged. Therefore, 
an optimal schedule does not contain any such pair and hence, in in SPT-order. 

s 
Jobs in B Jobs in A 

t = to ts t; tj 

S' 
Jobs in B i Jobs in A 

t = to ts t; 

Figure G.l : Pairwise interchange of adjacent jobs 

Dynamic situation single server 

When considering the static situation, the assumption has been made that all jobs are 
available at time t =to. In the dynamic warehousing environment this is not the case. 
For example, trucks arrive continuously at the warehouse with a certain interarrival time 
and variability. When a truck arrives the set of jobs to be scheduled changes over time. 
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Then, each arrival time can be considered as an unique release date. If no preemption 
is allowed, SPT can be used to solve the dynamical scheduling problem. Preemption 
means that a job may be interrupted and can be resumed any desired moment from 
the point at which interruption occurred. In a dynamic environment, the SPT policy 
assigns trucks to unloading teams as follows: 

1. At each job completion, examine the set of available jobs and assign the machine 
to process the job with the shortest process time. 

2. Whenever a job arrives, assign the job to the available machine; otherwise wait 
for a job completion. 

An example of an SPT schedule is given in Figure G.2. At time t = 4.5 job 0 is finished. 
At this point in time, job 1 and 2 are available. Job 2 is chosen to be processed, because 
the process time of job 2 is smaller than that of job 1. When a job is unloaded, it can 
be seen that the SPT algorithm considers the waiting queue. 

truck 0 -. . . . . . . . . 

truck 1 c_-_-_-_-_----~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~--~ na1• 

truck 2 l--~~~~--
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure G.2: No preemption allowed 
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• processing 
time 
waiting 
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Figure G.3: Preemption allowed 

If preemption is allowed in a dynamic environment an expansion of the SPT algorithm 
can be made. Allowing preemption the Shortest Remaining Process Time (SRPT) 
algorithm can be introduced to minimize total flow time. It is assumed that the total 
amount of processing required by job j is always tj and is unaffected by the number of 
times the job is preempted. Thus, no extra setup times are required. The SRPT policy 
allocates resources to jobs as follows: 

1. At each job completion, examine the set of available jobs and assign the machine 
to process the job with the shortest (remaining) process time. 

2. Whenever a job arrives, compare the remaining process time of the job that is 
currently being processed with the newly available job j. If tj is smaller, preempt 
the job that is currently being processed and start processing job j. 

An example of an SRPT schedule is shown in Figure G.3. At time t = 1 the processing 
of job 0 is preempted, since at that point in time job 1 is available which has a smaller 
remaining process time than the remaining process time of job 0. At time t = 2 job 1 is 
preempted to process job 2, which has a smaller remaining process time than the remain
ing process time of jobs 0 and 1. It can be seen that each time a job enters the system 
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or a job is finished, the waiting queue and the job that is being processed are considered. 

When a job is preempted and partially executed, the job can be moved from one ma
chine to another. A system where partially executed jobs can be processed on different 
machines is called a migratory system [Ban99]. 

Once the operation of the SRPT algorithm has been discussed, the theory behind the 
SRPT algorithm is dealt with next. The outline of the proof of SRPT's optimality is 
only sketched, as the full proof is much too lengthy. The interested reader is referred 
to [Chr95]. 

At a workstation two different events can occur. Either a job can be completed or 
a new job can becomes available. Each time one of the two events occurs, the dynamic 
situation can be seen as a static situation from that point in time. At that point in 
time a set of available (remaining) jobs must be scheduled, which is also done in the 
static situation. For the static situation the SPT proved to be the flow time minimizing 
algorithm. 

Consider a set of k jobs that is available at time t = to , where k :::'.: n and n is an 
arbitrary job which process time may be shorter than, or equal to, that of job k (see 
the left image in Figure G.4). These available jobs may be a collection of jobs that 
have just been arrived or that have been partially processed. The SPT algorithm uses 
their (remaining) process times to construct sequence Si . Total flow time is minimized 
for sequence Si when using the SPT algorithm. At an arbitrary point in time the next 
job k + 1 arrives and may be larger or smaller than some arbitrary jobs in sequence Si. 
Imagine that job k + 1 arrives at time t = rk+l while job n is currently being processed 
(see the left image in Figure G.4). According to the SRPT policy described before, a 
new sequence Si+l is constructed. At time t = rk+1 the following jobs are available: 
n', n + 1, n + 2, .. , k and k + 1. Note that job n' has a remaining process time tn'. 

t~ 

S; 
2 k+l I 

) 

t =to 

Figure G.4: Unfinished jobs in Si have to be rescheduled when job Jk+l arrives 

In order to minimize total flow time for the new sequence Si+1, the SPT algorithm is 
used again to schedule the new set of available jobs at time t = Tk+i · Note that for 
each job that was already available at time t =to, and is rescheduled in next sequence 
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Si+l, an extra fl.ow time t:i.ti must be added . t:i.ti is the time jobs in sequence Si vainly 
waited to be processed. When minimizing fl.ow time for the two sequences Si and Si+l 
together, as less jobs as possible from schedule Si must be taken to the next sequence 
Si+l · In general, it is desired to finish as many jobs as soon as possible. The S(R)PT 
algorithm processes jobs in ascending order of size; thus finishes as many jobs as soon 
as possible. 

G.2 Multiple server system 

Once the static and dynamic problem have been discussed in the single server envi
ronment , the multiple server system is discussed in this section. First the influence of 
parallelism on fl.ow time is investigated. Is it either optimal to create one large group of 
employees or split the available employees into groups? Then a multiple server system 
containing machines with different processing and different workloads is discussed. In 
what order and on which machine do the available jobs have to be processed? 

Influence of parallelism on flow time 

One might wonder if it is either optimal to create one large group of employees (one fast 
machine) and let them do all the jobs sequentially, or split the available employees into 
groups (multiple slower machines) and let them process jobs parallel. In other words, is 
sequential or parallel processing optimal when minimizing total flow time is the goal? 
It is assumed that no maximum number of employees exists that is able to operate in 
the same team. 

Process time t1 of a job j requiring workload PJ which is processed by a team con
sisting of n employees can be computed by t1 = P1/n. The number of employees (n) in 
one team is also called workforce. The greater the workforce, the greater the processing 
speed of the team will be. It is assumed that a team consisting of n employees processes 
a job n times faster than a team consisting of only one employee. Further, the system is 
assumed to be a migratory system [Ban99] . In a migratory system, jobs can be moved 
from on machine to another when jobs are preempted and partially executed. 

Consider a migratory system with k identical machines and a set J of available jobs. 
For each machine a schedule is constructed by the SRPT-algorithm as the upper scheme 
S shows in Figure G.5. Somewhere in the schedule a job q exists for machine M1. It 
is assumed that completion time of the latest job in the sequence of any other machine 
than M 1 is not smaller than the point in time where the processing of job q on machine 
M1 starts. 

Because it is desired to examine the impact of adding more parallelism to the sys
tem an extra machine Mk+l is created by taking away some capacity from one of the 
k machines (Mk-l in Figure G.5) at a random point in time, t = s. An arbitrary part 
of the workload of job q (Parb) is chosen to be processed on the extra machine Mk+l in 
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order to reduce completion time Cq. As two different machines can not work together 
on the same job, Parb is processed on Mk+l before the remaining part is processed on 
machine M 1 in order to reduce Cq· In the new situation (scheme P in Figure G.5) 
completion time c~ is reduced to Cq - Parb/nM1 where nM1 represents the number of 
employees in M1. 

On the newly created machine Mk+l processing of Parb takes tarb = Parb/nMk+i minutes. 
After tarb minutes, Mk+l gives back capacity to Mk-1· The amount of minutes of work 
processed by Mk-1 could have been tarb(nMk_ 1) minutes, when no capacity would have 
been taken away during tarb minutes. nMk-l is the number of employees initially op
erating in Mk-1· Now that Mk+l takes away capacity from Mk-1 during tarb minutes, 
only tarb(nMk-l - nMk+1) minutes of work are processed. Thus, in these tarb minutes, 
tarb(nMk+1) minutes of work less are processed. The loss in completion time of job q 
can be calculated by c; = Cp+tarb(nMk+1/nMk_ 1). With tq = pq/nMk+P it can be seen 
that the profit in c~ is neutralized by the loss in c~ = Gp+ Pq/nMk-1. 

Mk Jobs for Mk 

Mk - 1 p Jobs for Mk- 1 

s :< 
tp 

~ 
Gp 

M2 Jobs for M2 

Ml Jobs in B 

ts 

Mk+l 

~ 
Mk 1 tarb 1 

' ' ' ' 
Jobs for Mk 

Mk- 1 p 
p 

~ i 1: ~ I 

tip+-Pq -iiM Gp 
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I 1 k- 1 

' ' ' ' 

Jobs for Mk - 1 
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Figure G.5: In scheme P a part of job q is processed parallel 

If any jobs have to be processed on machine Mk-l after job p, their completion time will 
be a fraction pq/nMk-l larger too. Flow time in a schedule can be determined to sum 
all completion times. This means that when no jobs will follow p on machine Mk - 1 
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the profit in flow time by reducing Cq to C~ is neutralized by the loss in flow time 
caused by the increased value of Gp to c;. In case job p is followed by jobs on Mk-I, 

flow time increases, as for each job following p completion time is increased by pq/nMk-i. 

The above discussed shows that adding parallelism into the system does not result 
in reducing total flow time. When completion times never become earlier, the schedule 
will not be better regarding minimizing total flow time. Thus, parallelism has to be 
reduced to reduce flow time when the maximum number of employees in a team is not 
limited and when no capacity is lost in a team. 

Different machine speeds and workloads 

Previously, it was assumed that the number of employees operating in one team is not 
limited. In practice however, an optimal number of employees n working together in 
one team is adapted . At this stage, the processing speed is still considered to be propor
tional to the number of employees in one team. Thus, n employees perform unloading 
n times faster than one employee. In case more than n employees are available, par
allelism is unavoidable. It is better to let employees work instead of allowing them to 
be idle. However, parallelism can be and should be minimized when total flow time 
must be minimized. Parallelism is minimized when the number of employees is split 
into groups consisting the maximum number of employees n. 

MFn 

MFn-l p 

s S' 

MF1 

Ms :q Ms 

pq/n, : Pr /ns : 

t = to t = 1p/n1 t =to t=1p/n1 

Figure G.6: Two possible schemes for a set of jobs where Pr > Pq >Pp 

It could be that the remainder of total workforce when divided by n is larger than 0. 
Then two types of machines are created: (one) slow and (multiple) fast machines, re
spectively Ms and MF. The machine problem now occurs is discussed in [UthOO] and is 
called the uniform machine problem. Process time of a job j processed on a fast machine 
and slow machine can be computed respectively with: tj = Pj/nf and tj = Pj/n8 • Fast 
machines MF have speed nf and slow machine Ms has a speed n 8 , where nf > n 8 2: 1. 
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Consider a system where n fast machines MF are created consisting of m employees 
and one slow machine Ms consisting of a non-optimal number of employees. Further, 
a set of jobs J is available in which jobs p, q and r can be found where Pr > pq > Pp· 
Which machine should process which job first in order to minimize total flow time? 

Consider a scheme S where job r is processed on a random fast machine MF and 
job q is processed on the slow machine Ms while Pr > Pq· Consider a second scheme 
S ' where the jobs are interchanged to the fast and slow machines (see Figure G.6). Job 
p requires the shortest process time of the set J. At the point in time t =Pp/VJ a fast 
machine becomes available and the job that is being processed on the slow machine 
is processed on the newly available fast machine MF. As the flow time obtained by 
machines Ms and MF1 only changes by the interchange of job p and q, total flow time 
of machines Ms and MF1 are only considered. Total flow time of the machines Ms and 
MF1 in the two schemes can be determined by: 

L'P(S') = (G.3) 

If n 5 > 1 it can be shown that total flow time in scheme S is smaller than in scheme 
S'. The interchange of jobs r and q reduces total flow time for any scheme where a job 
r can be located that is processed on a fast machine and has a smaller size than job q 
processed on the slow machine Ms. 
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Preemptive priority model 

In this appendix a model is derived for the preemptive priority model that is used to ex
plain the relation between flow time when using the SRPT (Shortest Remaining Process 
Time) algorithm and varying the value of Ce [AdaOO]. Ce is the coefficient of variation 
of process time. 

Two classes of customers are served by a single server. Class i customers arrive ac
cording to a Poisson stream with rate Tai = PiTa, i = 1, 2. The service times are 
exponential; the mean service time of class i customers is t ei. Note that an arbitrary 
customer has a hyper-exponential service time: with probability Pi the service time is 
exponential with mean tei' i = 1, 2. Class 1 customers have absolute priority over class 
2 customers (service time interruptions are allowed); in other words, class 1 customers 
have preemptive resume priority over class 2 customers. 

The mean flow time of class 1 customers is given by: 

(H.1) 

and of class 2 customers by: 

u1ie1 + u2te2 1 
<p2 = (1 - u1)(l - u1 - u2) + 1 - u1 t ep 

(H.2) 

where Ui = te)tai' i = 1, 2. The mean flow time can be determined by: 

<p = Pl <p1 + P2<p2 · (H.3) 

In the Figure H.l the mean flow time <p and the squared coefficient of variation c~ have 
been displayed of an arbitrary service time as a function of E, where 

Pl= 1 - E, P2 = E, (H.4) 

and Ta = 0.8. Clearly, the overall mean service time is equal to 1 (it does not depend 
on E). 
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Note that for E = 0.5 both classes have the same mean service times, but as E de-
creases, the mean service time of class 1 customers decreases (to 0.5) and the mean 
service time of class 2 customers explodes. Further, as E decreases, the portion of class 
1 customers will grow (to 1) and the portion of class 2 customers will vanish. 

The figure shows that the the overall mean sojourn time decreases as the squared co
efficient of variation c~ increases. An explanation for this phenomenon is that, as c~ 
increases, the number of customers who benefit (i.e. class 1 customers) becomes much 
larger than the ones who have to pay (i.e. class 2 customers). 
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Figure H. l: Plot of c.p and c~ versus E 

The SRPT algorithm is best reconstructed by the preemptive priority model when a 
small value is chosen for E. When E has a small value, relatively more short jobs exist 
than long jobs and the difference between short and long jobs becomes greater. This 
means that whenever a short job (type 1) arrives it will have a shorter process time 
than the remaining process time of the long job in most cases. The chance that a type 
1 customer interrupts a type 2 customer while the process time of the short job (type 
1) is longer than the remaining process time of the long job (2) becomes smaller. 
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Law of diminished return 

In this appendix, the law of diminished return is dealt with. It describes that capacity 
will be lost when team size increases. Thus, a team consisting of n employees will not 
process a job n times faster than a team consisting of only one employee. To get insight 
in the law of diminished return, the unloading process is considered. In the unloading 
process, trucks are unloaded by warehousing employees (see Chapter 3). When it is 
assumed that unloading is performed by using (electric powered) handling equipment, 
a truck will be blocked for other operators when an operator is inside the truck. At the 
point in time the truck is not occupied anymore, another employee can enter the truck 
to take away a pack unit from it. When employees have to wait due to blocking of the 
area, capacity will be lost. 

Figure I.1: Structure of the unloading simulation model 

To investigate how much capacity an extra employee contributes to an existing team 
a simulation model is set up in the x-language [Ver02]. In the simulation model, the 
unloading process of a single truck has been modeled. The model consists of a truck T, 
unloading employees E, and an staging area S. The structure of the simulation model 
is presented in Figure I.1. The x-source code of the simulation model can be found in 
Appendix F. 

The following conditions hold for the structure of the unloading model: 

• Process T is connected to process E via bundle trem. 

• Process E is connected to process T via bundle emtr and to process Sta via bundle 
emst. 
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• In the simulation model the number of employees that unloads the truck is nemp. 

As mentioned before, three processes are used: a truck process T, an employee process 
E, and a staging area S. The processes of the unloading simulation model are briefly 
explained below: 

• Process T represents one truck that has to be unloaded. Pack units (like pallets) 
are stored inside the truck which have to be unloaded by unloading employees. 
Process T generates any desired amount of pack units. T tries to send a pack 
unit to one of the employees E which is available to receive a pack unit. Once a 
pack unit has been sent to one of the employees, the truck is blocked temporarily 
until the employee exits the truck. When T receives a clearance signal from the 
employee E, the truck can be entered again by another employee. 

• Process E represents nemp unloading employees who perform unloading by using 
material handling equipment. In the model, nemp employees E are able to operate 
in parallel. When an employee receives a pack unit from T, the employee cannot 
receive new pack units until the employee has been returned from the staging area. 
When E received a signal from T, E enters the truck, travels to a pack unit inside 
the truck and exits the truck. These two time absorbing actions are modeled as 
time delays in process E. Then, a clearance signal is sent to T. After sending the 
clearance signal, the employee transports the pack unit to the staging area. Once 
the staging area has been reached, the pack unit is (timeless) sent to process S. 
After staging the pack unit, the employee has to travel back to the entrance of 
the truck. Travelling from the dock to the staging area and back is modeled as 
a time delay in process E. Once the entrance of the truck has been reached, the 
employee is available again to receive a new pack unit from T. 

• Process S represent the staging area where the unloading employee has to stage 
the unloaded pack unit. Sis always able to receive an unloaded pack unit. In this 
process, throughput is measured. 

To unload a truck, an employee has to perform four different steps successively: 

1. Take the handling equipment (like a fork lift truck) and travel into the truck and 
pick the nearest pack unit inside the truck. 

2. Exit the truck. 

3. Travel to the staging area and stage the pack unit. 

4. Return from the staging area to the dock where the truck is being unloaded and 
to start over again at step 1. 

When step 1 and 2 are being performed by an employee, the truck is not accessible 
for other fork lift trucks. If step 2 has been performed, the truck to be unloaded is 
accessible again for one of the other employees. When the unloading employee is back 
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at the entrance of the truck, the employee is available to take a new pallet from the 
truck to the staging area. It is assumed that drive lanes are wide enough to facilitate a 
small number of material handling equipment together. 

As discussed above, an employee has to perform four different steps before a new pallet 
can be picked from the truck. Each of these steps have a different mean process time. 
Process times are distributed in this model. The exponential distribution has been cho
sen to be used, as this distribution is commonly used to distribute process times. In 
Table I.1 the mean process times of the four steps are shown which are estimated by 
employees at the logistics center of Frans Maas Logistics Venray B. V. Note that step 3 
and 4 strongly depend on the length of the path required to go from the dock to the 
staging area. 

Step I Mean process time (s] 

I 

1 

I 

5 

2 6 

3 10 

4 8 

Table I.1: Unloading characteristics 

In process Sta the average throughput can be determined. In the staging area through
put (also denoted as c5) is defined as the number of pack units that is taken out of the 
truck and stored in the staging area per time unit. Throughput is used to measure the 
amount of effective capacity an additional employee contributes to the capacity of an 
existing unloading team. Effective capacity is defined as the processing speed of a team 
when the processing speed of a team consisting of one employee is 1. 

Simulation results for different team sizes are shown in Figure I.2. It can be seen 
that effective capacity is not linearly related to team size m. It can be seen that almost 
503 of the capacity will be lost when a team consisting of 5 employees is created. 
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2 3 4 

Team size [employees] 

Figure 1.2: Law of diminished return 



Appendix J 

Simulation results 

In this chapter simulation results are discussed. Simulation results are obtained with a 
certain accuracy, which is described in Appendix K. 

J .1 Single server model 

In this section simulation results are discussed about the single server simulation model 
on which different resource allocation algorithms are tested (see Chapter 4). To compare 
the First Come First Serve (FCFS) algorithm with other algorithms, FCFS has been 
implemented first in the simulation model. The theoretical values of different parameter 
settings are calculated by means of Equation 4.3 (see Section 4.3). Table J.l shows that 
the simulation values deviate not more than nearly 2% from the theoretical values. 

The length of a simulation run is set 200,000 lots. The first 50,000 lots are not consid
ered, to measure the flow time in the steady state. In Table J .1 the simulation values 
and the analytical values are shown. It can be seen that the results closely approximate 
the analytical results. It can be assumed that the single server model operates correctly. 
Besides using queueing theory, log files are investigated to validate the model. 

utilization process time simulation value analytical value abs de viation 

[min] cp [min] cp [min] [3] 

803 80 399.9 400.0 0.03 

853 85 565.0 566.7 0.30 

903 90 896.3 900.0 0.41 

953 95 1898.0 1900.0 0.11 

Table J.1: Validating the M/M/1 system 

The source code of the single server model can be found in Appendix F. 
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J .2 Controlling the maximum waiting time 

In Chapter 4 the trade-off between average flow time and longest waiting time is dis
cussed. When the average flow time is reduced, the longest waiting time increases. The 
delaying problem is visualized for the SPT algorithm in Figure J.1. It can be seen 
that waiting times exist of nearly 10,000 minutes (the arrows in Figure J.l point out 
unacceptable waiting times), while the mean waiting time equals 150 minutes. 
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Figure J.1: Waiting times of 2,000 trucks 

A commonly used algorithm to control the longest waiting time is Least Slack Time 
(LST). In this section LST is discussed and some simulation results using LST are 
shown. Then, a clear alternative is addressed, which enables the user to determine the 
degree of importance of the mean waiting time and the longest waiting time by means 
of a control parameter. Once the algorithm has been discussed, it is shown how to 
determine a proper value of the control parameter for a certain parameter setting. 

Least Slack Time 

An algorithm that considers waiting time of a job is called least slack time (LST). 
In [Abb92] for an arbitrary job j slack time is defined as: 

(J.l) 

where d1 = due date for job j, t = clock time, tei = processing time of job j and Pj is 
the amount of service time received by job j so far. Slack time is an estimate of how 
long the execution of the job can be delayed and still meets its deadline. If S 2'.: 0 it is 
expected that if the job is executed without interruption then it will finish at or before 
its deadline. A negative slack time is an estimate that it is impossible to make the 
deadline. Jobs are ordered on increasing value of slack. 
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Two methods of slack evaluation are considered: continuous and static evaluation. 
Continuous evaluation results in endless switching between available jobs. This phe
nomenon can most clearly be illustrated by the following example. Imagine that job m 

is currently being processed. Then its slack does not change as its service time and the 
clock time increase equally. Then a job n enters the system with a smaller slack. Then, 
job n will be executed. The slack of n does not change while it is being executed. How
ever, the slack of m decreases. At the point in time Sm becomes smaller than Sn, the 
server switches to job m again. Then, at the following evaluation, the server switches 
again and so on. 
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Figure J .2: Waiting times SPT and LST 

Static evaluation only considers slack of those jobs that are in the waiting queue. When 
employees are available, the job with the least slack is executed and will be finished. 
This means that slack is not considered of that job that is being executed. Thus, P 
can be left out of the equation. When the due date of a job is determined by adding a 
constant value to the release time of that job, a simulation run can be performed. The 
arrival process simulation model from Section 4.2 is used here. 

In Figure J.2 results of a LST simulation run are compared with an SPT run for the 
following parameter set: u = 70%, Ce = 1.0 and Ca = 1.5. In steady state, waiting time 
of 2,000 individual trucks has been measured. It can be seen that the longest waiting 
time can be reduced from nearly 10,000 minutes to 2,000 minutes when using LST in
stead of SPT. The mean waiting time can be increased from 150 to 345 minutes when 
applying LST, since trucks with a large workload are sometimes executed while trucks 
with a shorter workload are waiting. 
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SPT considering waiting time 

As described in Chapter 4 an algorithm in which a tradeoff can be made between 
maximum waiting time and average fl.ow time is a variation of the SPT algorithm and 
considers both workload and waiting time. Priority Tj of an arbitrary job j can be 
calculated by: 

(J.2) 

Note that the SPT variant reduces to the SPT algorithm when>.= 0. Figure J.3 shows 
the influence of >. on the average longest waiting time and average fl.ow time. For a 
range of values of >. (0- 1.6), the average longest waiting time and average fl.ow time of 
2000 trucks is determined according to the independent replication method (described 
in Appendix K). The following parameter set is used: u = 703, Ce = 1.0 and Ca = 1.5. 
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Figure J.3: Influence of control parameter >. 

In Figure J.3 it can be seen that a minimum average longest waiting time occurs when 
>. = 0.6. Increasing the value of>. from zero to 1.6 results in an increase of average fl.ow 
time. One must notice however that average longest waiting time becomes nearly 2.9 
times smaller and average fl.ow time becomes nearly 1.3 times larger when>. is increased 
from 0 to 0.6. The warehouse decides which issue has highest priority. 

The maximum waiting time of 2,000 lots in steady state is generated 1,000 times when 
using SPT and the SPT variant and is visualized in Figure J .4. Again the following 
parameter set is used: u = 703, Ce = 1.0 and Ca = 1.5. For the SPT variant >. = 0.6 
is used. It can be seen that the SPT variant generates shorter maximum waiting times 
than the original SPT algorithm described in Appendix G. The average maximum 
waiting time for SPT is 5,282 min. (with a coefficient of variation of 0.43); for the SPT 
variant the average maximum waiting is 1,672 min. (with a coefficient of variation of 
0.22). 
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Figure J .4: Longest waiting time 

In the next section, models are designed to compare flow time and largest waiting time 
for different algorithms and different combinations of utilization, coefficient of variation 
of arrival time Ca and coefficient of variation of process time Ce . 

J .3 Response surface models 

In this section Response Surface Meta (RSM) models are derived to compare the per
formance of the algorithms (discussed in Chapter 4) for a certain range of variables. 
RSM, is a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques that are useful for mod
elling and analysis in applications where a response of interest (such as flow time and 
maximum waiting time) is influenced by several variables (u, ca, Ce and scheduling al
gorithm) and the objective is to optimize this response. The form of the relationship 
between the response and the independent variables is unknown. The response can be 
modelled by various functions of the independent variables, for example linear functions 
or polynomial functions. The obtained model is unlikely to be a reasonable approxi
mation of the true functional relationship over the entire space of the variables, but for 
small regions the approximations can perform well. The estimation of the parameters 
in the approximating models is done by the least squares method. If the fitted surface 
is an adequate approximation of the true response function, then analysis of the fit
ted surface is approximately equivalent to analysis of the actual system. Four types of 
models exist and in this research a full quadratic model is used with interaction. The 
interested reader is referred to [Mon99]. 

In this section two models are derived: a flow time model and a longest waiting time 
model. As mentioned before, four parameters influence the time a lot is in the sys
tem: u, Ca, Ce and the scheduling algorithm used. For each scheduling algorithm, a 
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u =90% 

(b) Utilization 90% 

Figure J.5: Flow time compared for SPT, LST and the SPT variant 

ft.ow time model and a longest waiting time model is derived. Thus, when keeping one 
variable constant, results can be visualized in a 3D-plot. In Figure J.5, the results of 
the ft.ow time model can be seen, for two different values of utilization (see Figure J .5( a) 
and J.5(b)) and all possible combinations of Ca and Ce within their range. The Ca range 
includes values from 1.0 to 1.8 (high variability [HopOO]), since the arrival process is a 
highly variable process. The Ce range includes values from 0.1 to 1.5 (moderate vari
ability [HopOO]) , since process times in a warehouse do not fluctuate too much usually. 

I SPT I LST I SPT variant (-\) 

Figure J .6: Legend response surface models 

In Figure J.5 three surfaces are shown. Each surface in Figure J.5 represents the re
sulting flow time for any possible combinations of Ca and Ce for one value of utilization , 
specific for one scheduling algorithm. SPT generates the smallest flow time for any 
combination of the variables within their range. LST (as defined in Section J .3) gen
erates the highest flow time compared to SPT variant (using >. = 0.6) and SPT. The 
SPT variant generates a flow time which is larger than the time generated by SPT but 
smaller than the time generated by LST. The legend can be found in Figure J.6. 

In Figure J.7 the longest waiting time meta model is visualized for two values of uti
lization ( u = 385 and u = 3 90). Again, three surfaces are generated which belong to 
the three algorithms investigated in this section. The SPT variant (>. = 0.6) generates 
the smallest longest waiting time for any possible combination of the considered vari
ables. As expected, the SPT algorithm generates the largest longest waiting time (see 
Chapter 4). The SPT variant generates a longest waiting time which is larger than the 
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u = 90% 
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(b) Utilization 90% 

Figure J.7: Longest waiting time compared for SPT, LST and the SPT variant 

t ime generated by the LST (see Section J.3) , but smaller than the t ime generated by 
SPT. The legend can be found in Figure J.6. 
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Appendix K 

Simulation accuracy 

This appendix considers the statistical aspects of the simulations performed during this 
research, based on [Res99]. A simulation is nothing else than performing an experiment, 
with realizations for the random elements involved in the simulation. Therefore, the 
outcome of a simulation is an estimator of the parameter of interest, similar to the out
come of an experiment. In order to say something about the accuracy of this estimator, 
the central limit theorem can be used. First the central limit theorem is explained in 
this appendix. Afterwards the application of this theorem in the simulation studies is 
elaborated upon. 

K.l Central limit theorem 

Suppose that X1, X2 , ... , Xn are independent realizations of the random variable X 
with mean µ and variance 172 • The sample mean X and sample variance S are defined 
as: 

1 n 

-I:xi n 
(K.1) 

i=l 

32 1 I:n - 2 
- (Xi-X) 
n-l 

(K.2) 
i=l 

The sample mean X can be used as an estimator for the unknown µ . Therefore, a 
confidence interval has to be constructed for µ. This confidence interval is determined 
by using the central limit theorem. The central limit theorem states that fur sufficiently 
large n, 

n 
I: xi - nµ 
i=l (K.3) 

is approximately a standard normal random variable. This statement remains valid 
when 17 is replaced by S. Now, let Za be the 100(1 - a)-th percentile of the standard 
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normal distribution, then: 

- s - s 
P(X - z - < µ < X + z -) ~ 1 - a aVn_ - aVn (K.4) 

The central limit theorem is valid when the number of realizations n considered is at 
least 30. The 100(1 - a)-% confidence interval for the unknownµ is then given by: 

(K.5) 

In the simulation studies 95% confidence interval is used to estimate the parameters 
of interest, i.e. z o.025 = 1.96. Therefore, the interval [.X - 1.96 Jn, X + 1.96 }n,J is an 

approximate 95% confidence interval for the unknown meanµ. 

K.2 Application methods 

To use the central limit theorem, the estimated output parameters must be indepen
dent of each other. In general, two main problems arise when creating independent 
realizations of a random variable of the simulation model output parameters: 

• Initialization effect: In this research simulation runs are started with an empty 
system. However, one is interested in the long-term steady state behavior of the 
system, and the initialization effect in an empty system might influence the quality 
of the long-term estimator. 

• Correlation: The random variables involved in a simulation run are often posi
tively correlated, what complicates the construction of confidence intervals. 

To encounter these two problems, three different methods can be used. The application 
of these methods in the simulations is described now. 

Independent replication method 

For every simulation n independent runs are carried out, each time with a different seed 
for the random generators in the simulation model. For each run, with a simulation 
length of k lots the estimator X is generated. 

1 k 
X· - - ""'X · i - k 6 i ,J 

j=l 

(K.6) 

The disadvantage of this method is that in each new simulation run the initialization 
effect is present. However, the advantage of this method is that there is no correlation 
between the observations X1, X2, ... , Xn. 
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Batch mean method 

In this method only one simulation run is carried out. This run is divided into n equally 
sized subruns. Every subrun generates a new value of the estimator X. The advantage 
of this method is that the initialization effect only occurs once, and therefore can be by
passed easily, not using the first estimations of X. A disadvantage of this estimator is 
that outcomes of successive runs are not independent. The correlation between subruns 
will be less when the subrun length is increased. 

Regenerative method 

The regenerative method also uses just one simulation run. Instead of dividing the 
simulation run into n equally sized subruns, now n subruns are unequally sized. The 
method makes use of the fact that many stochastic processes are regenerative. This 
means that there are random points in time, called regenerative points, such that the 
process starts afresh probabilistically at these points. The behavior of the process after 
the regeneration point is independent of and probabilistic identical to the behavior 
of the process before the regeneration point. The advantage of this method is that 
the initialization effect only occurs once, and the outcomes of the successive runs are 
independent. However, disadvantages of the method are that not all systems have 
regeneration points and that hence the method is not generally applicable. Furthermore, 
visits of regeneration points can be very rare, especially for large manufacturing systems. 

K.3 Choice of method 

In this research the independent replication method has been used. There are two 
reasons for the choice of this method. The first reason considers the disadvantage of the 
method, that it has to deal with the initialization effect every simulation run. In this 
research, warehousing systems have been studied. These systems sometimes become 
empty during simulation. Because of this, the initialization effect seen in the beginning 
of the simulation is part of the long-term behavior of the system, and therefore will not 
influence the quality of the estimated parameters of the model. Second, this method is 
easy to implement. Dependent of the type of experiment that has to be executed (see for 
example Chapter 7) , the length of the simulation runs is set. When 30 independent runs 
are finished, the 953 confidence interval is determined. When the confidence interval 
is smaller than plus or minus 1.253 of the estimated parameter of interest ( conf/ X), 
the simulation is terminated. If not so, an extra run is started until the confidence 
interval meets the requirement. The implementation of this method can be found in 
the Python [Lut96] file newrun.py below. The python file newrun.py uses the input 
variables as defined in runner. py. Both models are included in this appendix. 
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K.4 Simulation accuracy model 

In this section the source code of the two python models can be found that are for the 
simulations. In the first model the implementation of the central limit theory is shown, 
the second model shows the model in which the input variables can be defined. 

Simulation run length 

The python file newrun. py executes the simulation at least thirty times for one set 
of input variables. After thirty simulation runs, the central limit theory is used to 
determine whether the generated output parameters have reached the desired accuracy. 
If 95% of the calculated values lies within a accuracy of plus or minus 1.25%, the output 
parameters are printed and the simulation is terminated. 

#!/usr/bin/python 

import sys,os,string,math 

def Readfile(fname): 
fp=open(fname,'r') 
line=string.strip(fp.readlines()[-1]) 
fp.close 
x=[] 
numlist=string.split(line,'\t') 
for i in numlist: 

x.append(float(i)) 
return x 

# Main program 

paramstr='' 
for i in range(len(sys.argv[1:])): 

paramstr=paramstr+' '+sys.argv[i+1] 

paramstr=' ./SSM '+paramstr+ ' >> data' 

n=O 
if os.path.isfile('data') : 

os. unlink( 'data') 

while 1: 
os.system(''l.s' 'l. paramstr) 
n=n+1 
lastx= [] 
lastline=Readfile('data') 
for i in range(len(lastline)): 

lastx.append(lastline[i]) 
if n==1: 

xm= [] 
xv=[] 
conf= [] 
c= [] 
for i in range(len(lastx)): 

xm.append(lastx[i]) 
xv.append(O) 
conf.append(O) 
c. append(O) 
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else: 
for i in range(len(lastx)): 

xv[i]=(n-2)*xv[i]/(n-1)+(lastx[i]-xm[i])*(lastx[i] - xm[i])/n 
xm[i]=((n-1)*xm[i]+lastx[i])/n 

sys . stdout . flush() 

if n>29: 
for i in range(len(lastx)): 

conf[i]=math.sqrt(xv[i])*1.96/math . sqrt(n) 
c [i] =conf [i] /xm [i] 

maxconf=max(c) 
if maxconf<0 .0125: 

output='' 
for i in range(len(xm)) : 

output = output+str(xm[i])+'\t' 
print output 
break 

Input variables 
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In the python file runner. py, the input variables can be defined for a simulation. The 
data is written to file results100804. txt. 

#!/usr/bin/python 

#Noname project 

import sys,os,string,math 

if os .path.isfile('results100804'): 
os.unlink('results100804') 

for mu_a in (80.0, 85.0, 90.0, 95.0) : 
for nfr in (10000, 100000) : 

print 'now running mu_a=%f nfr=%i' % (mu_a,nfr) 
print 'Starting:./newrun.py %f %i >> results100804 ' % (mu_a ,nfr) 
os.system(' . /newrun.py %f %i >> results100804' %Cmu_a,nfr)) 


